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Abstract
Dynamically recongurable architectures have the ability to change their structure at
each step of a computation. This dissertation studies various aspects of implement-
ing dynamic reconguration, ranging from hardware building blocks and low-level
architectures to modeling issues and high-level algorithm design.
First we derive conditions under which classes of communication sets can be op-
timally scheduled on the circuit-switched tree (CST). Then we present a method to
congure the CST to perform in constant time all communications scheduled for a
step. This results in a constant time implementation of a step of a segmentable bus,
a fundamental dynamically recongurable structure.
We introduce a new bus delay measure (bends-cost) and dene the bends-cost
LR-Mesh; the LR-Mesh is a widely used recongurable model. Unlike the (idealized)
LR-Mesh, which ignores bus delay, the bends-cost LR-Mesh uses the number of bends
in a bus to estimate its delay. We present an implementation for which the bends-cost
is an accurate estimate of the actual delay. We present algorithms to simulate vari-
ous LR-Mesh conguration classes on the bends-cost LR-Mesh. For \semimonotonic
congurations," a (N) (N) bends-cost LR-Mesh with bus delay at most D can
simulate a step of the idealized N  N LR-Mesh in O


logN
logD log

2

time (where
 is the delay of an N -element segmentable bus), while employing about the same
number of processors. For some special cases this time reduces to O

logN
logD log

. If
D = N

, for an arbitrarily small constant  > 0, then the running times of bends-cost
LR-Mesh algorithms are within a constant of their idealized counterparts. We also
prove that with a polynomial blowup in the number of processors and D = N

, the
bends-cost LR-Mesh can simulate any step of an idealized LR-Mesh in constant time,
thereby establishing that these models have the same \power."
xv
We present an implementation (in VHDL) of the \Enhanced Self Recongurable
Gate Array" (E-SRGA) architecture and perform a cost-benet study for dierent
dynamic reconguration features. This study shows our approach to be feasible.
xvi
Chapter 1
Introduction
Advances in technology and the need for more powerful and faster devices have pro-
duced a range of computing devices varying in their eÆciency and their exibility. At
one extreme are Application Specic Integrated Circuits (ASICs) that are narrowly
tailored to solve a small suite of problems. At the other end of the spectrum are pro-
grammable processors that can be programmed to solve any solvable problem. This
dissertation focuses on devices and models that occupy a middle ground that deals
with recongurable computing [13].
ASICs are devices that have dedicated hardware designed for one specic task.
The function of this hardware is xed at the time of fabrication. Thus, one can
expect such devices to be fast and have an eÆcient use of chip area and power. Once
manufactured, however, these devices can only perform the tasks for which they are
designed. Thus, they lack exibility.
On the other hand, programmable processors are devices that can execute a num-
ber of dierent functions. The user can program these devices, after fabrication, to
perform any desired task. Therefore, such devices are very exible but only at the
expense of eÆciency.
Recongurable computing started as a new method that promised speeds not
possible on traditional models of computation. This initial thrust was centered around
models such as the R-Mesh that used dynamic reconguration, the ability to change
the structure of the architecture very rapidly, possibly at each step.
Subsequently, reconguration moved to Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FP-
GAs), devices that can be congured as circuits suited to the problem at hand. Run-
1
2time reconguration (RTR) deals with fast reconguration on FPGAs. Although
RTR is not as fast as dynamic reconguration, it allows the device to congure at
run time to suit the problem at hand.
This dissertation deals with implementing Dynamic Reconguration using ideas
from both the R-Mesh model and FPGA-type platforms.
1.1 The State of the Art
Dynamic reconguration has been shown to be a very powerful computing paradigm,
capable of extremely fast solutions to many problems. Models such as the R-Mesh [32]
have been extensively studied and solutions developed for a wide range of problems.
Nakano [34] provides an extensive bibliography of results in computing with dynamic
reconguration. Although models such as the R-Mesh provide an abstract platform
to develop recongurable algorithms, they are diÆcult to implement. This is due
to the fact that most algorithms employ buses whose delay is proportional to the
problem size. On such buses, the constant bus-delay assumption that is central to all
R-Mesh algorithms does not hold.
Compared to the volume of results published for recongurable models, relatively
little work has been reported on implementing these models or specic algorithms
for them. One direction has been algorithmic, using an R-Mesh with restricted bus
lengths (that restrict the delay). Beresford-Smith et al. [12] developed a sorting algo-
rithm that runs on an N N R-Mesh with bus delay bounded by D. This algorithm
incurs a 

N
D

overhead in time. Kunde and Gurtzig [23] designed an hN + o(hdN)
time algorithm for h-h sorting and routing problems on a d-dimensional R-Mesh of
side length N using constant delay buses. The fact that this algorithm runs at the
same speed as the one using buses spanning more processors is due to the proper-
ties of the problem and its solution, and is not a general technique for implementing
buses spanning a large number of processors. Bertossi and Mei [6] showed that the
simulation of the Basic R-Mesh (a very restricted version of the LR-Mesh) reduces
to the segmented scan problem and proved that this problem can be solved on xed
connection networks. Other approaches [3, 17] tried to scale down the size of the
3R-Mesh enabling the algorithms to run on smaller size array. These approaches sim-
ulate the large size model on the smaller size model and hinge on computing the
connected components for the simulated array at every step of the simulated algo-
rithm. Murshed [33] introduced other simulation algorithms for the LR-Mesh with
monotonic congurations and without solving the connected components problem.
However, even for the smaller sized R-Mesh, the constant delay assumption for the
buses is diÆcult to realize. Other directions for implementing dynamic recongura-
tion are technology-based [28, 29]. Several prototypes were proposed [27, 39, 45] but
they have not kept pace with algorithmic advances on recongurable models.
FPGAs (for example, see Wakerly [51]), though very dierent from models such
as the R-Mesh, provide a practical platform that supports reconguration. These
devices have hardware that can be congured to suit the problem at hand. Generally
speaking, an FPGA consists of an array of logic blocks that can be connected using
horizontal and vertical channels. Switches that can be congured are located at the
intersection of the horizontal and vertical channels. By conguring the switches, dif-
ferent connections can be established between logic blocks. FPGAs have the exibility
of implementing dierent functions and the eÆciency that comes from exploiting the
possible parallelism in the problem. They have also proven very useful for rapid
prototyping. Traditional FPGAs congure their switches using information gener-
ated outside the chip. Consequently, pin limitation is one of the biggest hurdles for
run-time reconguration in these devices.
For FPGAs too, technological advances, coupled with ideas such as pre-loaded
contexts [9, 18, 38] and partial reconguration [2, 52] have reduced reconguration
time substantially. However, one cannot expect current FPGA-type devices to sup-
port the \R-Mesh-type" reconguration, in which connections could be altered at
each step of the computation.
Perhaps one of the most promising rst steps in implementing the R-Mesh-type
reconguration was due to Sidhu et al. who proposed the Self-Recongurable Gate
Array (SRGA) [40, 41, 42, 43]. This architecture augments an FPGA-type structure
with the ability to generate reconguration information from within the device (self-
reconguration). Consequently, it can change its conguration extremely fast (in a
4few clock cycles). This self-reconguration feature has much in common with the
R-Mesh in that local information is used to generate a conguration with global
relevance.
1.2 Background
In this section we introduce some ideas that will assist in describing the scope and
contribution of this work. Specically, we discuss four broad ideas: (1) the Self-
Recongurable Gate Array Architecture (SRGA), (2) the Circuit Switched (binary)
Tree (CST) interconnect, (3) the segmentable bus and (4) the Recongurable Mesh
(R-Mesh). We now discuss these topics briey.
1.2.1 Self-Recongurable Gate Array Architecture
The Self-Recongurable Gate Array Architecture (SRGA) consists of an array of
processing elements (PEs) connected by rows and columns of trees, much like a mesh-
of-trees structure [24] (see Figure 1.1). Each PE consists of a ip-op, look-up table
(LUT), local memory and a small amount of control hardware. One could view a
PE as a small 1-bit processor. Each PE is a leaf of a row tree and column tree
that the PE uses to communicate with other PEs. As dened by Sidhu et al. [43],
the SRGA permits a tree to only connect one pair of PEs at a time. We adopt a
somewhat more general view of the tree and allow it to connect multiple processor
pairs simultaneously. This general tree, called the circuit switched tree, is discussed
next.
1.2.2 The Circuit Switched Tree
The Circuit Switched Tree (CST) is a balanced binary tree whose leaves are PEs and
internal nodes are switches that can be congured to establish various paths among
leaves. The edges of the CST represent full duplex links (that allow simultaneous
communications in opposite directions.) Thus, we will view the CST as a directed
graph with each tree edge replaced by two oppositely directed edges. For a commu-
nication to be performed on the CST, a directed shortest path must be established
5PE
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Figure 1.1: 4  4 PE array
between two leaves (PEs) (since the underlying structure is a tree, there is a unique
shortest path between any pair of leaves.)
A communication that has only one source and one destination is called a one-
to-one communication (see Figure 1.2 for examples of one-to-one communications
on the CST). Two communications can be accommodated simultaneously on the
CST if they do not use a common directed edge. The width of a set of one-to-
one communications is the maximum number of communications that use any given
directed edge (the width of the communication set of Figure 1.2(a) is 1 because no two
communications use a common edge whereas the communication set of Figure 1.2(b)
has width 2 because the communications labeled c
1
and c
2
share a common directed
edge.) Clearly, all communications in a width-1 communication can be accommodated
simultaneously on the CST. If two communications use a common directed edge, then
they are said to form an incompatible. The incompatible is called a source (resp.
destination) incompatible if the two communications use an edge going up (resp.
down) the tree. Clearly, the size of the largest incompatible in a communication set
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(a) A width-1 communication set
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(b) A width-2 communication set
Figure 1.2: A sample set of communications. Sources, s
i
, and destinations, d
i
are
shown as white and black circles, respectively. A PE could be both a source and a
destination, or neither (shown shaded in grey).
(a) An oriented well-nested set (b) An oriented monotonic set
Figure 1.3: Examples of oriented communication sets
is the same as the width of the communication set. If a width-w communication set
can be scheduled on the CST in w steps, then the communication set is said to be
width partitionable.
A communication set is oriented if either (1) for each communication in it, the
source is a leaf that is to the left of the destination on the CST, or (2) for each
communication, the source is to the right of the destination (Figures 1.3(a) and
(b) show oriented communication sets while those in Figures 1.4(a) and (b) are not
oriented because some sources are to the right of their destinations while other sources
are to the left of their destinations.)
Another way to classify communication sets is by using the pattern of communi-
cations they form, regardless of the source-destination orientation. In a well-nested
communication set the communications can be represented as well nested parentheses
(see Figure 1.3(a)); i.e., each communication is entirely inside another communication
7(a) A non-oriented well-nested set (b) A non-oriented monotonic set
Figure 1.4: Examples of non oriented communication sets
sources
destinations
(a) A communication set with disjoint
incompatibles
(b) A communication set with non-disjoint
incompatibles
Figure 1.5: Examples of communication sets with (a) disjoint incompatibles and (b)
non-disjoint incompatibles
or concatenated with another well-nested communication set. A monotonic commu-
nication set forms a stride of communications (see Figure 1.3(b)). Yet another way
to classify communication sets is based on the properties of its incompatibles. For
example, the incompatibles of a communication set could be disjoint if no two incom-
patibles have a common element (see Figure 1.5(a)) or non-disjoint (see Figure 1.5(b).)
The bipartite graphs shown in Figure 1.5 are called incompatibility graphs and rep-
resent communication sets. The source incompatibles and destination incompatibles
are shown encircled. We use these ideas to derive properties related to accommodat-
ing communication sets on the CST. In particular, we will address the question of
scheduling a communication set so that only a width-1 set is scheduled in a step.
The ability of the CST to accommodate a width-1 communication set does not
guarantee the ability to perform these communications. Performing the communica-
tions requires conguring the switches of the CST to physically establish the com-
munications paths. We use the term conguring the CST to refer to conguring its
switches to establish the communications paths between sources and destinations.
8The settings (conguration) of each switch needed to successfully establish the com-
munications can be computed at run time or compile time. In run-time conguration,
dierent conguration information is generated at each step of the algorithm. This
information could be based on the particular input instance and on the results of the
previous steps of the algorithm. On the other hand, compile-time conguration in-
formation is instance-independent and is computed before the algorithm starts. One
of the derivatives of our method to accommodate width-1 communication sets on the
CST is an implementation of the segmentable bus, described below.
1.2.3 Segmentable Bus
The structure of an N -processor segmentable bus [48] is shown in Figure 1.6. Each
processor controls (opens/closes) a segment switch on the bus using local informa-
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Figure 1.6: An 8-processor segmentable bus; bidirectional lines are data links between
the processors and the bus; dashed lines allow processors to control their segment
switches.
tion. Opening or closing the switches transforms the segmentable bus into blocks
of contiguous processors (segments); that is, local information at each processor is
translated into information with global relevance. Each processor can write to its seg-
ment and all other processors incident on the segment can read the written data. A
segmentable bus can also be viewed as a one-dimensional R-Mesh (see Section 1.2.4.)
A segmentable bus plays a vital role in our implementations of R-Mesh-type models.
We now describe these models.
1.2.4 Recongurable Mesh
The Recongurable Mesh (R-Mesh) is a two-dimensional array of processors connected
by an underlying mesh (see Figure 1.7). Each processor has four ports (called North,
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Figure 1.7: Examples of buses in a 3 5 R-Mesh and LR-Mesh
South, East, and West ports in the obvious manner, and abbreviated N, S, E, and
W). Each processor can independently partition its ports so that ports in the same
block of a partition are connected to each other. As shown in Figure 1.7(a), fteen
dierent port partitions are possible. The port partitions along with the underlying
mesh connections between neighboring processors form buses connecting processors.
Figure 1.7 shows buses in bold, dashed, and dotted. An R-Mesh that assumes constant
bus delay, regardless of the number of ports spanned by the bus, is called a unit-cost
R-Mesh. The Linear R-Mesh (LR-Mesh) [4]is a restricted version of the R-Mesh whose
buses are not allowed to branch (see Figure 1.7(b)). Numerous R-Mesh algorithms
run on the LR-Mesh without loss of speed. A Horizontal-Vertical Recongurable
Mesh (HV-R-Mesh) [4] is another restricted version of the R-Mesh whose buses are
not allowed to bend from a row to a column or vice versa. A bit-model R-Mesh [21]
is a ne-grained version of the R-Mesh with processors of constant size (like PEs of
the SRGA architecture).
The R-Mesh solves problems very dierently than conventional models. Consider
the problem of counting the number of 1's among N input bits (see Figure 1.8). The
inputs are at the top row and available to the respective columns. The counting
algorithm constructs buses starting at the processors of the West border of the R-
Mesh and move down one row for each 1 in the input (see Figure 1.8).
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Figure 1.8: Counting N bits
The bus starting at processor (0; 0) (top left corner) reaches processor (;N   1)
(in row  and column N   1) i the input bits include  1's. If a processor (0; 0)
sends a signal from its West port, it will reach processor (;N   1) where  is the
number of 1's in the input.
1.3 Scope of the Dissertation
As mentioned earlier, little work has been reported on implementing dynamic re-
conguration. This dissertation addresses various aspects of implementing dynamic
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reconguration. The work is in four main directions. The rst direction analyzes the
communication capability of the CST (Section 1.2.2). The second direction examines
strategies in conguring the CST to perform a set of communications. The third
direction grapples with the issue of implementing dynamically recongurable mod-
els such as the R-Mesh and the LR-Mesh (see Section 1.2.4). The fourth direction
is a practical study of the cost-benets tradeo of various dynamic reconguration
features in the setting of an FPGA-like device.
1.3.1 Communication Capability of the CST
This direction studies the problem of scheduling communication sets on the CST so
that each step of this schedule accommodates a width-1 communication set. In Chap-
ter 3 we rst prove that a width-w communication set requires at least w steps to
schedule on the CST. In fact, this chapter deals primarily with width-w communi-
cation sets that can be scheduled in w steps (or width partitionable sets). Then we
show three important classes of communication sets (namely, (a) those with \disjoint
incompatibles" (see Figure 1.5(b)) (b) oriented, well-nested sets (see Figure 1.3(a)),
and (c) oriented monotonic communication sets (see Figure 1.3(b))) to possess this
property. As a special case of the second result, we show that the set of communica-
tions that can be performed in one step on a segmentable bus (see Section 1.2.3) can
be scheduled in two steps on the CST. This result implies that the communication
ability of the bit-model HV-R-Mesh [4], a special case of the bit-model R-Mesh [21],
can be emulated by an SRGA-like architecture without signicant overhead. Also
as a special case of the third result, we show that the communications of a uniform
hypercube [50] can be scheduled optimally on the CST.
Chapter 4 considers communication classes that are not necessarily width parti-
tionable. We derive the minimum requirement for a communication set to be not
width partitionable. Specically, we prove that for a communication set to be not
width partitionable, the set must be at least of width 2, have at least ve commu-
nications, three source incompatibles and three destinations incompatibles. Further,
we prove that only two such \simplest sets" are possible (to within isomorphism).
Figure 1.5(b) shows one of these sets. This set requires one extra step (beyond its
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width) to schedule on the CST. In general, we show that there exists a width-w set
that is not width partitionable and which requires (w) extra steps. Recall that in
Chapter 3 we prove that oriented well-nested sets and oriented monotonic sets are
width partitionable. If we allow these sets to be non-oriented (see Figure 1.4), then
they are not nessecarily width partitionable. We establish this by constructing a
non-oriented well-nested set and a non-oriented monotonic set whose incompatibility
graphs are both the same as the one in Figure 1.5(b).
1.3.2 Conguring the CST
The work in Chapters 3 and 4 deals with converting a communication set into a series
of width-1 communication sets. In Chapter 5 we deal with the issue of conguring
the CST switches to accommodate any given communication set of width 1.
We rst identify a class of communication sets (called edge-exclusive sets) for
which the CST can be congured in one step (at run time). The idea for conguring
the tree is to translate the local information at processors to global information that
represents the connectivity of the communication set. Next we present an algorithm
to decompose any width-1 communication set into at most three \edge-exclusive"
sets. (In general, the decomposition algorithm works at compile time.) Thus, any
width-1 communication set can be performed on the CST in at most three steps.
Since an edge-exclusive set can be accommodated on a CST with half duplex links,
a half duplex CST can simulate a full duplex CST in at most 3 steps.
Chapter 6 deals with a particular communication set, namely that of a segmentable
bus. We give methods to dynamically congure CST switches to implement the func-
tionality of a segmentable bus (see Section 1.2.3). As in Chapter 5, the idea is to
translate the local information at processors to global information that represents the
connectivity of a segmentable bus. We present two approaches. The rst is suitable
for large processors of word-size 
(logN) bits in which one \step" (cycle) can accom-
modate 
(logN) gate delays. This approach emulates each step of a segmentable
bus in O(1) steps. Although the main idea is similar to the one in Chapter 5, the
rst approach exploits features specic to the segmentable bus and does not use any
decomposition algorithm. The second approach is suitable for smaller processors of
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word-size (log k) bits where log logN  log k  logN and emulates a segmentable
bus step algorithmically using a normalized tree algorithm [24] in O(log
k
N) steps.
1.3.3 Implementing R-Mesh-Type Models
As noted earlier, the main obstacle to implementing an R-Mesh (or other related
models) is the bus delay, which these models assume to be constant. In Chapter 7 we
introduce a new measure for the bus delay called the bends-cost measure. We show
that there exists an LR-Mesh implementation for which the bends-cost is a faithful
measure of the actual bus delay. This \bends-cost LR-Mesh" implementation uses
the segmentable bus derived in Chapter 6 as a building block. Then we describe
methods to use the bends-cost measure in algorithm design. Let  denote the delay
of an N -processor segmentable bus. We prove that for any delay D  , a (N) 
(N) bends-cost LR-Mesh can nd the prex sums of N bits or sort N elements in
O

logN
logD log

time. A similar result for adding N b = O(logN)-bit numbers runs
in the same time but on a (Nb)  (Nb) bends-cost LR-Mesh. These processor
resources are within a constant factor of the original (unit-cost) LR-Mesh algorithms
on which they are based. In particular, if D = N

, 0 <  < 1, then our algorithms
have the same time computed on the idealized LR-Mesh, but run on an implementable
platform. The ideas used to achieve these results apply to a large class of algorithms
that use \incremental buses" (dened formally in Section 7.1.) That is, we establish
that any T step (unit-cost) LR-Mesh algorithm using incremental buses runs on
the bends-cost LR-Mesh in O

T

logN
logD log

time using buses of delay at most D.
We then further generalize this result for \semi-monotonic buses," a large class of
bus congurations, and prove that any T step (unit-cost) LR-Mesh algorithm using
incremental buses runs on the bends-cost LR-Mesh in O

T

logN
logD log

2

time using
buses of delay at most D.
In Chapter 8 we consider the computational power of the bends-cost LR-Mesh.
We show that an arbitrary conguration of an N  N unit-cost LR-Mesh can be
simulated in O

logN
logD log

time on an O

DN
2


O

DN
2


bends-cost LR-Mesh whose
buses have a delay of at most D. In other words, if D = N

(where 0 <  < 1), then
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the bends-cost LR-Mesh can emulate any step of a unit-cost LR-Mesh in constant
time; that is, the bends-cost LR-Mesh is equal in power to the unit-cost LR-Mesh.
1.3.4 Cost-Benet Tradeo Study
In Chapter 9 we combine ideas from the bends-cost LR-Mesh (see Section 1.3.3), the
CST (see Section 1.2.2), and the SRGA (see Section 1.2.1) to construct the \Enhanced
SRGA" (E-SRGA) architecture. The E-SRGA adds dynamic reconguration features
to the SRGA platform and can be viewed as a possible implementation of a bit-
model bends-cost LR-Mesh. These features include the ability to connect its PEs
in rows/columns as a segmentable bus using local data and the ability of each PE
to congure its switches directly on the basis of local data. These features are in
addition to the SRGA's ability to connect pairs of PEs.
We have coded the E-SRGA in VHDL and synthesized the architecture using a 0.5
micron library of standard cells from AMI. The Leonardo Spectrum (synthesis tool)
was used for the synthesis and optimization of the architecture. A C program was
written to automate the implementation of E-SRGAs of dierent sizes. We conducted
experiments to ascertain the cost-benet tradeo of these dynamic reconguration
features.
1.4 Contributions of this Work
Dynamic reconguration has provided platforms capable of very fast solutions to
many problems. However, models of dynamic reconguration such as the R-Mesh
are diÆcult to realize because of the constant delay assumption that is central to
such models. This work bridges the gap between theory and practice. Signicant
contributions have been made towards translating theoretical algorithms to practical
solutions. Many aspects of dynamic reconguration have been examined as explained
below.
One important component of our work is the CST (see Section 1.2.2). Chapters 3
and 4 present a formal study of the communication capability of the CST and pro-
vide a better understanding of the capabilities and the limitations of this important
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structure. In Chapter 3 we show that some interesting communication classes can
be scheduled optimally on the CST. In particular, we show that the communications
of a step of the segmentable bus can be accommodated in at most two steps on the
CST. This result is signicant as the segmentable bus is one of the most fundamental
components of a dynamically recongurable architecture. Not all communication sets
are width partitionable (see Figure 1.4). Chapter 4 deals with such communication
sets. Our work here provides a clearer understanding of some conditions under which
a communication set is not width partitionable.
The analysis of the CST introduces new concepts and methodologies whose utility
extends far beyond the CST and the communication sets constructed. That is, the
concepts presented here are general enough so that they can be used in analyzing
other interconnection networks (not necessarily the CST) and communication sets.
In Chapter 5 we study the problem of conguring the CST. Conguring the CST
switches based on local data to reect a global context is the essence of dynamic
reconguration. This important issue is not considered by Sidhu et al. [43], who orig-
inally proposed the SRGA which is based on the CST. As we noted in Section 1.3.2,
we propose a method to decompose any width-1 communication set into at most three
edge-exclusive sets (for which CST switches can be congured at run time).
The results of Chapters 3, 4, and 5 provide a comprehensive set of results to
perform virtually any set of communications on the CST. If the communication set
is width partitionable, then Chapter 3 gives means to schedule the set; i.e., breaks
it up into width-1 sets. For non-width partitionable sets, Chapter 4 provides the
same means. The work of Chapter 5 allows the communications of these width-1
sets to be actually performed on the CST in at most three steps. Thus, for example,
communications of every width partitionable set of width w can be performed on the
CST in at most 3w steps.
Chapter 6 uses the CST to implement segmentable buses. As noted earlier, a
segmentable bus is a fundamental dynamically recongurable structure. We present
two approaches. One is suitable for large processors of size 
(logN) while the other is
suitable for smaller processors of size O(log k) bits, where log logN  log k  logN .
Collectively, the two approaches allow all levels of processor granularity to adopt
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the segmentable bus structure varying from an FPGA type structure to a mesh of
processors.
An important contribution of Chapter 7 is the new measure of bus delay called
bends-cost. This new measure allows the algorithm designer to estimate bus delay
accurately, yet abstract away from hardware details. It also provides a new approach
to designing R-Mesh algorithms in which the designer carefully factors in the number
of bends in buses used by the algorithm.
The bends-cost LR-Mesh implementation for the LR-Mesh validates the bends-
cost measure. It has independent value as an LR-Mesh realization as well. Then, we
present simulation algorithms to simulate the unit-cost LR-Mesh with semimonotonic
congurations on the bends-cost LR-Mesh. Our main result shows that if D = N

for
an arbitrarily small constant  > 0, then the running times of the bends-cost LR-Mesh
algorithms are within a constant of their ideal (unit-cost) LR-Mesh counterparts.
This is the rst general result that admits constant time algorithms on recongurable
models without resorting to the use of the unit-cost measure for bus delay. Our
approach also opens the door to translating the large body of fast LR-Mesh algorithms
to run on a more practical platform.
Chapter 8 which deals with the computational power of the bends-cost LR-Mesh,
serves to show that with delay of D = N

(where 0 <  < 1) the bends-cost LR-Mesh
can compute anything the idealized unit-cost LR-Mesh can compute without signi-
cant loss of speed.
The practical study of Chapter 9 brings together many of the concepts explored
in previous chapters in a practical FPGA-type setting. The E-SRGA architecture
that we propose uses an interconnection network that occupies only about 6% of
the chip area while accommodating a rich array of communication patterns. Thus
it provides a higher functional density than typical FPGAs. While the E-SRGA is
well suited for algorithmic solutions to problems, it is not as nimble as an FPGA for
implementing circuits. Most importantly, the results here point to the feasibility of
the ideas proposed in previous chapters.
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1.5 Organization of the Dissertation
In the next chapter we present some preliminary concepts and denitions. The com-
munication capability of the CST is analyzed in Chapter 3 (for width partitionable
sets) and in Chapter 4 (for non-width-partitionable sets). In Chapter 5 we address
the issue of conguring the CST for any width-1 communication set. Chapter 6 deals
with segmentable bus implementations. Chapter 7 presents the bends-cost LR-Mesh
and its simulation of the unit-cost LR-Mesh. Chapter 8 addresses the computational
power of the bends-cost LR-Mesh. Chapter 9 describes the cost-benet tradeo of
the E-SRGA architecture. Chapter 10 summarizes our results and identies several
open problems.
Chapter 2
Preliminaries
In this chapter we introduce some basic ideas and denitions used throughout the
dissertation. In the next section we present the circuit switched tree (CST). In Sec-
tion 2.2 we describe the segmentable bus, a fundamental recongurable structure.
Section 2.3 presents the R-Mesh model. Section 2.4 introduces the LR-Mesh, an im-
portant restriction of the R-Mesh. Finally, Section 2.5 discusses the notion of bus
delay.
2.1 The Circuit Switched Tree
The circuit switched tree (CST) is a balanced binary tree whose leaves are PEs and
whose internal nodes are switches (see Figure 2.1). Each switch has a full-duplex
link to its parent (if any) and two children. (A full-duplex link can carry information
in both directions simultaneously.) The switch can be congured to connect to its
parents and children in various ways. Figure 2.2 shows representative congurations.
Additional congurations can be obtained from those shown in the gure by symmetry
and rotation. Some of these congurations are simple extensions of those used in the
SRGA architecture to include broadcasting. Observe that while an incoming link
can connect to two outgoing links (for broadcasting), two incoming links cannot both
lead to the same outgoing link (concurrent writes
1
are not permitted). Also a switch
cannot connect an incoming link to an outgoing link in the same \side" of the switch.
This ensures that for a tree with N leaves (PEs), every communication will traverse
1
we relax this assumption in Section 6.2.3 and allow concurrent writes.
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Figure 2.1: A sample set of communications. Sources, s
i
, and destinations, d
i
, are
shown as white and black circles, respectively. A PE could be both a source and a
destination, or neither (shown shaded in grey).
no more than 2 logN switches. Any pair of leaves (PEs) connected by a dedicated
path through the switches can communicate in one step.
In addition to the data links, there is a control line between each node and its
parent that conveys control symbols from the switch to its parent. Control symbols
are used to congure the switches.
Figure 2.3 shows the internal structure of the switch. The connection unit box
labeled C is a combinational logic that connects the appropriate data inputs to the
data outputs to achieve the congurations illustrated in Figure 2.2. The control unit
has an input to the connection unit that selects one of these congurations.
It should be pointed out that the CST is very dierent from a traditional point-to-
point tree topology, where each node is a processor that stores and forwards packets
along the correct path. In contrast, the CST switches consist of combinational logic
and establish dedicated paths between leaves of the tree (as in circuit switching).
Two paths can be used simultaneously, only if they have no tree edges in common.
In the next few chapters we will consider two broad issues regarding the CST.
The rst addresses the ability of the CST to simultaneously accommodate many one-
to-one communications (Chapters 3 and 4). For example, the communications of
Figure 2.1(a) can be accommodated simultaneously on the CST because no two com-
munications use the same directed edge, whereas the communications of Figure 2.1(b)
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Figure 2.2: Some CST switch congurations
cannot be accommodated simultaneously on the CST because communications c
1
and
c
2
use a common edge. However, the communications of Figure 2.1(b) can be accom-
modated in two steps (scheduled). We will use the term scheduling a communication
set to refer to the need for more than one step to accommodate the communications.
This issue of accommodating (scheduling) communication sets on the CST does not
reect the complexity of generating control information to congure the connection
unit within each switch. The second issue addresses this point. Therefore we will
make a distinction between accommodating (or scheduling) a set of communications
and performing that set of communications.
2.2 Segmentable Bus
The segmentable bus is one of the most fundamental structures in recongurable
computing. In Chapter 6 we present methods to implement segmentable buses using
binary trees. Functionally speaking, an N -element segmentable bus has the struc-
ture shown in Figure 2.4. Each processor is connected to a bus by a bidirectional
(read/write) port and controls a segment switch that is placed on the bus. Each
segment switch can be in the \open" or \closed" state. When open, a segment switch
cuts the bus at the point at which it is placed; otherwise, the switch is closed and the
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Figure 2.3: Internal structure of the CST switch
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Figure 2.4: Structure of an 8-processor segmentable bus
bus passes through it seamlessly. A bus conguration is a set of segment switch states.
Each segment switch is controlled by a processor (the one to its right in Figure 2.4).
Since each segment switch can be controlled indepedently, numerous bus congura-
tions are possible. An unsegmented portion of the bus between two open segment
switches is called a bus segment. Figure 2.5 shows an example bus conguration of
an 8-element segmentable bus with three bus segments.
76543210
Figure 2.5: A conguration of an 8-processor segmentable bus
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The segmentable bus architecture, like other recongurable architectures, is syn-
chronous. At any given step each processor could perform the following actions:
(1) open or close its segment switch, (2) read from or write to its bus segment, and
(3) perform a local computation.
The decision to open or close the segment switch is based entirely on local informa-
tion. Thus, each processor can independently control its segment switch. The reading
or writing on a segment could be exclusive or concurrent. In an exclusive read (resp.,
write), a segment can have only one reader (resp., writer). In a concurrent read (resp.,
write) segmentable bus, a segment can have multiple readers (resp., writers). As in a
PRAM [20], we use ER, CR, EW, and CW to denote exclusive read, concurrent read,
exclusive write, and concurrent write. Thus, for example, a segmentable bus with
concurrent read and exclusive write is called a CREW segmentable bus. Again as in
a PRAM with concurrent writes, the segmentable bus uses a rule to determine the
values written to the bus. In this dissertation we consider the Common, Collision,
Collision
+
, Priority, and Arbitrary rules. In the Common rule, all the values
written to any bus segment must be the same. Under the Collision rule, a collision
symbol is written on any segment with multiple writers. The Collision
+
rule is the
same as Common if all the values written to the segment are the same, otherwise
a collision symbol is written to the segment. The Priority rule assumes a xed
priority (usually the index) to each processor and allows the highest priority writer
to write its value to the segment. Finally, the Arbitrary rule selects any one writer
to write to the segment.
The segmentable bus can also be viewed as shown in Figure 2.6 where each pro-
cessor has two ports (East and West) and an internal switch. By closing (resp.,
opening) its internal switch, each processor can connect (resp., disconnect) its two
ports forming segments of ports. The structure shown in Figure 2.6 is also known as
a one dimensional R-Mesh.
The segmentable bus assumes that two processors can communicate in one step. In
other words, the segmentable bus assumes a unit-cost bus delay. As a recongurable
model, it could use any of the bus delay measures described in Section 2.5. As
we explained before, in Chapter 6 we present methods to implement segmentable
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Figure 2.6: Another representation of an N -processor segmentable bus
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Figure 2.7: Example of buses in a 3 5 R-Mesh and LR-Mesh
buses. If the implementation takes s steps to perform the functionality of a 1-step
segmentable bus, then we say that the implementation of the segmentable bus runs
in s steps.
2.3 The Recongurable Mesh
An R  C recongurable mesh or R-Mesh [32] consists of an R-row, C-column array
of processors connected by an underlying mesh (see Figure 2.7). Number the rows
(resp., columns) 0; 1;    ; R  1 (resp., 0; 1;    ; C   1). Each processor has four ports
(called North, South, East, and West ports in the obvious manner, and abbreviated
N, S, E, and W). Each processor can independently partition its ports to connect
certain ports together leaving other ports unconnected. For example, the top left
processor of Figure 2.7(a) connects its N port to its S port, and its E port to its W
port. The corresponding partition is denoted by fN; S ; E;Wg. Figure 2.7(a) shows
the fteen possible port partitions of the R-Mesh. An assignment of a port partition
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to each R-Mesh processor is called a conguration. Figure 2.7 shows two dierent
congurations. The port partitions along with the underlying mesh connections be-
tween neighboring processors form buses connecting processors. Figure 2.7(b) shows
buses in bold, dashed, and dotted. An assumption central to all traditional R-Mesh
algorithms is that buses have constant delay, regardless of the number of processors
they span. An R-Mesh making this assumption is called a \unit-cost R-Mesh." While
this assumption enables us to design very fast algorithms, it makes it very diÆcult
to implement such a model.
At each step of an R-Mesh algorithm, a PE could perform the following actions:
(1) congure (partition) its ports, (2) read from and write to its ports, and (3) perform
a local computation. As in a segmentable bus, an R-Mesh could permit concurrent
reads and writes. If more than one processor is allowed to write to a bus at the same
time, then the R-Mesh has concurrent write ability and the concurrent write rules
(described in the previous section) are used to resolve the values written to the bus.
2.4 The LR-Mesh
In Chapter 7 we consider a restricted version of the R-Mesh called the Linear R-Mesh
or LR-Mesh [3, 17] (see Figure 2.7(b)) whose buses are linear (non-branching); that
is, an LR-Mesh processor cannot use the ve partitions fN; S;E;Wg, fN ; S;E;Wg,
fS ; N;E;Wg, fE ; N; S;Wg and fW ; N; S;Eg in the shaded processors of Fig-
ure 2.7(a). Notwithstanding this restriction, the LR-Mesh can generate an expo-
nential number of dierent buses among its processors and solve many problems ex-
tremely quickly. Indeed, most R-Mesh algorithms run on the LR-Mesh. The counting
algorithm presented in Section 1.2 is an example of an algorithm that runs on both
an R-Mesh and an LR-Mesh.
2.5 Bus Delay
A traditional bus (see Figure 2.8) is a set of wires with multiple taps connecting
processors to it. Each processor incident on the bus has a read port and a write port
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Figure 2.8: Structure of a traditional bus
76543210
Figure 2.9: A segmentable bus with all processors connected
connecting it to the bus. Capacitive loading [44] due to a large number of taps causes
the bus to use a reduced data rate.
On the other hand, a recongurable bus connects elements (processors) in dierent
ways at dierent steps. The set of elements it connects can change at each step.
The bus uses switches to change its structure to achieve the desired connectivity.
Therefore, switches are located on the data path, forming a combinational circuit
rather than that shown in Figure 2.8. Consider the simple case of a segmentable bus all
of whose processors are connected (see Figure 2.9) and a segmentable bus all of whose
processors are disconnected (see Figure 2.10). To achieve dierent congurations for
the segmentable bus switches, have to be closed using logic gates on the data path.
Figure 2.11 shows a data path between processors 0 and 5. The AND gates on the
data path represent a combinational circuit. Because there are relatively few taps
between two successive gates, capacitive loading is not a big problem. The primary
concern is the switch delay of the longest path of this circuit. A large delay forces a
reduction in the data rate as a bus should not be recongured before the current bus
cycle has been completed. A conventional implementation of a general recongurable
bus (see Figure 2.11) spanning N processors has a combinational path with 
(N)
gate delays.
For other technologies, for example with recongurable optical buses, switches
are placed on the optical path. Each switch attenuates the optical signal requiring
detectors to be illuminated for longer periods of time to ensure reliable operation.
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Figure 2.10: A segmentable bus with all processors disconnected
combinational 
 circuit
76543210
Figure 2.11: A bus represented as a combinational circuit
Once again the eect is a longer bus cycle. Thus the net eect of buses spanning a
large number of processors is a reduction in data rate. We use the term bus-delay to
capture this detrimental eect.
A good algorithm on a recongurable model should use buses with small delay.
Because buses can take numerous shapes and forms, it is very diÆcult to accurately
ascertain bus-delay. Consequently, bus-delay measures have to be used as approxima-
tions of the actual delay. These include the linear-cost measure, unit-cost measure,
and logarithmic-cost measure. With the linear-cost measure, a bus spanning N pro-
cessors has a delay of (N). While this measure is quite accurate, it renders most
recongurable models' algorithms too slow for practical use. Most work on recong-
urable models assumes the unit-cost measure [32] that assumes a bus to have constant
delay, regardless of the number of processors it spans. Clearly, this measure does not
reect reality. A more conservative log-cost measure [32] assigns a logN delay to a
bus spanning N processors. While this measure is reasonable for a xed bus, it does
not capture the complexities arising from the ability of a recongurable model to
congure its buses in an exponential number of ways. In Chapter 7 we introduce a
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new measure for bus delay called bends-cost that accurately represents the actual bus
delay and yet provides the abstraction needed for convenient design.
Chapter 3
CST Communication|Width
Partitionable Sets
In this chapter we study the circuit switched tree (CST) interconnect of the SRGA
architecture of Sidhu et al. [40, 41, 42, 43] (see also Section 2.1). The CST is a
balanced binary tree with PEs (or processors) at its leaves and switches at its internal
nodes. These switches can be congured to establish dedicated directed paths between
pairs of leaves. At most one path may use a tree edge in any given direction (child
to parent or parent to child).
In this chapter, we consider sets of one-to-one communications between leaves of
the CST and study properties that allow communications from a set to be accom-
modated on the CST (see the distinction between \performing" and \accommodat-
ing/scheduling," page 20).
We rst derive a condition under which pairs of processors can communicate
simultaneously on the CST. Then we introduce a quantity called the \width" of the
communication set and use it to derive a necessary condition for any set of k one-
to-one communications to be scheduled in t steps (where 1  t  k) on the CST.
This necessary condition is also suÆcient if the communication set has a property
that we call width partitionability. We show that the class of communication sets
with disjoint incompatibles (see Section 1.2 for an intuitive denition) possesses this
property. We then identify three conditions that can be used to construct other
classes of communication sets: (1) capping, (2) concatenation, and (3) interleaving.
We use these conditions to construct two important classes of communication sets
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called (a) oriented, well-nested sets, and (b) oriented, monotonic sets. We prove
these sets (of communications) to be width partitionable. The set of communications
that can be accommodated in one step on a segmentable bus (see Section 2.2) is a
special case of the \non-oriented," well-nested sets. We apply our results on oriented,
well-nested sets to show that a CST can emulate a step of a segmentable bus in two
steps. Oriented monotonic sets represent a rich array of communications, including
those of a uniform hypercube [50].
Although the work here is motivated by the interconnect structure of the SRGA
architecture, the results and techniques could be of interest in a general FPGA-type
setting in which the interconnection fabric can be congured to establish various
connection patterns. It should be noted that in this chapter the analysis of the
communication capability of the CST does not consider the switch congurations
needed to perform these communications. Chapter 5 deals with that issue (see also
Section 2.1).
In the next section we derive a lower bound on the number of steps needed to
schedule a set of communications on the CST and identify a property of the commu-
nication set for which this lower bound can be met. Sections 3.2{3.5 deal with three
classes of communication sets that possess the above property. Section 3.6 deals with
segmentable bus communications. Section 3.7 summarizes our results in this chapter
and makes some concluding remarks.
3.1 Communicating over the CST
In this section we formally dene the notion of communication width and prove that
the CST requires at least t steps to schedule all communications from a width-t
communication set. Next, we identify a property of the communication set, called
width partitionability, that allows a width-t communication set to be scheduled on
the CST in t steps. That is, the lower bound imposed by the width can be achieved
for width partitionable communication sets. We rst introduce some denitions.
Represent a CST as an N -leaf tree with A denoting its set of leaves (PEs). To
account for the full duplex links of the CST, replace each tree edge by two oppositely
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directed edges. For the following denitions, let T denote this \directed tree." For
any internal node u of T , let `evel(u) denote its level; the leaves are at level 0 and
the root is at level log
2
N . For example, the node labeled v in Figure 3.1 is at level
2. For a set S  A of sources and a set D  A of destinations, a set of k one-to-one
b
level 4
v
 0
1
 2
         3
d a’ e’ ed’ ac’ cb’
Figure 3.1: An example of a communication set. Each source-destination pair is la-
beled (x; x
0
), where x 2 fa; b; c; d; eg. Sources are unshaded circles while destinations
are shaded
communications, (x; x
0
) where x 2 S and x
0
2 D, is simply a pairing of the elements
of S and D (in Figure 3.1, k = 5, S = fa; b; c; d; eg and D = fa
0
; b
0
; c
0
; d
0
; e
0
g). We
note that a leaf of T could be both a source and a destination (for example, see
Figure 2.1(a), page 19). Source x and destination x
0
of communication (x; x
0
) are
said to form a \matching" source-destination pair.
For a set X  A of leaves of T , let `ca(X) denote the lowest common ancestor of
all elements of X, and let `(X) = `evel(`ca(X)) be the level of this lowest common
ancestor. For instance in Figure 3.1, if X
1
= fa; b; eg, then `ca(X
1
) = v and `(X
1
) =
2. As another example, if X
2
= fc
0
; d; d
0
g, then `(X
2
) = 3.
For small sets such as fa; bg, we will write `ca(fa; bg) and `(fa; bg) without braces
as `ca(a; b) and `(a; b).
For any communication c = (x; x
0
), the edges from node x (the source of c) of
the directed tree T to node `ca(x; x
0
) are called upward edges of c. All these edges
are from a node to its parent. Similarly, the edges of T from node `ca(x; x
0
) to the
destination x
0
are the downward edges. Upward (resp., downward) edges are shown
solid (resp., dashed) in Figure 3.1.
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Denition 3.1 Let X  S be any set of sources. Set X is called a source incompat-
ible if and only if `(X) < `(x; x
0
), for each communication (x; x
0
), x 2 X. Similarly,
Y  D of destinations is a destination incompatible i `(Y ) < `(y; y
0
), for each
communication (y; y
0
), y
0
2 Y .
In Figure 3.1 the set fa; b; eg is a source incompatible. This is because `(a; b; e) =
2, which is smaller than `(a; a
0
) = `(e; e
0
) = 3 and `(b; b
0
) = 4. Similarly, set fc
0
; b
0
g is
a destination incompatible. On the other hand set fa; cg is not a source incompatible
as `(a; c) = 4 > `(a; a
0
) = `(c; c
0
) = 3. We will use the term incompatible (without
the attribute source or destination) to refer to a source or a destination incompatible.
Intuitively, the CST cannot accommodate two communications simultaneously if their
sources and/or destinations are in the same incompatible; we prove this below in
Lemma 3.1.
Remarks: We say that communications c
x
= (x; x
0
) and c
y
= (y; y
0
) are incompatible
i fx; yg or fx
0
; y
0
g is an incompatible.
Denition 3.2 An incompatible I is maximal if no superset of I is an incompatible.
A maximal incompatible I is maximum if no incompatible has more elements than I.
Note that while a maximum incompatible is always maximal, a maximal incom-
patible could contain as few as a single element and, therefore, need not be maximum.
Denition 3.3 The width of a set of communications is the size of its maximum
incompatible.
The communication set of Figure 3.1 has source incompatibles fa; b; eg, fcg, fdg,
and destination incompatibles fa
0
; e
0
g, fb
0
; c
0
g, fd
0
g. The width of this communication
set is 3 because the maximum incompatible (the set fa; b; eg) is of size 3. Although
the incompatibles of this example do not contain any common elements, in general
incompatibles need not be disjoint.
For convenience we will represent a communication set, C, as an annotated bipar-
tite graph called an incompatibility graph. The incompatibility graph G = (V;E) has
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Figure 3.2: Communication set with disjoint incompatibles
the set of sources and destinations of C as its set of vertices. Note that since a leaf
(PE) of the CST can be both a source as well as a destination, a leaf could appear
twice in the set V . The edges of G connect source-destination pairs in accordance
with the given communication set C. Arrange nodes of G as sources and destina-
tions to form a bipartite graph and indicate incompatibles by encircling nodes in the
same incompatible. For example, Figure 3.2 shows the incompatibility graph of the
communication set of Figure 3.1.
Since an incompatible is a collection of sources or destinations of communications
that interfere with each other, the width of a set of communications is an important
factor in the amount of time required to schedule the communications. We now derive
a necessary condition for the CST T to schedule k one-to-one communications in t
steps (where 1  t < k). If t  k, then the communications can be trivially scheduled
one at a time.
Lemma 3.1 The CST requires at least t steps to schedule communications from a
set that has a t-element incompatible.
Proof: Let C denote a communication set. We prove that if C has an incompatible
with t elements, then the CST cannot accommodate the communications associated
with this incompatible in t   1 steps. Without loss of generality, let S
0
be a source
incompatible with t elements. Since `(S
0
) < `(x; x
0
) for each x 2 S
0
, and since
`ca(S
0
) is an ancestor of every x 2 S
0
, each communication (x; x
0
) with x 2 S
0
has to
traverse the upward edge between `ca(S
0
) and its parent (see Figure 3.3). That is,
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Figure 3.3: Illustration of the proof of Lemma 3.1.
all t communications with sources in S
0
require the link from `ca(S
0
) and its parent.
Consequently, they require at least t steps.
In a similar manner, the existence of a destination incompatibleD
0
with t elements
implies that the link from the parent of `ca(D
0
) to `ca(D
0
) would be used at least t
times.
Corollary 3.2 A width-w set of communications requires at least w steps to be sched-
uled on a CST.
Only communications from a width-1 communication set can be accommodated
simultaneously on the CST. A width-w set (where w > 1) could be partitioned into
width-1 sets C
1
; C
2
;    ; C

(for some   w) so that communications from dierent
C
i
's (1  i  ) are accommodated in dierent steps. Since each C
i
has width 1, all
communications in C
i
can be accommodated in the same step. Thus the partition
corresponds to an -step schedule for accommodating all communications in set C.
Corollary 3.2 implies that   w.
Lemma 3.3 A set S of elements is an incompatible if and only if for all a; b 2 S,
fa; bg is an incompatible.
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Figure 3.4: Illustration of the proof of Lemma 3.3
Proof: If S is an incompatible, then so is any subset of S. That is, for all a; b 2 S,
fa; bg is an incompatible.
In the other direction, let S = fx
0
; x
1
;    ; x
n
g. We are given that
for all 0  i < j  n; fx
i
; x
j
g is an incompatible: (3.1)
Equation 3.1 implies that S   fx
0
g is an incompatible (by the induction hypoth-
esis). Equation 3.1 also implies that fx
0
; xg is an incompatible for all x 2 S   fx
0
g.
Let u = `ca(S   fx
0
g) and let v = `ca(S). Clearly u is a descendant of v (includ-
ing v itself). Since S   fx
0
g is an incompatible, each communication (x; x
0
) (with
x 2 S fx
0
g) has an upward edge from u to parent(u). That is, `evel(u)  `evel(v).
We consider two cases.
Case 1 [`evel(u) < `evel(v)]: The situation is shown in Figure 3.4(a). Clearly for
all 0  i  n, communication (x
i
; x
0
i
) has upward edge hv; parent(v)i. Thus, S is an
incompatible (see proof of Lemma 3.1).
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Case 2 [`evel(u) = `evel(v)]: The situation is shown in Figure 3.4(b). For 1 
i  n, let `ca(x
i
; x
0
) = w
i
and let `evel(w
i
) = `
i
. Without loss of generality, let
`
1
 `
2
     `
n
(see Figure 3.4(b)). Then, `ca(x
0
; x
n
) = u, otherwise `ca(S) 6= u.
Then, again each communication (x
i
; x
0
i
), 1  i  n, has an upward edge from u to
parent(u). Thus in either case, S is an incompatible.
The necessary condition of the Corollary 3.2 applies to any set of one-to-one
communications and the CST. Is this condition suÆcient for all one-to-one communi-
cations? In general, the answer is \no" as it is possible for a width-w communication
set to require more than w steps.
Consider the communication set C = f(a; a
0
); (b; b
0
)    ; (e; e
0
)g of Figure 3.5,
whose incompatibility graph is shown in Figure 3.6. Clearly, the width of C is 2.
a’ e’ e d a d’ c’ bc
b’
Figure 3.5: Width-2 communication set requiring three steps
The only communication that can be scheduled simultaneously with (b; b
0
) is either
(d; d
0
) or (e; e
0
). Since C f(b; b
0
); (d; d
0
)g or C f(b; b
0
); (e; e
0
)g has width 2, it follows
that C cannot be scheduled in two steps.
If a width-w communication set possesses certain properties, however, then it can
be scheduled on the CST in w steps. We present one such property in the following
discussion.
Lemma 3.4 The CST can accommodate communications c
1
= (x; x
0
) and c
2
= (y; y
0
)
simultaneously if and only if sets fx; yg and fx
0
; y
0
g are not incompatibles.
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c’b’
ca bd
d’a’e’
e
Figure 3.6: Incompatibility graph of the communication set of Figure 3.5
Proof: Clearly if either fx; yg or fx
0
; y
0
g is an incompatible, then the width of the
communication set fc
1
; c
2
g is 2. Lemma 3.1 implies that they cannot be accommo-
dated simultaneously.
If fx; yg is not an incompatible, then both `(x; x
0
) and `(y; y
0
) cannot be strictly
larger than `(x; y). Without loss of generality, let `(x; x
0
)  `(y; y
0
). This implies that
`(x; x
0
)  `(x; y): Let `ca(x; x
0
) = u and `(x; y) = v. Since both u and v are ancestors
of x, either v is an ancestor of u, or u = v. We now consider these two cases.
Case 1 [`(x; x
0
) = `(x; y)]: Here `evel(u) = `evel(v). With the observation made
above, this implies that u = v (see Figure 3.7(a)). Clearly, y and x
0
are leaves of a
subtree T
0
rooted at a child w of node u = v. Every upward edge of communication
c
2
= (y; y
0
) is either incident on a node of subtree T
0
or is on the path between w and
the root of the CST T . In contrast, every upward edge of c
1
= (x; x
0
) is on the path
between x and u. Clearly, c
1
and c
2
have no common upward edges.
Case 2 [`(x; x
0
) < `(x; y)]: Here `evel(u) < `evel(v), and hence u is a descendant
of v (see Figure 3.7(b)). All upward edges of c
1
= (x; x
0
) are conned to the subtree
T
00
rooted at u. Since `(v) > `(u), node y lies outside subtree T
00
. Consequently, all
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Figure 3.7: Illustration of the proof of Lemma 3.4
upward edges of (y; y
0
) lie outside T
00
. In any case, communications c
1
and c
2
have
no common upward edges.
By an analogous argument we can use the fact that `(x; x
0
)  `(x
0
; y
0
) to establish
that communications c
1
and c
2
have no common downward edges. Thus, the CST
can accommodate communications c
1
and c
2
simultaneously.
An obvious consequence of Lemma 3.4 is the following result.
Corollary 3.5 For any k  1, the CST can simultaneously accommodate a set C of k
one-to-one communications if and only if for any two communications (x; x
0
); (y; y
0
) 2
C, sets fx; yg and fx
0
; y
0
g are not incompatibles.
We now formalize the notion of scheduling a width-w communication set in w
steps.
Denition 3.4 A set, C, of communications with width w is width partitionable if
and only if
(a) C has only one communication, or
(b) C satises the following two conditions:
(i) There exists a set C
1
 C such that C
1
has width 1.
(ii) The set C   C
1
has width w   1 and is width partitionable.
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Remarks: For the recursive denition, the singleton set C forms the base case. For
width-w set C (where w > 1), the set C
1
consists of a set of communications that can
be scheduled in one step such that C C
1
has width w  1. A similar width-1 subset
C
2
 C C
1
reduces the width of C C
1
 C
2
to w 2. Thus, C can be partitioned into
w subsets C
1
; C
2
;    ; C
w
, each of width-1. Since the width of C is w, no fewer than
w blocks are possible in this partition; in that sense it is width partitionable. Implic-
itly, the above denition also species a w-step schedule for an width partitionable
set of communications with width w. Note that while the schedule C
1
; C
2
;    ; C
w
prescribes the communications that can be performed simultaneously, the order in
which communications of sets C
1
; C
2
;    ; C
w
are performed is not important.
Theorem 3.6 The CST can schedule the communications from a width partitionable
set in w steps if and only if the width of the set of communications is at most w.
In the next two sections we discuss width partitionable communication sets. Chap-
ter 4 deals with sets that are not width partitionable.
3.2 Communication Sets with Disjoint Incompat-
ibles
In this section we consider a particular class of communication sets and prove them
to be width partitionable. Consequently, Theorem 3.6 provides a tight bound on the
time for scheduling communications from this class on the CST.
Denition 3.5 A set C of communications has disjoint incompatibles if and only if
no source or destination appears in more than one incompatible.
Figure 3.2 shows an example of a communication set with disjoint incompati-
bles. Consider any width-w set, C, of communications with disjoint incompatibles.
Clearly, every subset of C also has disjoint incompatibles. To prove that C is width
partitionable (when the width of C is greater than 1), we only need show the exis-
tence of C
1
 C that includes exactly one source or destination for each maximum
incompatible. We now show that this set C
1
can be constructed.
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Broadly speaking, the idea is to represent the incompatibles of C as nodes of
a graph and the communications themselves as edges in this graph. The task of
selecting a set of communications (edges of this graph), subject to the restrictions
in the denition of a width partitionable set, will be shown to be that of nding a
matching in the graph.
To help us along with the proof, we rst add some dummy communications to
C. To each source (resp., destination) incompatible, I, of C, add w   jIj dummy
sources (resp., destinations); jIj denotes the number of elements in set I. If the
number of source and destination incompatibles is dierent, then add dummy source
or destination incompatibles, each with w dummy elements, so that the number of
source and destination incompatibles is the same. Since C has an equal number of
sources and destinations, the number of dummy sources and destinations added is
equal. Pair each dummy source with a dummy destination to form a dummy one-to-
one communication. (It is not important for the pairing to ensure that the dummy
communications satisfy the membership requirements of their incompatibles.)
Figure 3.8(a) shows an example of a communication set with disjoint incompati-
bles. Figure 3.8(b) shows the set after adding the dummy communications.
Let the augmented set of communications be
b
C. Clearly,
b
C has an equal number
of source and destination incompatibles, each of size w. We now represent
b
C as a bi-
partite graph and show that it has a complete matching from the source incompatibles
to the destination incompatibles. Subsequently, we will use this to construct C
1
 C
that includes exactly one source or destination for each maximum incompatible of C.
Let
b
I = f
1
; 
2
;    ; 
z
g and
b
J = f
1
; 
2
;    ; 
z
g be the sets of source and desti-
nation incompatibles of
b
C. Construct a bipartite graph
b
G = (
b
I [
b
J; E) with an edge
(
i
; 
j
) i there is a communication whose source is in 
i
and whose destination is in

j
. Figure 3.8(c) shows a bipartite graph of the communication set of Figure 3.8(b).
A matching on a bipartite graph is a subset of its edges so that no two selected
edges share a common vertex. A matching is complete if for every vertex v of the
graph, the matching includes an edge incident on v. The following result is well
known.
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(a) Original communication set (b) Adding dummy communications
(c) A bipartite graph (d) A complete matching
(e) The set C
1
Figure 3.8: Constructing set C
1
for a set with disjoint incompatibles
Theorem 3.7 (Hall's Theorem) [1, p. 667]: A bipartite graph with vertex set
V = A [ B has a complete matching if and only if for each Q  A, jQj  jR(Q)j,
where R(Q)  B is that subset of B with edges to elements of Q.
We now use Hall's Theorem to prove that the graph
b
G = (
b
I[
b
J; E) has a complete
matching. Select any Q 
b
I with jQj = q. Since each of the q incompatibles of Q
has w elements, Q represents wq communications (both real and dummy). These
wq communications are spread over at least q destination incompatibles, as each
destination incompatible holds only w elements. Therefore jR(Q)j  q = jQj. Thus
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b
G has a complete matching Q  E (Theorem 3.7). Figure 3.8(d) shows one possible
matching between nodes of Figure 3.8(c).
Let M = f(
i
; 
f(i)
) : 1  i  zg be a complete matching of graph
b
G. Construct
set C
1
 C as follows. If 
i
is a maximum source incompatible of C, then it contains
no dummy elements. Consequently, there is a (non-dummy) communication (x; x
0
)
with x 2 
i
and x
0
2 
f(i)
. For each such 
i
, select (x; x
0
) to be in C
1
. Similarly,
if 
f(i)
is a maximum destination incompatible of C, then there is a (non-dummy)
communication (y; y
0
) with y 2 
i
and y
0
2 
f(i)
. Again for each such 
f(i)
, select
(y; y
0
) to be in C
1
. No other communication is selected to be in C
1
. Figure 3.8(e)
shows the communications included in the set C
1
.
Clearly, each communication of C
1
has its source and destination in a dierent
incompatible; this is because their selection is based on a matching on a graph with
incompatibles as vertices. Also for each maximum incompatible, there is a communi-
cation in C
1
whose source or destination is in the maximum incompatible. This proves
that every set of communications with disjoint incompatibles is width partitionable.
With Theorem 3.6 we have the following result.
Theorem 3.8 The CST can schedule communications from a set with disjoint in-
compatibles in w steps if and only if the width of the set of communications is at most
w.
3.3 Sets with Overlapping Incompatibles
In the last section we proved that communication sets with disjoint incompatibles are
width partitionable. In general, however, two incompatibles may overlap (have some
common elements). In this section we consider some important classes of communi-
cation sets whose incompatibles need not be disjoint. We rst dene three conditions
that establish building blocks for constructing complex communication sets. Subse-
quently, we use these conditions to construct two important classes of communication
sets, that we then prove to be width partitionable.
In this section we restrict our discussions to communication sets that are \ori-
ented". For the purpose of our discussion, number the sources and destinations
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.9: Examples of oriented (a) and non-oriented (b) communication sets
(leaves of the CST) in ascending order from left to right. Thus we may say that for
two leaves x, y, x < y to mean that x is to the left of y, or x  y to mean that x
is not to the right of y.
Denition 3.6 A communication set C is oriented if and only if either (i) for ev-
ery communication (x; x
0
) 2 C; x < x
0
or (ii) for every communication (x; x
0
) 2
C; x > x
0
.
Remark: Where there is no ambiguity we will drop the attribute \oriented" for
communication sets in this section.
Figure 3.9(a) shows example of an oriented communication set as each source is
to the left of its destination. The communication set of Figure 3.9(b) is not oriented.
Considering oriented communication sets greatly simplies the discussion without
giving up too much in the generality of the results. (This is because every non-
oriented communication set is a union of at most two oriented communication sets.)
Without loss of generality, we assume each communication to have its source to the
left of its destination at the leaves of the CST (as in Figure 3.9(a)).
3.3.1 Combining Communication Sets
The combination of two communication sets is simply their union. When combined
under certain conditions, the resulting communication set can be proved to have some
useful properties. In this section we identify three such conditions termed capping,
concatenation, and interleaving. Subsequently we use these conditions to express two
useful classes of communications called well-nested sets and monotonic sets, and prove
these sets to be width partitionable.
We now describe the conditions referred to above. Although we apply these con-
ditions to communications oriented from left to right, they can be adapted to sets
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C’’
y x x’
C’
(a) Capping
C’’C’
y’yx’x
(b) Concatenation
x y y’x’
C’ C’’
(c) Interleaving
Figure 3.10: Illustration of conditions for combining communication sets
oriented from right to left and to non-oriented sets. For the following denitions let
C
0
and C
00
be communication sets and let C = C
0
[ C
00
.
Capping: The capping condition (see Figure 3.10(a)) requires that
C
00
= f(y; y
0
)g and for all (x; x
0
) 2 C
0
; y < x and x
0
< y
0
: (3.2)
Remark: Since x < x
0
, the capping condition implies that y < x < x
0
< y
0
. Intu-
itively, the capping condition requires the singleton set C
00
to span across (or cap)
the entire set C
0
.
To emphasize that sets C
0
and C
00
satisfy the capping condition we will express
set C = C
0
[C
00
as C = cap(C
0
; C
00
). Since C
00
= fcg, a singleton element set, we will
write cap(C
0
; C
00
) simply as cap(C
0
; c) (rather than cap(C
0
; fcg).
Concatenation: The concatenation condition (see Figure 3.10(b)) requires that
for all (x; x
0
) 2 C
0
; (y; y
0
) 2 C
00
; x
0
< y: (3.3)
Remark: Again since x < x
0
and y < y
0
, the concatenation condition implies that
x < x
0
< y < y
0
. Intuitively, all communications of C
0
are to the left of those of C
00
.
Here we write C = C
0
[ C
00
= concat(C
0
; C
00
): In general, jC
00
j  1. However, if
C
00
= fcg, a single element set, then we write concat(C
0
; fcg) as concat(C
0
; c).
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Interleaving: The interleaving condition (see Figure 3.10(c)) requires that
C
00
= (y; y
0
); and 8(x; x
0
) 2 C
0
; x < y and x
0
< y
0
; and 9(z; z
0
) 2 C
0
; y < z
0
:
(3.4)
Remark: Here for some (z; z
0
), z < y < z
0
< y
0
. Intuitively, C
0
is to the left of C
00
but not entirely. At least one destination of C
0
is to the right of y.
Here we write C = C
0
[ C
00
= inter(C
0
; C
00
). As in the capping condition, we will
only use singleton sets for C
00
and use inter(C
0
; c) to mean inter(C
0
; fcg).
The restriction that jC
00
j = 1 for the capping and interleaving conditions is nec-
essary for properly dening the well-nested and monotonic sets later in this section.
For a dierent setting however, our denitions of the conditions could be generalized
to jC
00
j  1.
We now show how the conditions identied above could be used to dene classes of
communication sets. We consider communication sets that satisfy a set of conditions.
Although some denitions are made in a more general setting, we implicitly assume
the conditions to be one of capping, concatenation, and interleaving discussed above.
Again we will use the symbol (C
0
; C
00
) to denote that the communication set C
0
[C
00
(obtained from sets C
0
and C
00
) emphasizing the fact that C
0
[C
00
satises condition
, where  2 fcap; concat; interg.
Denition 3.7 Inductively, dene a communication set satisfying a set S of condi-
tions as follows.
(a) A set with only one communication satises S.
(b) If sets C
0
and C
00
satisfy S, then for each condition  2 S, set (C
0
; C
00
)
satises S.
(c) No other communication set satises S.
The above denition allows a communication set C to be constructed inductively
using only the conditions of S; all conditions of S need not be used, however. The
sequence of conditions applied to construct a communication set gives a (condition)
expression for C. For example the expression for the communication set in Figure 3.11
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’y’x’v’w’ zzxwvy
Figure 3.11: A communication set satisfying the set fcap; interg
is inter(cap(inter(cap(c
1
; c
2
); c
3
); c
4
); c
5
) where c
1
= (v; v
0
), c
2
= (w;w
0
), c
3
= (x; x
0
),
c
4
= (y; y
0
), c
5
= (z; z
0
). Note that this expression is not necessarily unique. (That is,
an expression may have dierent conditions in dierent order but the set of conditions
used is always the same.) We can think of a condition set S as inducing a class C of
communication sets such that each C 2 C can be constructed as described above.
Lemma 3.9 Let S
1
; S
2
be sets of conditions inducing classes C
1
; C
2
of communication
sets. If S
1
 S
2
, then C
1
 C
2
.
Proof: Since every condition  2 S
1
is also in S
2
, then it is always possible to construct
the class C
1
of communications using the set of conditions S
2
. Consequently, C
1
 C
2
.
Let the base set of conditions of a communication set C be the smallest set of
conditions that it satises. Observe that the three conditions described earlier in
this section combine two communication sets with dierent relative placement of
communications (see Figure 3.10). That is, one cannot replace another. For example,
if C
0
containing (x; x
0
) and C
00
= fcg = f(y; y
0
g) satisfy the capping condition, then
y < x < x
0
< y
0
. This implies that they cannot satisfy the concatenation condition
(requiring x < x
0
< y < y
0
) or the interleaving condition (requiring x < y < x
0
< y
0
,
assuming (x; x
0
) to satisfy the last clause of Equation 3.4. Thus capping cannot be
replaced by concatenation or interleaving. Similar assertions can be made about
concatenation and interleaving. Thus we have the following lemma.
Lemma 3.10 If a communication set satises a set of conditions, then it has a unique
base set of conditions.
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We now consider oriented communication sets that can satisfy various subsets of
the set fcap; concat; interg and examine whether these sets are width partitionable
(see Denition 3.4).
We rst prove that there exists a communication set satisfying fcap; interg that
is not width partitionable. This implies that a set satisfying fcap; concat; interg is
not width partitionable as well. Next in Lemma 3.12 we prove that a communication
set satisfying fconcatg is width partitionable. We use this result in Sections 3.4
and 3.5 to establish that sets satisfying fcap; concatg (called well-nested sets) or
fconcat; interg (called monotonic sets) are width partitionable. These results, with
Lemma 3.12, imply a communication satisfying only one of the three conditions in
fcap; concat; interg is width partitionable. Table 3.1 summarizes these results.
Table 3.1: Width partitionability of communication sets satisfying conditions from
fcap, concat, interg
Base condition set Width Partitionable? Remarks
fcap; concat; interg No implied by Lemma 3.11
fcap; concatg Yes well-nested set; Section 3.4
fcap; interg No implied by Lemma 3.11
fconcat; interg Yes monotonic set; Section 3.5
fcapg Yes implied by Theorem 3.15
fconcatg Yes implied by Corollary 3.13
finterg Yes implied by Theorem 3.17
Lemma 3.11 There exists a communication set satisfying fcap; interg that is not
width partitionable.
Proof: Consider the set C = fc
1
; c
2
; c
3
; c
4
; c
5
g of communications in Figure 3.11 where
c
1
= (v; v
0
); c
2
= (w;w
0
); c
3
= (x; x
0
); c
4
= (y; y
0
); c
5
= (z; z
0
). This communication
set of Figure 3.11 has the condition expression inter(cap(inter(cap(c
1
; c
2
); c
3
); c
4
); c
5
)
and its base set of conditions is fcap; interg. By Lemma 3.10, this set of conditions
is unique; that is, the communication set cannot be constructed with a dierent set
of conditions. Figure 3.12 shows one possible mapping of these communications on
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Figure 3.12: Mapping communication set of Figure 3.11 on the CST
a CST and Figure 3.13 shows the incompatibility graph of this communication set.
Clearly, the communication set has width 2. As in Figure 3.6, the only communication
that can be scheduled with (x; x
0
) is either (w;w
0
) or (y; y
0
). Since C f(x; x
0
); (w;w
0
)g
or C f(x; x
0
); (y; y
0
)g has width 2, it follows that C cannot be scheduled in two steps.
We close this section with the following results that are used in subsequent sec-
tions.
Lemma 3.12 For any width partitionable, oriented communication sets C
0
and C
00
of
widths w
1
and w
2
, respectively, concat(C
0
; C
00
) is a width partitionable communication
set of width maxfw
1
; w
2
g .
Proof: If C
0
and C
00
share a common portion of a CST, then it must be at the right
(destination) end of C
0
and the left (source) end of C
00
(see Figure 3.10(b)). Since the
CST has full duplex links, upward edges from sources will not conict with downward
edges to destinations. That is, the sets C
0
and C
00
do not interfere with each other.
Consequently, concat(C
0
; C
00
) is width partitionable and has width maxfw
1
; w
2
g.
Corollary 3.13 Every communication set that satises the set fconcatg is width
partitionable.
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Figure 3.13: The incompatibility graph of the communication set of Figure 3.12
3.4 Well-Nested Communication Sets
In this section we dene a class of communications called \oriented well-nested (com-
munication) sets." A special case of a well-nested set is the set of communications on
a segmentable bus [48], a fundamental structure of recongurable computing.
Denition 3.8 An oriented well nested communication set is one that satises the
conditions in the set fcap; concatg.
Figure 3.14 shows examples of oriented well-nested sets and their condition ex-
pressions. The well-nested set derives its name from its similarity to a well-nested
parenthesis sequence. If each source (resp., destination) in a well-nested set is re-
placed by a \(" (resp., \)"), then the resulting sequence is a well-nested (parenthesis)
sequence. For example the communication set of Figure 3.14(a) can be represented
as the well-nested sequence ((( )( ))) ((( ))).
Denition 3.9 The depth of an oriented well-nested set can be dened inductively
as follows:
(a) The depth of a singleton communication set is 1.
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gfedcba
(a) concat(cap(cap(concat(c; d); b); a),
cap(cap(g; f); e)) of depth 3
gc fedba
(b) cap(cap(concat(c; d); b); cap(cap(g; f); e); a)
of depth 4
Figure 3.14: Examples of well-nested sets, with the corresponding condition expres-
sions and parentheses depths. The letter next to each source represents the entire
communication.
(b) If C is an oriented well-nested set of depth d, then cap(C; c) has depth d+1.
(c) If C
0
and C
00
are well-nested sets of depths d
1
and d
2
, then concat(C
0
; C
00
)
has depth maxfd
1
; d
2
g.
For brevity, we will use the terms well-nested sequence and well-nested set inter-
changeably. Recall that we consider only sets of communications that are oriented
from left to right. The condition expression may not be unique. For example the
condition expressions concat(a; concat(b; c)) and concat(concat(a; b); c) represent the
same set of communications. However, the order in which the conditions apply is
unique.
Let C be an oriented well-nested set. Let (x; x
0
) 2 C be the communication with
the leftmost source x; i.e. for all (y; y
0
) 2 C, x  y. If x
0
is also the rightmost
destination (i.e., for all (y; y
0
) 2 C x
0
 y
0
), then C is terminally capped. In other
words, a terminally capped set has an outermost communication (x; x
0
).
Lemma 3.14 Let C
1
be a terminally capped oriented well-nested set with an outer-
most communication c
0
. Let c
00
be any communication such that C
1
and c
00
satisfy the
capping condition. Then for any communication c 2 C
1
, the sources (or destinations)
of c and c
00
are in the same incompatible only if the sources (or destinations) of c
0
and
c
00
are in the same incompatible.
Proof: If jC
1
j = 1, then C
1
= fc
0
g and there is nothing to prove. So assume that
C
1
= cap(C
2
; c
0
), c = (x; x
0
); c
0
= (y; y
0
) and c
00
= (z; z
0
). Clearly, z < y < x < x
0
<
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Figure 3.15: Illustration of Lemma 3.14
y
0
< z
0
(see Figure 3.15(a)). Let `ca(x; z) = v and `ca(y; y
0
) = w. Suppose that x
and z are in the same incompatible but y and z are not (see Figure 3.15(b)). This
requires that `evel(w) < `evel(v). Let  be the rightmost node of the subtree rooted
at w. So, y
0
  and x
0
>  which contradicts the fact that x
0
< y
0
.
Theorem 3.15 Every oriented well-nested set is width partitionable.
Proof: We proceed by induction on the depth of the well-nested set. A depth-1
well-nested set satises the set fconcatg. By Corollary 3.13, it is width partitionable.
Assume the theorem to hold for any well-nested set with depth at most Æ and consider
an oriented set C with depth Æ + 1. We have two cases corresponding to (a) C =
concat(C
0
; C
00
) and (b) C = cap(C
0
; c), the two parts in the recursive denition of an
oriented well-nested set.
Suppose that C = concat(C
0
; C
00
), for well-nested sets C
0
and C
00
of widths w
1
and
w
2
, respectively. By Lemma 3.12, C is of width maxfw
1
; w
2
g and can be scheduled
on the CST in maxfw
1
; w
2
g steps. That is, C is width partitionable.
Suppose now that C = cap(C
0
; c), where C
0
is an oriented set of width w
1
. Let
w denote the width of C. Observe that C
0
has depth Æ, so the induction hypothesis
applies to it. Recall that proving a width-w communication set width partitionable
is tantamount to scheduling its communications in w steps. If w = w
1
+ 1, then
schedule C
0
in w
1
steps and communication c all by itself in another step.
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Suppose w = w
1
. Here we only need identify a width-1 set C
1
such that C C
1
has
width w   1. Let C
0
be the concatenation of C
0
1
, C
0
2
,   , C
0

, for some integer   1
(see Figure 3.16) where for 1  i  , C
0
i
is a terminally capped well-nested set.
Let the outermost communication of C
0
i
be c
i
= (x
i
; x
0
i
). Clearly C
0
i
has depth  Æ and
the induction hypothesis applies to it. Thus C
0
i
has an optimal schedule. Let S
i
be
the set of all communications that are scheduled at the same step as communication
c
i
in this optimal schedule.
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Figure 3.16: Illustration of the proof of Theorem 3.15
Dene set C
1
=

[
i=1
S
i
. By the argument used in Lemma 3.12, width of C
1
=
maxfwidth of S
i
: 1  i  g. Since each S
i
has width 1, C
1
has width 1. By the
induction hypothesis, the set C
0
  C
1
has width w   1. Set C   C
1
also has width
w   1 for the following reason. Suppose c and c
i
are in the same incompatible, then
an element of this incompatible has already been included in C
1
. If c is not in the
same incompatible as any of the c
i
's, then by Lemma 3.14, c cannot be incompatible
with any communication in the set C
0
.
3.5 Monotonic Communication Sets
In this section we consider another class of communication sets called \oriented mono-
tonic sets" (see Figure 3.17) and prove it to be width partitionable. This class has
many important communication sets including those of the uniform (or normal) hy-
percube (in which only one dimension of the hypercube is used for communications).
Denition 3.10 An oriented monotonic communication set is one that satises the
conditions in the set fconcat; interg.
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Figure 3.17: Monotonic communication set
The monotonic set derives its name from the nature of its incompatibility graph.
We provide more details at the end of this section.
Denition 3.11 The breadth of an oriented monotonic set can be dened recursively
as follows.
(a) The breadth of a singleton communication set is 1.
(b) If C is an oriented monotonic set of breadth b, then inter(C; c) has breadth
b+ 1.
(c) If C
0
and C
00
are monotonic sets of breadth b
1
and b
2
, then concat(C
0
; C
00
)
has breadth maxfb
1
; b
2
g.
As for oriented well-nested set, the condition expression of an oriented monotonic set
is unique.
Lemma 3.16 Let C be an oriented monotonic set such that either C = fc
0
g or it
is possible to express C as inter(C   fc
0
g; c
0
) for some monotonic set C   fc
0
g and
communication c
0
. Let c
00
be any communication such that C and c
00
satisfy the inter-
leaving condition. Then for any communication c 2 C, the sources (or destinations)
of c and c
00
are in the same incompatible only if the sources (or destinations) of c
0
and
c
00
are in the same incompatible.
Proof: The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 3.14. If jCj = 1, there is nothing to
prove. So assume that C = inter(C fc
0
g; c
0
), c = (x; x
0
); c
0
= (y; y
0
) and c
00
= (z; z
0
).
Clearly x
0
< y
0
(see Figure 3.18(a)). Here (y; y
0
) is the rightmost communication of
C. Let `ca(x; z) = v and `ca(y; y
0
) = w. Suppose that z is incompatible with x but
not incompatible with y (see Figure 3.18(b)). This requires that `evel(w) < `evel(v).
Let  be the rightmost node of the subtree rooted at w. So, y
0
  and x
0
>  which
contradicts the fact that x
0
< y
0
.
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Figure 3.18: Illustration of the proof of Lemma 3.16
Theorem 3.17 Every oriented monotonic set is width partitionable.
Proof: The proof follows the same lines as the proof of Theorem 3.15. We proceed
by induction on the breadth of the oriented monotonic set. One step suÆces for
a breadth-1 monotonic set. Assume the theorem to hold for a monotonic set with
breadth at most  and consider a monotonic set C with breadth  +1. We have two
cases corresponding to: (a) C can be expressed as concat(C
0
; C
00
) and (b) C cannot
be expressed as concat(C
0
; C
00
).
As described before, ifC = concat(C
0
; C
00
), then C can be scheduled in maxfw
0
; w
00
g
steps and it is width partitionable (where w
0
; w
00
are the widths of C
0
; C
00
respectively).
If C cannot be expressed as concat(C
0
; C
00
) then C = inter(C
0
; c), where C
0
is a
monotonic set of width w
0
(see Figure 3.19). Let w denote the width of C. Observe
that C
0
has breadth , so the induction hypothesis applies to it.
If w = w
0
+ 1, then schedule C
0
in w
0
steps and then schedule the communication
c all by itself in another step. Suppose w = w
0
. Here we only need identify a width-1
set C
1
such that C  C
1
has width w  1. Let the rightmost communication of C
0
be
c
0
= (y; y
0
). Clearly C
0
has breadth at most  and the induction hypothesis applies
to it. Thus, C
0
has an optimal schedule. Let S
0
be the set of all communications of
C
0
that are scheduled at the same time as communication c
0
.
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Figure 3.19: Illustration of the proof of Theorem 3.17
Dene set C
1
= S
0
. Clearly, C
1
has width 1. By the induction hypothesis the set
C
0
  C
1
has width w   1. Set C   C
1
also has width w   1 for the following reason.
Suppose c and c
0
are in the same incompatible, then an element of this incompatible
has already been included in C
1
. If not, then, by Lemma 3.16 c cannot be in the
same incompatible as any communication in the entire set C
0
.
Now we show that the incompatibility graph of an oriented monotonic communi-
cation set has a special property from which its name derives.
Denition 3.12 An ordered incompatibility graph of an oriented communication set
is one in which the sources and destinations are arranged in increasing order of their
indices.
For example, Figure 3.6 (page 36) shows an ordered incompatibility graph if e <
d < a < b < c and e
0
< a
0
< b
0
< d
0
< c
0
.
Denition 3.13 An ordered incompatibility graph of an oriented communication set
is parallel if and only if, for all communications (x; x
0
); (y; y
0
), if x < y, then x
0
< y
0
.
Intuitively, if the ordered incompatibility graph of an oriented communication set is
not parallel, then it has edges that intersect (see Figure 3.20).
Theorem 3.18 A communication set is oriented monotonic if and only if its ordered
incompatibility graph is parallel.
Proof: Let C be an oriented monotonic set and let G be its incompatibility graph.
We now prove that G is parallel.
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Figure 3.20: An ordered incompatibility graph that is not parallel
We proceed by induction on jCj. Clearly, if jCj = 1 then G is parallel. Assume the
lemma to hold for any oriented monotonic communication set of size at most n and
consider the case where jCj = n + 1. Let C = (C
0
; C
00
), where  2 fconcat; interg.
Both C
0
and C
00
are of size at most n and the induction hypothesis applies to them
(i.e., their incompatibility graphs are parallel). Regardless of the identity of , each
source of C
0
is to the left of all source(s) of C
00
and each destination of C
0
is to the left
of all destination(s) of C
00
. Therefore, edges of the ordered incompatibility graphs of
C
0
and C
00
(when placed next to each other) do not intersect. That is, C is parallel
(see Figure 3.21).
C’’C’
D’ D’’
S’ S’’
Figure 3.21: Illustration of the proof of the \if" part of Theorem 3.18
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Now let G be a parallel incompatibility graph of an oriented communication set
C. We prove that C is monotonic.
We proceed by induction on number of communications in G. Clearly, if G has one
communication, then (by Denition 3.11) C is monotonic. Assume the lemma to hold
for any parallel incompatibility graph with at most n communications, and consider
the case where the incompatibility graph G of set C has n + 1 communications. Let
c
Figure 3.22: Illustration of the proof of the \only if" part of Theorem 3.18
communication c be the rightmost communication of G. The incompatibility graph
of set C   fcg (see Figure 3.21) has n communications and the induction hypothesis
applies to it (i.e. C   fcg is monotonic). Since the source of communication c is to
the right of all sources of C   fcg and the destination of communication c is to the
right of all destinations of C   fcg, then C could be constructed as (C   fcg; fcg)
where  2 fconcat; interg. Since the set fconcat; interg is used to construct oriented
monotonic sets, then C is monotonic.
3.6 Segmentable Bus
Recall that, functionally, a segmentable bus has the structure shown in Figure 2.4
(page 21). Each processor controls (opens or closes) a segment switch on the bus
using local information, creating bus segments connecting consecutive processors.
Section 2.2 provides more details. For now assume that at most one processor writes
on any bus segment and at most one processor reads from a segment (exclusive
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read, exclusive write model). Thus, every pair (x; x
0
); (y; y
0
) of communications is
on a dierent bus segment; that is, x; x
0
< y; y
0
. Consider a conguration of the
segmentable bus with k segments (numbered 1; 2;    ; k). Let (x
i
; x
0
i
) denote the
communication (if any) in segment i. Since each communication is conned to a
segment of contiguous processors, the set of communications on a segmentable bus
form a depth-1, well-nested set. If for each i, x
i
< x
0
i
(or for each i, x
i
> x
0
i
), then
the well-nested set is oriented and its width is 1. That is, the CST can accommodate
these oriented communications in one step (Corollary 3.5). If a well-nested set is not
oriented (the set has width at most 2), then we partition it down into two oriented
sets, each of width 1, and schedule them in two steps. The width cannot exceed 2 for
a well-nested set of depth 1.
So far, we have considered only one-to-one communications. The segmentable bus
permits broadcasting on its segments, however. If the source of a broadcast is the
leftmost (or rightmost) processor of a segment, then the CST simply connects all
switches in the tree that are \below" the path between the source and destination to
receive information from one \side" of the switch and transmit it out of the remaining
two sides (see Figure 3.23). If the source is in the middle of the segment, then simply
schedule two oriented broadcasts, one to the left and the other to the right. Thus we
have the following result.
Theorem 3.19 A CST can schedule the communications of a segmentable bus in at
most two steps.
3.7 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, we have derived the idea of communication width which provides a
lower bound on the time to schedule any set of one-to-one communications on the
CST. We have identied a property of the communication set, called width parti-
tionability, for which the above lower bound is tight. Then we showed two classes of
communication sets to possess this property. As a special case of one of these results,
we showed that the set of communications that can be accommodated in one step on
a segmentable bus [48] can be scheduled in two steps on the SRGA architecture.
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bus segment
Figure 3.23: Broadcasting on the CST with the source at the right end of a bus
segment
The results developed here have a simple generalization to CSTs whose edges
correspond to multiple full duplex links (we used only one full duplex link per edge
so far). Suppose that there are k
i
full duplex links at each edge e
i
of the tree, then
the \eective width" of a communication set of (actual) width w is max fd
w
i
k
i
eg; the
quantity w
i
is the number of communications traversing edge e
i
in any one direction.
One interesting case is to use a fat tree [14, 26] where edges between levels l and
l + 1 (where 0  l  logN) have 2
l
full duplex links. Then any set of one-to-one
communications can be scheduled in one step.
Another interesting case is when k
i
= k for all i, then the eective width=fd
w
i
k
eg.
For segmentable bus communications setting k = 2 makes the eective width 1. That
is, if each CST edge has two full duplex links, then a step of the segmentable bus can
be accommodated in one step on the CST. As we noted at the start of this chapter,
we have only considered the issue of accommodating communications from a set in
the CST. Chapter 6 addresses the issue of setting CST switches to actually establish
the dedicated paths needed to accomplish the communications. It turns out that
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for a segmentable bus the switches can be set at run-time with local information (as
required by the functional description of the segmentable bus).
Chapter 4
CST Communication|Sets That
Are Not Width Partitionable
In Chapter 3 we showed that some communication classes (oriented well-nested sets
and oriented monotonic sets) are width partitionable. In this chapter, we consider
communication classes that, in general, are not width partitionable. This study pro-
vides a better understanding of the conditions under which a communication set is
not width partitionable. First, we show that the incompatibility graph of Figure 4.1
represents one of the simplest communication sets that is not width partitionable.
As we explained in Section 3.1, this incompatibility graph is of width 2, but requires
three steps on the CST; in other words, the communication set requires one \extra"
step beyond its width. We show that the number of extra steps for scheduling a
width-w communication set can be as large as d
w
4
e. In Chapter 3 we proved that
oriented well-nested sets and oriented monotonic sets are width partitionable. Here,
we show that the non-oriented counterparts of these communication sets are, in gen-
eral, not width partitionable. However, with some restrictions (that still keep the sets
non-oriented), these sets are width partitionable.
On the whole, this chapter provides a better understanding of sets that are not
width partitionable. Subsequent chapters build only on width partitionable sets (such
as those of a segmentable bus.) Consequently, this chapter could be skipped by the
reader without loss of continuity.
In the next section we identify a \simplest" communication set that is not width
partitionable. Section 4.2 uses the idea of such a simplest set to nd an upper bound
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Figure 4.1: Width-2 communication set requiring three steps
on the number of extra steps. Sections 4.3 and 4.4 consider non-oriented well-nested
and non-oriented monotonic communication sets.
4.1 The Simplest Communication Sets That Are
Not Width Partitionable
In this section we explore the simplest set of requirements that a communication set
must have so that it is not width partitionable. The set of requirements we consider
includes size (number of communications), width, and number of incompatibles for
the communication set. We show that every communication set that is not width
partitionable must have at least ve communications, at least a width of two, and
at least three source incompatibles and three destination incompatibles. This result
makes the communication set of Figure 4.1 a \simplest" set that is not width parti-
tionable. Further, we show that there are only two choices (to within isomorphism)
for such a simplest set. Figure 4.1 shows one of the two choices.
4.1.1 Requirement of the Simplest Set
We rst derive a series of intermediate results that lead to the main result of Theo-
rem 4.11 (page 75). In particular, we prove that a communication set with at most
four communications is always width partitionable (see Lemma 4.4 and Theorem 4.6).
Theorem 4.10 shows that the communication set must have at least three source in-
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compatibles and three destination incompatibles to be not width partitionable. This
sequence of arguments establishes the basic requirements for a simplest set that is
not width partitionable.
Clearly, reversing the direction of each communication in a communication set C
produces a \dual" communication set
b
C and vice versa. This relationship between
C and
b
C also carries into the incompatibles. Each source incompatible of C is a
destination incompatible of
b
C and vice versa. For brevity, we will derive intermediate
results for either C or
b
C but not both. However, it should be understood that they
apply to both. For example, Lemma 4.1 talks of overlapping source incompatibles I
1
and I
2
and disjoint destination incompatibles J
1
and J
2
. Clearly, the result applies to
overlapping destination incompatibles J
1
and J
2
and disjoint source incompatibles I
1
and I
2
. To indicate that we are referring to this \dual" result, we will cite the \dual
of Lemma 4.1." Similar conventions are adopted for other results.
We organize this section as follows. The rst part (Section 4.1.1.1) considers
some general results. Section 4.1.1.2 derives the simplest set from the number of
communications point of view. Section 4.1.1.3 derives the simplest set from the
number of incompatibles point of view. The simplest set from the width point of
view is straight forward, so no separate section is devoted to that. We put all these
results together in Theorem 4.11.
4.1.1.1 Preliminary Results
In this section we derive some general results that nd use in later sections.
Lemma 4.1 Let (x; x
0
) and (y; y
0
) be two communications in any communication
set. Let I
1
; I
2
(resp., J
1
; J
2
) be source (resp., destination) incompatibles such that
x 2 I
1
  I
2
, y 2 I
2
  I
1
, x
0
2 J
1
and y
0
2 J
2
. If I
1
\ I
2
6= ;, then J
1
\ J
2
= ;.
Proof: Let v 2 I
1
\ I
2
(see Figure 4.2(a)). Let `ca(x; v) = p and let `
1
= `evel(p).
The directed CST link hp; parent(p)i is used by communications (x; x
0
) and (v; v
0
)
(see Figure 4.2(b)); note that since x; v 2 I
1
(an incompatible), p cannot be the root
of the CST. Let `ca(v; y) = m and let `
2
= `evel(m). Again, the link hm; parent(m)i
is used by (v; v
0
) and (y; y
0
). Since fx; yg is not an incompatible, communication
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Figure 4.2: Illustration of the proof of Lemma 4.1
(y; y
0
) cannot traverse p and (x; x
0
) cannot traverse m; that is `
1
6= `
2
. Without loss
of generality, let `
1
> `
2
. This guarantees that the communication originating at y
has no upward edges at level `
1
or higher (otherwise y 2 I
1
) (see Figure 4.2(b)). This
implies that fx
0
; y
0
g is not an incompatible. Also each destination z
0
such that fy
0
; z
0
g
is an incompatible has to be a leaf of subtree T
1
(see Figure 4.2(b)), whereas each
destination w
0
such that fx
0
; w
0
g is an incompatible is a leaf of T
2
. Since T
1
and T
2
have disjoint sets of leaves, then J
1
\ J
2
= ;.
Remarks: Intuitively, Lemma 4.1 shows that if two source incompatibles overlap,
then their exclusive elements (elements that are not common to both) must have
destinations in disjoint destination incompatibles (see Figure 4.2). In eect, a desti-
nation incompatible can have edges to only one source incompatible (i.e., the size of
a destination incompatible is no more than the size of the source incompatible that
has edges to) and we have the following result.
Lemma 4.2 Let I
1
; I
2
be two source incompatibles such that jI
1
\ I
2
j  2. For any
communications (x; x
0
) and (y; y
0
) such that x; y 2 I
1
\ I
2
, x
0
2 J
1
, y
0
2 J
2
, then
there are no communications (u; u
0
) and (v; v
0
) such that u 2 I
1
  I
2
, v 2 I
2
  I
1
,
u
0
2 J
1
  J
2
and v
0
2 J
2
  J
1
.
Proof outline: If the situation described by the lemma is possible, then Figure 4.3(a)
shows that situation. Figure 4.3(b) shows that it is impossible for the situation in
Figure 4.3(a) to occur on the CST.
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Figure 4.3: Illustration of the proof outline of Lemma 4.2
Lemma 4.3 Let C be a communication set with at most two maximal source incom-
patibles I
1
and I
2
. If I
1
\ I
2
6= ;, then C is width partitionable.
Proof: If C has only one source incompatible, then the width of C is jCj; simply
schedule the communications one by one.
Let C have two distinct maximal source incompatibles I
1
and I
2
with I
1
\ I
2
6= ;.
Let x 2 I
1
  I
2
, y 2 I
1
\ I
2
and z 2 I
2
  I
1
(see Figure 4.4). Since C has exactly two
source incompatibles, fx; zg cannot be an incompatible, as this would make fx; y; zg
an incompatible (Lemma 3.3, page 33), and hence I
1
and I
2
would not be maximal
as assumed.
Let x
0
and z
0
be the destinations corresponding to sources x and z, respectively.
By Lemma 4.1, x
0
and z
0
must be in disjoint destination incompatibles J
1
and J
2
,
respectively (say). This statement holds for any x 2 I
1
  I
2
and z 2 I
2
  I
1
. Thus,
every element of destination incompatible J
1
(resp., J
2
) must have its source in I
1
(resp., I
2
). That is, if J
1
(resp., J
2
) is a maximum incompatible, then so is I
1
(resp.,
I
2
). This, in turn, implies that at least one of I
1
and I
2
must be maximum.
This observation gives us a simple method to schedule C. Simply schedule all the
elements in I
1
\ I
2
rst. After this we have a communication set with disjoint incom-
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Figure 4.4: Illustration of the proof of Lemma 4.3
patibles, which by Theorem 3.8 is width partitionable. Thus, C is width partitionable.
4.1.1.2 Number of Communications in a Simplest Set
In this section we show that a communication set with at most four communications
is width partitionable.
Lemma 4.4 Every set of three communications is width partitionable.
Proof: For the set C = f(x; x
0
); (y; y
0
); (z; z
0
)g to be not width partitionable, there
must be overlapping source incompatibles and/or overlapping destination incompati-
bles (Theorem 3.8). Because C has only three communications, either there are only
two overlapping source incompatibles or there are only two overlapping destination
incompatibles. Without loss of generality, let fx; yg and fy; zg be incompatibles. By
Lemma 3.3, page 33, fx; zg can not be an incompatible. By Lemma 4.3 and its dual,
C is width partitionable.
Lemma 4.5 Let C = f(w;w
0
); (x; x
0
); (y; y
0
); (z; z
0
)g be a communication set. If
fw; xg; fx; yg, fy; zg and fw; zg are source incompatibles, then C has at most two
maximal source incompatibles.
Proof: If fw; x; y; zg is an incompatible, there is nothing to prove. So by Lemma 3.3
(page 33) fw; yg or fx; zg is not an incompatible.
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Figure 4.5: Illustration of the proof of Lemma 4.5
Case 1 fw; yg is not an incompatible (see Figure 4.5(a)). Since fw; yg is not an
incompatible, `ca(w; x) = r must be at a higher level than `ca(x; y) = q.
Since fy; zg, fw; zg are incompatibles, so must fx; y; zg and fw; x; zg (see Fig-
ure 4.5(a)) of which fw; xg; fx; yg; fy; zg and fw; zg are subsets.
Case 2 fx; zg is not an incompatible (see Figure 4.5(b)). Since fx; zg is not an incom-
patible, `ca(x; y) = q must be at a higher level than `ca(y; z) = p. Since fw; xg,
fw; zg are incompatibles, so must fw; y; zg and fw; x; yg (see Figure 4.5(b)) of
which fw; xg; fx; yg; fy; zg and fw; zg are subsets.
Theorem 4.6 Every set of four communications is width partitionable.
Proof: Consider a communication set, C = f(x; x
0
); (y; y
0
); (z; z
0
); (w;w
0
)g, that has
four communications. Recall that an overlap must exist for the set to be not width
partitionable (Theorem 3.8). We have several cases. Subcases within a case are
appropriately indented.
Case 1 If C has width 4, then four steps suÆce for scheduling (schedule one com-
munication at each step.)
Case 2 If C has width 3, then there exists a 3-element source incompatible and/or
a 3-element destination incompatible. We have the following cases.
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Figure 4.6: Source incompatibles for Subcase 2.3.1 of Theorem 4.6
Figure 4.7: Incompatibility graph for Subcase 2.3.2 of Theorem 4.6
Subcase 2.1 Suppose there exists a 3-element source incompatible that overlaps
with another maximal incompatible. This implies that C has at most two
source incompatibles, and by Lemma 4.3, C is width partitionable. The
argument is similar if there exists a size 3 destination incompatible that
overlaps with another maximal destination incompatible.
Subcase 2.2 Suppose there is a 3-element destination incompatible that does
not overlap with any maximal incompatible, then assume that there are
overlapping source incompatibles of size at most 2; if this is not true, then
Theorem 3.8 suÆces to complete the proof. There are two cases.
Subcase 2.3.1 Let all sources be included in some overlapping incompat-
ible (see Figure 4.6). If this is the situation at the source side, then,
by Lemma 4.1, the destination side cannot have disjoint 3-element
destination incompatibles, as assumed.
Subcase 2.3.2 Let one source be not included in an overlapping incom-
patible. Figure 4.7 shows the only possible case (within isomorphism
and duality). If the communication shown in bold in the gure is
scheduled in the rst step, then the remaining communications form
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Figure 4.8: Possibilities for Subcase 3.1 of Theorem 4.6
a set of width 2 and the incompatibles are disjoint. Therefore, set C
is width partitionable.
The argument is similar if there exists a 3-element source incompatible.
Case 3 If C has width 2, then we have the following cases.
Subcase 3.1 Let all sources be included in some overlapping incompatible (see
Figure 4.6). Figure 4.8 shows all possible cases for the incompatibility
graph (within isomorphism and duality). If the communications shown
bold in the gure (for all cases) are scheduled in the rst step, then the
remaining communications form a set of width 1. Therefore, set C is width
partitionable.
Subcase 3.2 Let one source be not included in an overlapping incompatible.
Figure 4.9 shows all possible cases here (within isomorphism and duality).
If the communications shown bold in the gure (for all cases) are scheduled
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Figure 4.9: Possibilities for Subcase 3.2 of Theorem 4.6; the \uncircled" destinations
of the rst two graphs could be together or separate.
in the rst step, then the remaining communications form a width-1 set.
Therefore, set C is width partitionable.
4.1.1.3 Number of Incompatibles in a Simplest Set
Here we examine the minimum number of source and destination incompatibles in
a simplest set that is not width partitionable. First we develop some intermediate
results.
Lemma 4.7 Let communication set C have only two disjoint source incompatibles
I
1
and I
2
. Let G
1
and G
2
be the sets of destinations corresponding to sources in
incompatibles I
1
and I
2
, respectively. Then each destination of C could be in at most
two maximal destination incompatibles.
Proof: Let destination x
0
be in three distinct maximal destination incompatibles.
Since x 2 J
1
\ J
2
and J
1
6= J
2
, there are destinations y
0
2 J
1
  J
2
and z
0
2 J
2
  J
1
.
Let (y; y
0
); (z; z
0
) 2 C. By the dual of Lemma 4.1, y and z are in dierent source
incompatibles. Without loss of generality, let y 2 I
1
and z 2 I
2
. Recall that x
0
2 J
3
.
We now consider two cases.
Case 1 Suppose there is a destination w
0
2 J
3
such that w
0
62 J
1
[J
2
. Let (w;w
0
) 2 C
and without loss of generality let w 2 I
1
. The fact that w
0
2 J
3
  J
1
and
y
0
2 J
1
  J
3
while w; y 2 I
1
is a contradiction of Lemma 4.1.
Case 2 Suppose there is no destination w
0
2 J such that w
0
62 J
1
[J
2
. That is, either
w
0
62 J
1
or w
0
62 J
2
. Without loss of generality, let w
0
62 J
2
. Therefore we have
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Figure 4.10: Illustration of the proof of Lemma 4.7
the situation in Figure 4.10. By Lemma 4.2, this situation cannot happen; that
is, w and x cannot be in I
1
and I
2
, respectively.
Now we consider a special case of the communication set C of Lemma 4.7, which
has two disjoint source incompatibles. This represents one case in the proof of The-
orem 4.11. For some communication (x; x
0
) 2 C, let C
0
= C   f(x; x
0
)g. In the next
two lemmas we prove that if C
0
is width partitionable, then C is also width partition-
able. We consider two cases. The rst (Lemma 4.8) considers the situation where
x
0
is in only one maximal destination incompatible. The second case (Lemma 4.9)
considers the situation where x
0
is in two maximal destination incompatibles. Re-
call that Lemma 4.7 has established that x
0
cannot be in more than two maximal
incompatibles. We now consider the rst situation.
Lemma 4.8 Let communication set C have two disjoint source incompatibles. For
some communication (x; x
0
) 2 C, let C
0
= C f(x; x
0
)g. Let x
0
be in only one maximal
destination incompatible. If C
0
is width partitionable, then C is width partitionable.
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Figure 4.11: Illustration of the proof of Case 1 Lemma 4.8
Proof: Let widths of C and C
0
be w and w
0
, respectively. Clearly w = w
0
or w =
w
0
+ 1. Note that C
0
is width partitionable. If the width of w = w
0
+ 1, then C is
width partitionable; simply schedule (x; x
0
) after all communications of C
0
. If w = w
0
,
then we only need to show the existence of a width-1 set C
1
 C such that C C
1
has
width w 1 (set C
1
has only two communications, one from each source incompatible
of C). Let I
1
and I
2
be the two source incompatibles of C. Let G
1
and G
2
be the
sets of destinations corresponding to sources in incompatibles I
1
and I
2
respectively.
We have the following cases.
Case 1 Let x
0
be in only one maximal incompatible, J , all of whose elements are
from G
2
(see Figure 4.11). Here choose C
1
as the communications of any step
of the schedule of C
0
that contains a communication (y; y
0
) with source y 2
I
2
  fxg. Since C
1
is a step of the schedule for C
0
, its width is 1. Since
jJ j  jG
2
j = jI
2
j, incompatible J can be maximum only if I
2
is. Therefore
scheduling communication (y; y
0
) with source y 2 I
2
suÆces to guarantee that
destination incompatibles are taken care of.
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Figure 4.12: Illustration of the proof of Case 2 Lemma 4.8
Case 2 Let x
0
be in only one maximal incompatible, J , all of whose elements (except
x
0
) are fromG
1
(see Figure 4.12). Here by Lemma 4.1, no destination in J fx
0
g
is in the same incompatible as any destination in G
2
  fx
0
g or any destination
in G
1
  J . Choose C
1
as the communications of any step of the schedule of C
0
that includes a communication (y; y
0
) such that y 2 I
1
and y
0
2 J . If this step
does not contain any communication with source in I
2
, then add any one (other
than (x; x
0
)).
Case 3 Let x
0
be in only one incompatible, J , whose elements are from both G
1
and
G
2
(see Figure 4.13). Choose C
1
as any step of the schedule of C
0
that contains
a communication (y; y
0
) 6= (x; x
0
) such that y 2 I
2
and y
0
2 J . As before this
will guarantees that C   C
1
has width one less that C.
We now consider the situation where x
0
is in two destination incompatibles.
Lemma 4.9 Let a communication set, C, have two disjoint source incompatibles. For
some communication (x; x
0
) 2 C, let C
0
= C   f(x; x
0
)g. Let x
0
be in two destination
incompatibles. If C
0
is width partitionable, then C is width partitionable.
Proof outline: Let I
1
and I
2
be the two source incompatibles of C. Let G
1
and
G
2
be the sets of destinations corresponding to sources in incompatibles I
1
and I
2
,
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Figure 4.13: Illustration of the proof of Case 3 Lemma 4.8
respectively. Since the main arguments here mirror those of Lemma 4.8, we only
outline the proof. Again let the widths of C and C
0
be w and w
0
, respectively. As
before in the proof of Lemma 4.8, if w = w
0
+ 1, then C is width partitionable;
therefore, let w = w
0
. Once again, we only need to show the existence of a width-
1 set C
1
 C such that C   C
1
has width w   1. Let x
0
be in two overlapping
incompatibles, J
1
and J
2
; that is, x 2 J
1
\J
2
(see Figure 4.14). Choose C
1
as follows;
the argument for why this choice works is as in Lemma 4.8.
Case 1 If there exists a communication (y; y
0
) 6= (x; x
0
) such that y 2 I
2
, y
0
2 J
1
\J
2
,
then choose C
1
as the set of communications of any step of the schedule of C
0
that contains the communication (y; y
0
).
Case 2 If there exists a communication (y; y
0
) such that y 2 I
1
, y
0
2 J
1
\ J
2
, then
choose C
1
as the communications of any step of the schedule of C
0
that contains
the communication (y; y
0
). If this step does not contain any communication
with source in I
2
, then add a communication (z; z
0
) such that z 2 I
2
  fxg.
Case 3 If Case 1 and Case 2 do not apply, then choose C
1
as the communications of
any step of the schedule of C
0
that includes a communication (y; y
0
) such that
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Figure 4.14: Illustration of the proof Lemma 4.9
y 2 I
1
and y
0
2 J
1
. If this step does not contain any communication with source
in I
2
, then add one (other than (x; x
0
)).
Now we show that a communication set must have three source incompatibles and
at least three destination incompatibles to be not width partitionable.
Theorem 4.10 Every communication set with less than three source incompatibles
or less than three destination incompatibles is width partitionable.
Proof: We consider several cases.
Case 1 If the communication set C has only one source incompatible or only one
destination incompatible, then it is easy to see that C is width partitionable
(schedule one communication at each step).
Case 2 If C has two source incompatibles and two or more destination incompatibles,
then we have the following cases.
Subcase 2.1 If the two source incompatibles overlap, then by Lemma 4.3, C is
width partitionable.
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Subcase 2.2 If the two source incompatibles are disjoint, then we have the
following cases.
Subcase 2.3.1 If the destination incompatibles are disjoint, then C is
width partitionable (Theorem 3.8).
Subcase 2.3.2 If the destination incompatibles overlap, then we proceed
by induction on the number of communications, n  3, in the commu-
nication set C. If n = 3, then by Lemma 4.4, C is width partitionable.
Assume the lemma to hold for any set with n communications and
consider an (n + 1)-element communication set, C, with two disjoint
source incompatibles. Let C have width w. For some communication
(x; x
0
) 2 C, let C
0
= C   f(x; x
0
)g. Clearly, jC
0
j = n and by the
induction hypothesis C
0
is width partitionable.
The destination x
0
could be in one destination incompatible, or in
two overlapping destination incompatibles. By Lemma 4.7, it cannot
be in three or more incompatibles. If x
0
is in only one destination
incompatible, then by Lemma 4.8, C is width partitionable. If x
0
is
two overlapping destination incompatibles, then by Lemma 4.9, C is
width partitionable.
Theorem 4.11 Let C be a communication set that is not width partitionable. The
following statements hold.
(i) The width of C is at least two.
(ii) C has at least ve communications.
(iii) C has at least three source incompatibles and at least three destination in-
compatibles.
Proof: Clearly, a communication set with width 1 is width partitionable since the
set has disjoint incompatibles. For part (2), Lemma 4.4 and Theorem 4.6 show that
the number of communications must be at least ve for the set C to be not width
partitionable. For part (3), Theorem 4.10 shows that if the number of source (or
destination) incompatibles is less than three, then the set C is width partitionable.
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Figure 4.15: Relationship between source incompatibles for a simplest set
Figure 4.16: Relationships between disjoint incompatibles of a simplest set
4.1.2 Choices of the Simplest Sets
In this section we show that there are only two sets (to within isomorphism and
source/destination duality) that satisfy the requirements of a simplest set in Theo-
rem 4.11. Without loss of generality assume that source incompatibles overlap. (For
a communication set to be not width partitionable, an overlap between source incom-
patibles and/or destination incompatibles must exist.) Destination incompatibles
may or may not overlap. We now examine the relationships between source incom-
patibles and between destination incompatibles. Recall that the simplest set that is
not width partitionable has at least ve communications, a width of two, three source
incompatibles, and three destination incompatibles.
Relationship between Source Incompatibles: Within the given constraints,
the only possibility for source incompatibles is as shown in Figure 4.15.
Relationships between Destination Incompatibles: Destination incompati-
bles may or may not overlap. If destination incompatibles do not overlap, then the
only possibility between destination incompatibles, while satisfying the simplest set
conditions, is as shown in Figure 4.16. If destination incompatibles overlap, then by
duality the only possibility is as shown in Figure 4.15.
The Simplest Set that is Not Width Partitionable: From the above discus-
sion, the simplest set that is not width partitionable can have one of two general forms
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Figure 4.17: The two forms of a smallest set
shown in Figure 4.17. At this stage we have not yet paired sources and destinations.
The dashed lines indicate this situation. We now prove that only two pairings are
possible (to within isomorphism and duality) so that the communication set is not
width partitionable. Let the sources be a; b; c; d; e and the destinations be u; v; w; x; y
(see Figure 4.17).
By Lemma 4.1 and its dual, if two source (resp., destination) incompatibles over-
lap, then their exclusive elements (elements that are not common to both) must
have destinations (resp., sources) in disjoint destination (resp., source) incompati-
bles. Also note that for any schedule of a communication set, every communication
must be scheduled at some step. There is no loss of generality in assuming that a
communication of our choosing is scheduled in the rst step. We use this fact in
ascertaining whether or not a set of communications is width partitionable. We have
the following cases.
Case 1 Here we consider the case where destination incompatibles are disjoint (see
Figure 4.17(a)). We have two subcases.
Subcase 1.1 If (b; y) is a communication, then Figure 4.18(a) shows the only
possible mapping between sources and destinations. By Lemma 4.1, sources
a and c cannot have destinations in the same incompatible. Without loss
of generality, let (a; v) and (c; x) be communications. This implies that
(e; u) and (d; w) (or (e; w) and (d; u)) must be communications. As ex-
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Figure 4.18: Simplest sets with disjoint destination incompatibles
plained for Figure 3.6 (page 36), the communication set of Figure 4.18(a)
is not width partitionable.
Subcase 1.2 Suppose (b; y) is not a communication. Without loss of general-
ity, let (b; w) be a communication (see Figure 4.18(b)). By Lemma 4.1, a
communication must exist between a source in incompatible fe; dg and a
destination in incompatible fu; vg (say communication (e; u)). The com-
munication set C of the incompatibility graph of Figure 4.18(b) is width
partitionable because communications (b; w) and (e; u) can be scheduled
at the same step. Since C   f(b; w); (e; u)g has width 1, it follows that C
can be scheduled in two steps.
Case 2 Here we consider the case where destination incompatibles overlap (see Fig-
ure 4.17(b)). We have three subcases. The rst case consider the situation
where the overlapped source, b, is mapped to the overlapped destination w.
The second case is such that the overlapped source, b, is mapped to a destina-
tion in incompatible fu; vg, and a source in the incompatible fe; dg is mapped
to the overlapped destination w. The third case examines the situation where
b and w are mapped to elements that belong to an overlapping incompatible.
The case where b is mapped to either y or x and w is mapped to an element in
incompatible fe; dg is not possible by Lemma 4.1.
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Figure 4.19: Simplest sets with overlapping destination incompatibles
Subcase 2.1 If (b; w) is a communication, then by Lemma 4.1 there must be a
communication (say (d; v)) between source incompatible fe; dg and des-
tination incompatible fu; vg (see Figure 4.19(a)). As in Subcase 1.2,
C   f(b; w); (d; v)g has width 1, it follows that C is width partitionable.
Subcase 2.2 Suppose that source b correspond to a destination in incompatible
fu; vg (say communication (b; v)), and that a communication exists (say
communication (d; w)) between a source in fe; dg and destination w (see
Figure 4.19(b).) Again communication set C of the incompatibility graph
of Figure 4.19(b) is width partitionable as C f(b; v); (d; w)g has width 1,
it follows that C can be scheduled in two steps.
Subcase 2.3 If (b; y) (or (b; x)) is a communication and (c; w) (or (a; w)) is
a communication, then the communication set C of the incompatibility
graph of Figure 4.19(c) is not width partitionable because the only com-
munication that can be scheduled simultaneously with (b; y) is either (e; u)
or (d; x). Since C   f(b; y); (e; u)g or C   f(b; y); (d; x)g has width 2, it
follows that C cannot be scheduled in two steps.
In summary, Subcase 1.1 and Subcase 2.3 are the only possibilities for the smim-
plest sets that are not width partitionable.
Theorem 4.12 The simplest set of communication that is not width partitionable
has an incompatibility graph whose form is (to within isomorphism and duality) one
of the two shown in Figure 4.18(a) and Figure 4.19(c).
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Figure 4.20: An N -extension of an incompatibility graph
Call the communication sets corresponding to these two graphs the basic simplest
sets.
4.2 A Bound on the Number of Extra Steps
The width-2 communication set of Figure 4.18(a) requires three steps for scheduling
on the CST. In other words, it requires one extra \step" beyond its width. In this
section we prove that for any w  2, there exists a communication set of width w
that requires d
w
4
e extra steps.
Consider the incompatibility graph of Figure 4.20. It is identical to the graph of
Figure 4.18(a) except that each communication is replaced with group of N commu-
nications. If communication set C and C(N) denote the sets corresponding to the
graphs in Figures 4.18(a) and 4.20 respectively, then C(N) is called an N-extension
of C.
Theorem 4.13 An N-extension of a basic simplest graph has width w = 2N and
requires a schedule of w + d
w
4
e steps on the CST.
Proof: We prove the theorem for an N -extension of the graph of Figure 4.18(a).
The proof for the other basic simplest graph (Figure 4.19(c)) is similar. Let C
1
be
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the communications corresponding to the overlapped sources of C(N). Any schedule
of C(N) must have each communication of C
1
in dierent steps. Without loss of
generality, assume that the rst N steps of this schedule include communications of
C
1
. During these steps, let the schedule include  communications with destinations
in X and  communications with destinations in Y (see Figure 4.20). Clearly, their
sources must be from Z. Therefore, any given step can include a communication with
a destination in X or with a destination in Y (but not both).
Thus 0   +   N . Without loss of generality, let   . Then at the end
of the rst N steps, we have the following situation. Incompatibles U and V have
N sources each. Incompatibles X and Y have 2N    and 2N    destinations
respectively. Since   , 2N    2N   and since 2N    N , Y is a maximum
incompatible. Thus communication set C(N) needs at least N + 2N    = 3N   
steps. The maximum value of  minimizes the number of steps in the schedule. This
maximum value is  = b
N
2
c and therefore the minimum number of steps is w + d
w
4
e.
4.3 Non-Oriented, Well-Nested Sets
In Section 3.4 we proved that all oriented, well-nested communication sets are width
partitionable. In this section we consider non-oriented, well-nested sets. In an ori-
ented, well-nested set if some communications changed orientation, we call such set
a non-oriented, well-nested set. In general, such sets are not width partitionable.
Figure 4.21(a) and (b) show an example of a width-2, non-oriented, well-nested set
that requires three steps on the CST. To see that tree steps are required, note that
the incompatibility graph of Figure 4.21(b) is the same as that in Figure 4.1.
Even though non-oriented well-nested sets are not width partitionable, we identify
a class of non-oriented well-nested sets that are.
Dene a level-1 oriented well-nested set to have one of the two forms shown in
Figure 4.22. That is, every level-1 oriented well-nested set has a condition expression
that uses only cap (Figure 4.22(a)) or only concat (Figure 4.22(b).) Call a level-1 set
that uses only cap (resp., only concat) as a level-1 cap set (resp., level-1 concat set).
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Figure 4.21: Width-2, non-oriented monotonic set requiring three steps. In part (b),
the incompatibility graph has been drawn dierently to show the communications
clearly.
A level-2 oriented well-nested set has the forms shown in Figure 4.23. That is,
a level-2 set is either a concatenation of several level-1 cap sets or repeated capping
of a level-1 concat set. All oriented sets other than level-1 or level-2 sets described
above are said to have level  3.
Let C be a non-oriented set. Construct the oriented counterpart
~
C of C by
replacing each communication (x; x
0
) 2 C such that x > x
0
by communication (x
0
; x).
That is,
~
C contains the same communicating pairs as C, except that all sources are
to the left of their destinations. For example, Figure 4.24(b) shows the oriented
counterpart of the communication set of Figure 4.24(a).
The level (1, 2, or  3) of a non-oriented well-nested set is the same as its oriented
counterpart. The level of a non-oriented, well-nested set appears to be an important
factor in determining its width partitionability.
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Figure 4.22: Level-1 oriented well nested sets
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Figure 4.23: Level-2 oriented well nested sets
Lemma 4.14 Let C be a level-2 oriented well-nested communication set formed by
repeated capping of a level-1 concat set. Then every optimal schedule of C can schedule
all communications of the level-1 concat set in the same step.
Proof: Since C is oriented, its optimal schedule has w steps (where w is the width
of C). The only possible form for C is shown in Figure 4.25. Let C
0
= fc
1
; c
2
;    ; c
k
g
be the level-1 concat set and let 
1
; 
2
;    ; 
q
be the capping communications in the
order of their proximity to elements of C
0
(see Figure 4.25). Let w
1
; w
2
;    ; w
k
be the
widths of the incompatibles that include c
1
; c
2
;    ; c
k
, respectively. By Lemma 3.12
(page 47), the source incompatibles are all dierent (that is, fc
i
; c
j
g is not an incom-
patible for any 1  i < j  k). Observe that by Lemma 3.14 (page 49), for any
1  i  k, if c
i
is incompatible with 
h
(1  h  q), then c
i
is also incompatible with
every 
g
(where 1  g  h). Let w
m
= max(w
1
; w
2
;    ; w
x
) and consider the commu-
nication set C
00
= C   C
0
+ c
m
(see Figure 4.26 where the communications of C
00
are
in bold). Set C
00
is an oriented well-nested set and therefore is width partitionable.
Consider the step s (say) in the optimal schedule of C
00
that includes communication
c
m
. In step s, none of the w
m
  1 communications that are incompatible with c
m
are
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Figure 4.24: Unoriented set and its oriented counterpart
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Figure 4.25: Illustration of the proof of Lemma 4.14
scheduled. This also implies that none of the communications that are incompatible
with any of the c
i
's (1  i  k) is also scheduled in step s (from our earlier observa-
tion based on Lemma 3.12). Thus, all communications in C
0
can be scheduled in the
step s.
Now we return to non-oriented sets.
Theorem 4.15 Every level-1 or level-2 non-oriented, well-nested communication set
is width partitionable.
Proof: First we consider level-1 non-oriented, well-nested sets (see Figure 4.27(a)
and (b)). Figure 4.27(a) uses only the cap condition and Figure 4.27(b) uses only the
concat condition.
Consider any level-1 capped set C. This set can be partitioned into two oriented
sets C
0
; C
00
(one in each direction). Let w
0
and w
00
be their widths. Clearly, the width
of C must be at least max(w
0
; w
00
). Any c
0
2 C
0
and c
00
2 C
00
are not incompatible.
Let c
0
= (x; x
0
) and c
00
= (y; y
0
). Without loss of generality, let x < y
0
< y < x
0
. Thus,
`(x; y), `(x
0
; y
0
)  `(y; y
0
), and hence fx; yg and fx
0
; y
0
g are not incompatible. Thus,
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Figure 4.26: The communication set C
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Figure 4.27: Level-1, non-oriented well-nested sets
the communications of C
0
and C
00
are not restricted in any way by each other (only
by themselves). Since C
0
and C
00
are width partitionable (Theorem 3.15), so is C.
A level-1 concat set can only be of width 1 or 2. If the width is 1, then no
communication is incompatible with another; schedule in one step. If the width is
2, partition the set into two oriented width-1 sets and schedule the two directions in
two steps.
We now consider level-2 sets (see Figure 4.28). We consider two cases correspond-
ing to Figure 4.28(a) and (b).
Case 1 Communication set C has the form shown in Figure 4.28(a). Let C have
width w. We proceed by induction on the width of C. Clearly, a width-1
communication set is width partitionable. Assume the assertion to hold for a
non-oriented set with width at most w   1 and consider a set C with width w.
We only need show the existence of a set C
1
 C of width 1 such that C   C
1
is of width w   1.
Let C be the concatenation of level-1 cap sets P
1
; P
2
;    ; P

, for some integer
  1 (see Figure 4.28(a)). For 1  i  , let P
i
= L
i
[ R
i
, where L
i
(resp.,
R
i
) is the set of communications of P
i
oriented to the left (resp., to the right).
Dene C
L
=

[
i=1
L
i
and C
R
=

[
i=1
R
i
. Individually, L
1
; L
2
  L
x
, R
1
; R
2
  R

are
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Figure 4.28: Level-2, non-oriented well nested sets
width partitionable (Theorem 3.15). First we select elements of C
L
that will
be in C
1
and then will deal with C
R
. Let l
i
be the outermost communication
of L
i
. Let S(i) be the set of communications that are scheduled at the same
step as the communication l
i
. Let S =

[
i=1
S(i). By Lemma 3.12, S has width 1.
Include S in C
1
. Clearly the width of C
L
has been reduced by 1. Some of the
communications of C
R
(oriented to the right) may be incompatible with some
communications of S, while others may not.
Let r
i
be the outermost communication of R
i
that is not incompatible with
any communication of S. Let T (i) be the set of communications of R
i
that
are scheduled in the same step as r
i
(in the optimal schedule of R
i
). If T (i)
contains any communication that are incompatible with communication in S;
then simply exclude them from T (i). Let T =

[
i=1
T (i).
Clearly, T has width 1 and C
R
 T has width one less than C
R
. Let C
1
= S[T .
Clearly, S [ T has width 1. To see that C   C
1
has width w   1 observe that
the only communications excluded from T (i)'s above are those incompatible
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R
C
1
R
C
Figure 4.29: The set C
R
with communications of S. These incompatibles are clearly represented by
communications of S.
Case 2 Communication set C has the form shown in Figure 4.28(b). Partition C
into two oriented communications C
L
= C
1
L
[ C
2
L
, and C
R
= C
1
R
[ C
2
R
(see
Figure 4.29) oriented towards the left and right, respectively. Each C
L
and C
R
is width partitionable, and all communications in the level-1 concat set C
2
L
or
C
2
R
can be scheduled in one step (Lemma 4.14).
Note that for any c
0
2 C
1
R
and c
00
2 C
1
L
, c
0
and c
00
are not incompatible (as
described for level-1 sets). For any c
0
2 C
2
R
and c
00
2 C
2
L
, if c
0
and c
00
are not
incompatible, then the same can be said for the entire sets C
L
and C
R
. Thus
C
L
and C
R
can be scheduled together, and hence C is width partitionable.
If there is some c
0
2 C
2
R
and c
00
2 C
2
L
such that c
0
and c
00
are incompatible,
then the width of level-1 concat set, C
2
R
[ C
2
L
, is 2. Schedule C
L
such that all
the communications of C
2
L
are in one step (Lemma 4.14) and call this step s
L
.
Similarly, schedule C
R
such that all the communications of C
2
R
are in one step
s
R
. Now, schedule C
L
and C
R
together such that s
L
6= s
R
; permuting the steps
of an optimal schedule gives an optimal schedule.
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(a) Communications on CST
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(b) Incompatibility graph
Figure 4.30: Width-2, non-oriented, monotonic set requiring three steps; In part (b)
the incompatibility graph has been drawn dierently to show the communications
clearly.
4.4 Non-Oriented, Monotonic Sets
The denition of the oriented, monotonic set in (Section 3.5) requires the commu-
nications to be directed from left to right or vice versa (oriented). In an oriented,
monotonic communication set, if some of the communications changed orientation,
we call such a set non-oriented, monotonic set. In other words, a non-oriented mono-
tonic set is a set that has communications in dierent directions, but its oriented
counterpart is monotonic.
In general, a non-oriented monotonic communication set is not width partitionable
(see Figure 4.30(a) and (b)). The communication set of Figure 4.30(b) has the same
incompatibility graph as Figure 4.1 and hence it is not width partitionable. As in the
non-oriented, well-nested case, with some restrictions a non-oriented monotonic set is
width partitionable. Consider the monotonic set of Figure 4.31(a) where each source
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Figure 4.31: Separable monotonic sets
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Figure 4.32: Illustration of the proof of Lemma 4.16
is to the left of all destinations. We call such set as a separable set. A non-oriented
monotonic set is separable if its oriented counterpart is separable (see Figure 4.31(b)).
Lemma 4.16 Let C be a separable, non-oriented, monotonic set. Let C
L
(resp., C
R
)
be the set of communications in C that are oriented to the left (resp., right). Let c
1
(resp., c
2
) be the rightmost (resp., leftmost) communication of C
L
(resp., C
R
). The
communication c
1
is incompatible with any communication in C
R
if and only if c
1
is
incompatible with c
2
.
Proof: If c
1
and c
2
are incompatible, then obviously C
1
is incompatible with some
communication of C
R
. We now proceed in the only if direction. Let (x; x
0
); (y; y
0
) 2
C
R
and (w;w
0
); (v; v
0
) 2 C
L
. Let c
1
= (w;w
0
) and c
2
= (x; x
0
) (see Figure 4.32(a)).
Let `ca(x; x
0
) = p and `ca(y
0
; w
0
) = m. Suppose that fw
0
; y
0
g is incompatible but
fw
0
; x
0
g is not (see Figure 4.32(b)). This requires that `evel(p) < `evel(m). Let  be
the leftmost node of the subtree rooted at p. It follows that x   and y <  which
contradicts the fact that x < y.
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Remarks: Similarly, the communication c
2
is incompatible with any communication
in C
L
if and only if c
2
is incompatible with c
1
.
Intuitively, Lemma 4.16 shows that the destinations of the oriented sets C
L
and
C
R
are not incompatible unless the destination, w
0
, of the rightmost communication
of C
L
, and the destination, x
0
, of the leftmost communication of C
R
are incompatible.
By the same argument, a similar assertion could be made about the possible
interaction between the sources of C
L
and C
R
. Thus, we have the following result.
Lemma 4.17 Let C be a separable, non-oriented, monotonic set. Let C
L
(resp., C
R
)
be the set of communications in C that is oriented to the left (resp., right). Let c
3
(resp., c
4
) be the leftmost (resp., rightmost) communication of C
L
(resp., C
R
). The
communication c
3
is incompatible with any communication in C
R
if and only if c
3
is
incompatible with c
4
.
Remarks: Similarly, the communication c
4
is incompatible with any communication
in C
L
if and only if c
4
is incompatible with c
3
.
Theorem 4.18 Let C be a separable, non-oriented, monotonic set. Let C
L
(resp.,
C
R
) be the set of communications in C that is oriented to the left (resp., right). Let
c
1
(resp., c
3
) be the rightmost (resp., leftmost) communication of C
L
. Let c
2
(resp.,
c
4
) be the leftmost (resp., rightmost) communication of C
R
. If at most one of fc
1
; c
2
g
and fc
3
; c
4
g is an incompatible, then C is width partitionable.
Proof: If neither fc
1
; c
2
g nor fc
3
; c
4
g is incompatible, then C
L
and C
R
can be sched-
uled independently. Without loss of generality, let c
1
; c
2
be incompatible (see Fig-
ure 4.33). We proceed as in the proof of Theorem 4.15. Let step s in the schedule
for C
L
include communication c
1
. Let S be the set of all communications in step s.
Let c
0
be the leftmost communication of C
R
such that c
0
and c
1
are not incompatible.
Clearly, c
2
6= c
0
. Let t be the step of the schedule of C
R
that includes c
0
. Let T be
the set of all communications of C
R
that are scheduled in step t. Exclude from T
any communication that is incompatible with communications of S. If C
1
= S [ T ,
then C
1
has width 1 and C   C
1
has width w   1, where w is the width of C. The
reasoning for this assertion is the same as that in the proof of Theorem 4.15.
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4 3 1ccc2c
Figure 4.33: A separable monotonic communication set. Letters next to sources
represent the communication.
4.5 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, we showed that any communication set that is not width partitionable
has a width of at least 2, it has at least ve communications, at least three source
incompatibles, and at least 3 destination incompatibles. We presented a \simplest
set" that have exactly these minimum requirements. Further we showed these simplest
sets are the only onespossible (to within isomorphism). We showed that there exists
a width-w set requiring w + d
w
4
e steps to be scheduled on the CST. We also showed
that while non-oriented, well-nested and monotonic sets are not width partitionable,
in general, they are under some restrictions.
Chapter 5
Conguring the CST
The communication capability of the CST (see also Section 2.1) has been analyzed
in Chapters 3 and 4 and methods have been devised to schedule many interesting
communication classes. Such a schedule partitions the communications into several
\width-1" communication sets; all communications from a width-1 set can be si-
multaneously accommodated on the CST. In this chapter we consider only width-1
communication sets. The ability of the CST to accommodate communications of a
width-1 set does not mean that it can actually establish in one step the dedicated
paths between communicating pairs. Here we address the issue of conguring the CST
to perform any width-1 communication set. In other words, we discuss how the CST
generates information to congure switches (at its internal nodes) to establish the
required paths. Henceforth, \conguring the CST" refers to conguring its switches
(see Section 2.1). Once the CST is congured, it is straightforward to perform the
communications of a width-1 set. In this chapter we only discuss the conguration,
with the understanding that the communications follow in a straightforward manner.
Before we proceed, we note some assumptions used in this chapter and the next.
As described in Section 2.1, each pair of communicating PEs of the CST uses a
shortest path through the tree. Thus, each path can traverse O(logN) switches
(where N is the number of leaves in the CST). We assume these O(logN) switch
delays to be a basic time unit and allow a \step" to have O(logN) switch delays.
This assumption has been justied by Sidhu et al. [43] and independently by us in
Chapter 7.
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In this chapter we rst present a general approach for conguring the CST in
one step. The basic idea of conguring the switches is to somehow reect the global
information of connections among PEs based on limited local knowledge. We show
that this can be accomplished in one step if the communications possess certain
properties. Next we show a class of communications called an \edge-exclusive set"
that possesses these properties. This implies that for an edge-exclusive set, the CST
can be congured in one step. Then, we present a method to decompose any width-1
communication set into at most three edge-exclusive sets. This, in eect, proves that
any width-1 set of communications can be performed on the CST in at most three
steps.
Considering that Chapters 3 and 4 provide means to convert a set of communi-
cation requirements into a sequence of width-1 sets, the results of Chapters 3, 4 and
5 provide a comprehensive solution to communicating on the CST. In Chapter 6 we
apply our techniques to communications on a segmentable bus.
In the next section we outline a general technique for conguring the CST. In
Section 5.2 we detail our technique and show that it can be applied to the edge-
exclusive sets. Section 5.3 proves that every width-1 set can be decomposed into
three edge-exclusive sets. In Section 5.4 we summarize our results.
5.1 CST Conguration|A Broad Outline
In this section, we describe the CST switches, the information ow through them,
and outline an approach to a 1-step conguration of the CST to establish the paths
of any given width-1 communication set. This conguration approach is based on the
idea of Sidhu et al. [43]; we extend it to include multiple communications.
The key aspect of this approach is that it uses only information locally available to
PEs and knowledge of the pattern of communications to be performed to appropriately
congure the CST. For some communication patterns, such as the oriented well-
nested sets, the local information is the source/destination status of each PE. In other
communication patterns such as those of a segmentable bus, the local information
is knowledge of whether a PE is a writer and if it cuts the bus. In general, the
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information needed to congure a CST switch could come from the local information
for any set of PEs. Our approach restricts this switch information to come from only
the leaves of the subtree rooted at the switch. (Though this appears quite restricted,
we show (Section 5.3) that our approach works for virtually all width-1 sets.) Thus,
our approach only requires that local information from the PEs (leaves of the CST)
be fanned-in through their ancestors. The tree structure of the CST provides an ideal
platform to accomplish this.
We now describe the approach in detail. Recall that each CST switch has a full-
duplex data link to its parent (if any) and two children (see Section 2.1). In addition to
the data links, the switch has a control line from each node to its parent. These control
lines are used to carry control symbols (holding local information) from a switch (or
leaf) to its parent. The CST switch has two main blocks (a) the communication
unit (labeled C in Figure 5.1) and (b) the control unit. The communication unit
establishes data paths between the three data inputs and the three data outputs
Control
Unit
control information control information
control information
Data PathData Path
Data Path
C
Figure 5.1: Internal Structure of the Switch
of the switch. (Figure 2.2, page 20, shows a sample of data path congurations of a
switch.) The control unit accumulates information from the descendants of the switch
(through two control input lines) and generates (i) accumulated information to pass
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on to its parent (if any) and (ii) information to select the data conguration of the
communication unit of the switch.
Putting these ideas together, we now describe the actions performed during a
\CST conguration cycle." The leaves use local information to generate control sym-
bols and send these symbols to their parents using control lines. Based on the symbols
received, the control logic (combinational logic) in each switch decides on the appro-
priate data conguration for the switch and passes a symbol (control information) to
its parent. This way, the control symbols ow up through the tree, setting switches
level by level until they reach the root of the CST. This process involves information
ow through O(logN) switches and, as explained earlier, runs in one step. If the PE
can obtain the required local information at run-time, then note that this procedure
congures each switch also at run-time.
Based on the discussion so far, our approach imposes the following constraints.
1. Each switch congures its communication unit based on the control symbols it
receives from its children.
2. Each switch can generate a control symbol (that captures all relevant informa-
tion from its descendants) to send to its parent.
Further, to ensure that each control unit is of constant size, we impose the follow-
ing additional restriction.
3. The CST conguration algorithm must use a constant number of control sym-
bols.
It should be noted that dierent control logic may be required for dierent com-
munication classes. For example, a width-1 segmentable bus may need a dierent
control logic compared to an edge-exclusive set (described in Section 5.2).
5.2 Edge-Exclusive Communication Sets
In this section we show that it is possible to congure the CST in one step for an
important class of communications called edge-exclusive communications.
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Figure 5.2: Edge-exclusive communication set
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Figure 5.3: A communication set that is not edge-exclusive
Denition 5.1 A set C of communications is edge exclusive if and only if no two
communications of C use the same CST edge (even in opposite directions).
For example, Figure 5.2 shows an edge-exclusive set, whereas the width-1 com-
munication set of Figure 5.3 is not edge exclusive because communications c
1
and
c
2
share a common edge. Recall that the width of a set C of communications is
the maximum number of communications requiring the use of any one directed edge.
Clearly, the width of an edge-exclusive set is 1.
Intuitively, our approach works for an edge-exclusive set because of the following
reason. Control information ows up the CST until information from a source meets
information from a destination at their lowest common ancestor. The fact that the
communication set is edge exclusive guarantees that this source-destination pair is a
matching pair (see Lemma 5.1). We now detail a method to congure the CST in
one step for any edge-exclusive set.
Assume each PE to only know whether it is a source, destination or neither. If
a PE (leaf of CST) is a source (resp., destination), then it passes control symbol s
(resp., d) to its parent (a CST switch). If the PE is neither a source nor a destination,
it passes symbol n to its parent. For a similar approach involving one source and
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Figure 5.4: The function f
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for edge-exclusive sets
one destination (a single element communication set), Sidhu et al. [43] used 2-bit
quantities with s = 01, d = 10, and n = 00.
Each switch (internal node) receives control symbols (from the set S = fs; d; ng)
from its children. It uses these symbols to produce a symbol (again from the set
S) for its parent. Let C be the set of congurations of the communication unit of
a switch. Then each CST switch can be viewed as two functions, f
s
: S  S ! S
providing a symbol (see Figure 5.4) and f
c
: SS ! C providing a conguration (see
Figure 5.5).
Let u be any node of the CST. Let T
u
denote the subtree rooted at u.
Lemma 5.1 For the algorithm explained above,
1. If u is an internal node, then it cannot receive symbols s, s from its children or
d, d from its children.
2. If u receives symbols s, d from its children, then these symbols correspond to a
matching source-destination pair.
3. Node u sends symbol s to its parent if and only if there is a source in T
u
and
the corresponding destination is outside T
u
.
4. Node u sends symbol d to its parent if and only if there is a destination in T
u
and the corresponding source is outside T
u
.
5. Node u sends symbol n to its parent if and only if each source (if any) in T
u
has
its corresponding destination in T
u
.
Proof: Let the CST have 2
n
leaves. Its internal nodes are arranged in n levels
numbered 1; 2;    ; n (with the root at level n). We proceed by induction on the level
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Figure 5.5: The function f
c
for edge-exclusive sets
l (1  l  n) of an internal node u of the CST. If l = 1, then u is a parent of two
leaves (PEs). Suppose that u receives symbols s, s from its children (see Figure 5.6).
Clearly both sources must use the link from u to its parent to communicate with their
corresponding destinations. This is not possible in an edge-exclusive set. Similarly,
u cannot receive symbols d, d from its children. For part 2, if u receives symbols s,
d from its children, then they form a matching pair. This is because, if they do not
form a matching pair, then they have to use the link from u to its parent (even though
in opposite directions) which does not meet the requirement of an edge-exclusive set.
For part 3, if u sends symbol s to its parent, then it must have received symbols s, n
from its children (leaves); see Figure 5.5. So part 3 holds for the base case. Part 4
holds similarly. For part 5, if u sends symbol n to its parent, then it must have
received symbols n, n from both its children or it must have received symbols s, d
from its children (see Figure 5.5).
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u
Figure 5.6: Illustration of the proof of Lemma 5.1
Now assume the lemma to hold for any node at level l (where 1  l < n) and
consider node u at level l + 1. Let v and w be children of u. Let T
v
and T
w
denote
the subtrees rooted at v and w, respectively. Nodes v and w are at level l and
the induction hypothesis applies to them. Suppose u receives symbols s, s from its
children (see Figure 5.7). By the induction hypothesis, T
v
and T
w
contain sources
whose destinations are outside T
v
and T
w
. As before, both sources must use the link
from u to its parent, and this is not possible for an edge-exclusive set. The only
dierence between the proof for part 1 in the base case and the induction step is that
the induction hypothesis permits us to treat v and w as we did with the leaves in the
base case. The remaining parts also use the induction hypothesis and use the same
argument employed by the base case.
Theorem 5.2 If each CST switch is congured using functions f
s
and f
c
, then the
CST establishes the paths corresponding to the communications of the given edge-
exclusive set.
Proof: We prove the lemma by considering the following cases for any internal node
u of the CST. Let T
u
be the subtree rooted at any internal node u.
We consider three cases based on the symbol u sends to its parent.
Case 1 Suppose node u sends s to its parent. By part 2 of Lemma 5.1, T
u
contains
a source x such that its corresponding destination x
0
is outside T
u
. Consider
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Figure 5.7: Illustration of the proof of Lemma 5.1
any internal node v on the path from x to u. Since x is in T
v
and x
0
is not, by
Lemma 5.1, part 2, v sends an s to its parent. Let w and z be the children of
v, and let 
w
= s or 
z
= s. Without loss of generality, let 
w
= s. Clearly,

z
6= s, Lemma 5.1, part 1. If 
z
= d, then v sends an n to its parent, which
contradicts our assumption. So, 
z
= n. Thus every node in the path from x
to u receives symbols s, n (with the s from the subtree containing x). From
Figure 5.5, entries f
c
(s; n) and f
c
(n; s), it is clear that the CST establishes a
physical path from x to the parent of u.
Case 2 Suppose node u sends symbol d to its parent. This is the dual of Case 1. An
identical argument proves that there is a path in the CST from the parent of u
to the destination x
0
in T
u
.
Case 3 Suppose u sends symbol n to its parent. Let w and z be the children of u.
From Figure 5.4, two subcases are possible.
Subcase 3.1 Suppose bothw and z send symbol n to u. By part 2 of Lemma 5.1,
each source in T
w
or T
z
has its destination within the same tree; that is,
there are no sources or destinations in T
w
(or T
z
) left to match. Node u,
therefore, correctly does nothing (see f
c
(n; n) in Figure 5.5).
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Subcase 3.2 Suppose the children of u send symbols s, d to it. Without loss of
generality, let w send s and z send d. By Lemma 5.1, parts 2, 3, and 4,
there is a source x in T
w
that matches a destination x
0
in T
z
. By Case 1
and Case 2, the CST correctly connects x to u and sets up a path from
u to x
0
. In Figure 5.5, f
c
(s; d) shows that node u correctly connects these
paths.
Note that edge-exclusive sets are also width-1 sets of a CST using half duplex
links. Therefore, the results of this section may hold independent interest for such
CSTs.
5.3 Edge-Exclusive Decomposition
In this section we present an algorithm to partition any communication set C into
at most three edge-exclusive sets C
1
; C
2
; C
3
such that each of C
1
; C
2
; C
3
is edge-
exclusive. We will call such a partitioning an edge-exclusive decomposition of C.
Since communications from any edge-exclusive set can be established on the CST in
one step, it follows that all communications from any width-1 communication set can
be established on the CST in at most three steps.
Broadly speaking, the algorithm assigns a color to each communication in the set
C such that no two communications with the same color share an edge of the tree.
Clearly, all communications of any one color form an edge-exclusive set. We show
that C can be colored with three colors.
Each communication of a width-1 set corresponds to a directed path between a
source-destination pair (leaves) of the CST. Thus coloring the set of communications
amounts to assigning colors to the directed edges of the CST. A correct coloring
must:
 assign dierent colors to directed CST edges with the same end points (corre-
sponding to the same undirected edge),
 assign the same color to all directed edges of a communication.
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Figure 5.8: Incoming and outgoing edges of a switch
We will use a palette f1; 2; 3g of three \colors" to color the communications.
Edges that do not correspond to any communication will be assigned \color" 0 to
indicate their status. We assume that the correspondence between communications
and directed edges of the CST is known a priori. That is, a switch can match each
incoming edge with an outgoing edge in accordance with a communication (if any).
For ease of explanation we will use the following notation to distinguish between the
incoming and outgoing edges of an internal node u of the CST (see Figure 5.8).
 p
o
(u) is an outgoing edge from u to the parent of u.
 p
i
(u) is an incoming edge from the parent of u to u.
 l
o
(u) is an outgoing edge from u to its left child.
 l
i
(u) is an incoming edge from the left child of u to u.
 r
o
(u) is an outgoing edge from u to its right child.
 r
i
(u) is an incoming edge from the right child of u to u.
We now detail the steps of the procedure and establish its correctness. Consider
the procedure in Figure 5.9.
Step 1: This step denes the termination of the recursion. If u is a leaf, then its
only edges are to its parent; these have already been correctly colored.
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Procedure Color(T ; u; x; y)
/* The procedure assigns a correct coloring to the subtree of T rooted at node u,
given that the incoming edge p
i
(u) and outgoing edge p
o
(u) have been assigned
colors x and y, respectively, where x; y 2 f0; 1; 2; 3g */
begin
1. If u is a leaf then return
/* let v and w be the left and the right children, respectively of u */
2. Assign correct colors x
1
to l
o
(u), y
1
to l
i
(u), x
2
to r
o
(u), y
2
to r
i
(u)
3. Color(T ; v; x
1
; y
1
)
4. Color(T ; w; x
2
; y
2
)
end.
Figure 5.9: Edge-Exclusive Decomposition Procedure
Step 2: The assignment of colors in this step depends on x; y and the correspon-
dence between incoming and outgoing edges of u (as dictated by communications
traversing u). For example, if x = 1 and y = 2 and the correspondence of u is shown
in Figure 5.8, then clearly l
o
(u) has to be colored 1 and r
i
(u) has to be colored 2.
This also implies that l
i
(u) and r
o
(u) have to be colored 3.
In general no more than three communications can traverse switch u (with three
incoming and three outgoing edges) and at most two of these three communications
can traverse the edge between u and its parent. Therefore, the edges of the third
communication can always be correctly colored with a color from f1; 2; 3g. If an edge
does not correspond to a communication, simply assign 0 to it.
Steps 3 and 4: These steps respectively color the subtrees at the children of u,
given a correct coloring for the edges between them and u.
Theorem 5.3 Every width-1 set of communications can be decomposed into at most
three edge-exclusive sets.
Proof: Call procedure Color(T ; root ; 0; 0), where root is the root of the CST T .
This colors the entire tree correctly in accordance with the given communication set
C. Partition C into sets C
1
; C
2
and C
3
such that for i = 1; 2; 3, C
i
contains only
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Figure 5.10: Decomposition of width-1 communication set into edge-exclusive sets.
Sets are shown in solid, dashed, and dotted
these communications of C whose edges in T have been colored i. By virtue of the
two conditions that make a coloring correct (see page 101), C
i
is edge-exclusive.
Figure 5.10 shows an example of decomposing a width-1 communication set into
three edge-exclusive sets (the sets are represented using solid, dashed, and dotted
lines).
5.4 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, we presented a one-step method to congure the CST to establish
the communication paths of a width-1 communication set. We identied a class of
communication sets called edge-exclusive sets for which the above method applies.
Then, we showed that every width-1 communication set can be decomposed into at
most three edge-exclusive sets.
Theorem 5.3 shows that every width-1 set of communications can be performed
(including conguration of switches under local control) in at most three batches.
Together with the schedules implied by Theorems 3.8, 3.15, and 3.17, these results
provide a comprehensive approach to perform communications on the CST.
Chapter 6
Segmentable Bus Implementation
In Section 2.2 we described the segmentable bus and explained the importance of
implementing it with small bus delay. In this chapter, we build on the techniques
of Chapters 3 and 5 to derive a segmentable bus implementation with small bus
delay. In Chapter 3 we presented a segmentable bus implementation as a special
case of oriented well-nested sets. The treatment here addresses many issues (such as
concurrent writes and processor word-size) not considered in that result.
A good segmentable bus implementation immediately translates to a good imple-
mentation of the HVR-Mesh [4], Basic R-Mesh [35] and the polymorphic processor
array [30], models on which many algorithms have been designed. We also show (in
Chapter 7) that a segmentable bus can be used as a building block for implementing
an LR-Mesh (see Section 7.2).
We present two approaches for implementing segmentable buses; one is based on
a hardware solution that builds on the CST, while the other uses an algorithmic
approach. The problem of implementing a segmentable bus allows each processor,
i, to assume only the answers to the following questions: (a) How does processor i
want to congure its segment switch (open or closed|see Section 2.2)? (b) Does
processor i want to write to its bus segment? This ensures that its solution matches
the functional description of the segmentable bus in Section 2.2.
In the next section we briey describe the two approaches to implementing the
segmentable bus. Sections 6.2 and 6.3 detail the approaches. In Section 6.4 we
summarize our results and make some concluding remarks.
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6.1 Our Approaches
We present two approaches for implementing a segmentable bus, both employing a
balanced tree. The rst approach, based on the CST, is suitable for large processors
of word-size 
(logN) bits (where N is the number of processors on the segmentable
bus). In such a processor, one step can accommodate 
(logN) gate delays
1
. This
approach draws upon the techniques presented in Chapter 5, at the same time ex-
ploiting properties of communication patterns possible on a segmentable bus. Here
the main idea is to congure the CST to establish a dedicated path from each writer
to all readers of a bus segment. Once these paths are established, data communica-
tion is seamless. Therefore we only detail the conguration phase. In general, we will
admit concurrent writes to a bus segment. But if the application guarantees exclusive
writes, then further improvement in cost and performance is possible.
The second approach is suitable for smaller processors of word-size (w) bits
where log logN  w  logN . This approach uses a normal 2
w
-ary tree algorithm [24]
and runs in O

logN
w

steps, each of (w) delay. A normal tree algorithm proceeds
level by level in the tree. Here we use a normal tree algorithm to translate local
information from processors to a conguration of global relevance. We permit our
algorithm to use any implementation of a 2
w
-processor segmentable bus. (The rst
approach provides one such implementation. A class of structures that is capable of
implementing normal tree algorithms eÆciently are multiple bus networks (MBNs)
[15].)
The two methods collectively allow (log logN)-bit processors to use 

logN
log logN

steps, each of (log logN)-delay, or larger (logN)-bit processors to use a constant
number of (logN)-delay steps, or all shades in between. In both approaches, the
idea is to translate the local information at processors to global information that
represent the connectivity of the segmentable bus.
1
A processor of word-size w can usually address a 2
(w)
-location memory in one step. A decoder
for such an addressing requires (w) gate delays.
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6.2 Methods for Large Processors
In this section we use the CST to implement a segmentable bus. We rst present a
method to implement a special case of a segmentable bus (called the right-oriented
segmentable bus), in which we assume that for each bus segment only the leftmost
processor of each segment writes and all other processors read. A left-oriented seg-
mentable bus is similar with the rightmost processor of each segment as its only writer.
Next we use oriented segmentable buses to derive an implementation of a (general)
segmentable bus with only exclusive writes. Finally, we augment this implementation
to support concurrent writes.
The main result of this section is that an N -processor segmentable bus can be
implemented on a CST to run in (1) steps. The dierence between the exclusive
writes and concurrent write implementations is in the complexity of the hardware
and constants in the running time.
As noted earlier, the problem boils down to conguring the CST (using local
information at leaves) to establish communication paths. Our approach to conguring
the CST builds on the technique in Chapter 5. As in Chapter 5, the CST operates
as follows.
1. Each switch congures its communication unit based on the control symbols it
receives from its children.
2. Each switch generates a control symbol (that captures all relevant information
from its descendants) to send to its parent.
3. The CST conguration algorithm uses a constant number of control symbols.
6.2.1 Implementing an Oriented Segmentable Bus
Without loss of generality, let the N -processor segmentable bus be right oriented.
Therefore we assume that the leftmost processor of each bus segment writes to the
segment and all other processors read (see Figure 6.1(a)). Consider a conguration
of the segmentable bus with k segments.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 6.1: Right oriented segmentable bus
For 1  i  k, let the i
th
segment be S
i
= (w
i
; e
i
) where w
i
is the index of
the leftmost processor (writer) of the segment and e
i
is the index of the rightmost
processor of the segment. Clearly, w
i
 e
i
for all i. Also observe that if w
i+1
exists,
then e
i
 w
i+1
. Since all communications on segment S
i
are from w
i
toward e
i
, we
will say that the segment S
i
\starts at w
i
" and \ends at e
i
". For technical reasons,
we assume that for all 1  i  k, e
i
= w
i+1
; that is segment S
i
ends at the same
processor as the one at which S
i+1
starts. Consequently, the writer w
i
of segment S
i
writes also to processor w
i+1
(see dashed communications in Figure 6.1(b)), which
simply ignores the value read. Note that this makes it possible for a processor to be
a writer of one segment and a reader of the previous segment.
Leaves (processors) of the CST generate control symbols from the set S = fw; rg
(the symbol w corresponds to a writer processor whereas symbol r corresponds to a non
writing processor). These symbols propagate up the tree, conguring switches level-
by-level. Each switch (internal node) receives control symbols (from set S = fw; rg)
from its children. It uses these symbols to produce a symbol (again from the set
S) for its parent. Let C be the set of congurations of the communication unit of
a switch. Then each CST switch can be viewed as two functions, g
s
: S  S ! S
providing a symbol (see Figure 6.2) and g
c
: SS ! C providing a conguration (see
Figure 6.3).
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g
s
r w
r r w
w w w
Figure 6.2: The function g
s
for segmentable bus
g
c
r w
r
w
Figure 6.3: The function g
c
for segmentable buses
Recall that we assume the CST leaves to be labeled in increasing order from left
to right. Thus a statement such as u  v < w is to be interpreted as leaf u is not
to the right of v and leaf v is to the left of w. Let u be any node of the CST. Let
T
u
denote the subtree rooted at u. If u is an internal node, then its left (resp., right)
subtree is the subtree of T
u
rooted at the left (resp., right) child of u.
Lemma 6.1 For any internal node u of the CST, the functions g
s
and g
c
establish
paths as follows.
1. If u sends symbol r to its parent, then the algorithm connects the incoming edge
from the parent of u to all leaves of T
u
.
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2. If u sends symbol w to its parent, then let the writers in T
u
be w
1
, w
2
,   , w

such that w
1
 w
2
     w

.
(a) The incoming edge from the parent of u is connected to all leaves z  w
1
of T
u
.
(b) For 1 < i < , writer w
i
is connected to each leaf z such that w
i
< z 
w
i+1
.
(c) The last writer w

is connected to each leaf z > w

of T
u
and to the
outgoing edge from u to its parent.
Proof: We proceed by induction on the level l  1 (where leaves of the CST are
at level 0) of an internal node u. If l = 1, then u is the parent of two leaves. If u
sends an r to its parent, then both children of u are readers who send r, r to u. From
Figure 6.3, it is clear that part 1 holds for the base case.
If u sends w to its parent, then the three cases correspond to g
c
(r;w), g
c
(w; r),
and g
c
(w;w) in Figure 6.3. In the rst two cases there is only one writer ( = 1).
So parts 2a and 2c apply to this writer. It is simple to verify that the case holds for
parts 2a, 2b and 2c.
Assume the lemma to hold for any node at level l  1, and consider node u at
level l + 1. Let v and w be the left and right children of u.
If u sends r to its parent, then both v and w send r to u (see Figure 6.2). By
the induction hypothesis, the CST establishes a path from u to all leaves of v and
w. The switch conguration of g
c
(r; r) (Figure 6.4(a)) ensures that the parent of u is
connected to all leaves of u.
Suppose u sends symbol w to its parent, then at least one of v or w must send w
to u. We now consider three cases.
Case 1 Suppose v sends r to u and w sends w to u. By the induction hypothesis,
we have the situation depicted in Figure 6.4(b). We only need observe that all
leaves z  w
1
, of T
u
are indeed connected to, from the parent of u as required,
and that w

is connected to the parent of u.
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Figure 6.4: Illustration of the proof of Lemma 6.1
Case 2 Suppose v sends w to u and w sends r (see Figure 6.4(c)). Observe that the
parent is connected to every leaf z  w
1
, and that w

is connected to the parent
and every leaf z > w

, as required.
Case 3 Suppose both v and w send w to u (see Figure 6.4(d)). Let the writers of T
v
and T
w
be w
0
1
, w
0
2
,   , w
0

, and w
00
1
, w
00
2
,   , w
00

enumerated from left to right.
Then for T
u
, w
1
= w
0
1
and w

= w
00

. Notice (especially between w
0

and w
00
1
)
that all required connections are connected.
Theorem 6.2 A CST congured by the functions g
s
and g
c
can perform all commu-
nications of a right-oriented segmentable bus in one step.
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Recall that we modied the denition of the right-oriented segmentable bus to
require writers to be readers as well. We now provide the intuition for this modi-
cation. As Theorem 6.2 establishes, the modied communication set requires only
two symbols. As noted earlier, the spurious read from the previous segment can be
discarded by the writer. On the other hand, with the original denition of a right-
oriented segmentable bus (see Figure 6.1(a)), the algorithm would have to distinguish
between switches whose leaves are all readers, all writers, and some readers/writers.
The modication lumps the latter two cases into one.
Clearly the method of this section readily translates to one for a left-oriented
segmentable bus.
6.2.2 Segmentable Bus with Exclusive Writes
In this section we use the oriented segmentable bus implementation of Section 6.2.1
to realize a segmentable bus in which each segment has at most one writer (not
necessarily at one end of the segment).
Generally speaking, the idea is to partition the given exclusive write, segmentable
bus communications into two blocks as follows. Recall that processors are indexed
in increasing order from left to right. Since only writes have to be exclusive, each
segment, S
i
, has exactly one writer, w
i
(say). Call processor j 6= w
i
of segment S
i
a
left reader (resp. a right reader) i j < w
i
(resp. j > w
i
). Partition the segmentable
bus communications so that one block (the left block) contains only communications
from the writers to their readers to the left and the other block (right block) contains
only the communications from the writers to their readers to the right. Figure 6.5
shows an example of a segmentable bus conguration and Figure 6.5(b) show its
communication patterns. Figure 6.5(c) shows the partitioning of the communications
into two blocks (shown solid and dashed). Figure 6.5(d) shows the communications
of the right block (shown solid) and some dummy communications (shown dashed).
No data are sent on the dummy communications (they exist only to simplify the
solution). Figure 6.5(e) shows the left block similarly. Note that the communications
of the right (resp., left) block are the same as the communications of a right (resp.,
left) oriented segmentable bus. Here we implement the communications of the right
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(a) Segmentable bus conguration
(b) Communications of the segmentable bus
(c) Partitioning the communications
(d) Right block communications
(e) Left block communications
Figure 6.5: Implementation of a segmentable bus with exclusive writes
block and the communications of the left block separately using the method presented
in Section 6.2.1. Note that when implementing the communications of the right (resp.,
left) block, many paths are established (shown dashed in Figure 6.5(c) and (d)) but
not used to transfer data.
With one full duplex link between each node and its parent, the right and the left
blocks will have to be scheduled separately, as they could form a width-2 communi-
cation set. If each link is replaced by two full duplex links, then the communications
from both blocks can be performed simultaneously in one step. (This amounts to
setting k = 2 in the remark at the end of Chapter 3.)
Theorem 6.3 A CST with two full duplex links per edge can perform all communi-
cations of a segmentable bus with exclusive writes in one step.
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(a) Bus segments
(b) Collection phase
(c) Broadcast phase
Figure 6.6: Implementation of a segmentable bus with concurrent writes
6.2.3 Segmentable Bus with Concurrent Writes
Here we present a method to implement a segmentable bus that admits concurrent
writes to a segment. As explained in Section 2.2, concurrent writes are resolved using
resolution rules. In this section we discuss the Common rule, in which all writers
write the same value (other concurrent write rules can also be implemented in a
similar way). In a concurrent writes implementation, each processor is a potential
writer. In other words, paths should be established from each processor to all other
processors. We accomplish this in two phases called the collection and broadcast
phases. The collection phase collects the result of all concurrent writes (bus-value) to
a segment into a xed processor; we choose the leftmost processor of each segment as
the collector. The second phase broadcasts the bus-value from the collector of each
segment to the remaining processors of the segment. Consider the segmentable bus of
Figure 6.6(a). Figure 6.6(b) shows the communications of the collection phase, and
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Figure 6.7: Reversing the directions of data ow
Figure 6.6(c) shows communications of the broadcast phase. The broadcast phase
is simply the communications of a right-oriented segmentable bus, so the method of
Section 6.2.1 suÆces for its implementation.
The communications of the collection phase are the \dual" of those of the broad-
cast phase. In other words, if each switch is congured the same way as in the
broadcast phase, except for reversing the directions of information ow, we end up
with the conguration of the collection phase (see Figure 6.7). The only point that
requires further elaboration is the case where two incoming lines are \connected"
together. For the Common rule, these lines could simply be ORed (assuming 0 for
no writes). For other rules, use other simple functions requiring constant hardware.
Remarks: Connections (data paths) of both phases could be cascaded to provide
one seamless path from writers to readers.
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Theorem 6.4 A CST with two full duplex links per edge can perform all communi-
cations of a segmentable bus with concurrent writes in one step.
Remarks: The dierence between results of Theorems 6.3 and 6.4 is that additional
resolution hardware is employed for concurrent writes.
6.3 Method for Small Processors
In this section we present an approach to implement segmentable buses with smaller
processors of word-size (w) bits, where log logN  w  logN . This approach
implements an N -processor segmentable bus to run in (
logN
w
) steps.
6.3.1 Another Segmentable Bus Implementation
This implementation of an N -processor segmentable bus uses a 1-step, 2
w
-processor
segmentable bus as a building block. We will refer to this building block as the base
segmentable bus. (Section 6.2 gives one implementation of the base segmentable bus.)
Construction: We now give a recursive description of this new implementation
of an N -processor segmentable bus. Without loss of generality, let N = 2
x(w 1)+1
,
where w reects the processor word-size and relates to the number of processors in the
base segmentable bus; x  1 is an integer. Let S(x) denote the

2
x(w 1)+1

-processor
segmentable bus implementation.
 If x = 1, then N = 2
w
. Here S(1) is the base segmentable bus.
 If x > 1, then construct the segmentable bus as shown in Figure 6.8.
Divide the 2
x(w 1)+1
processors into
N
2
w
= 2
(x 1)(w 1)
groups (or sets) G(1), G(2),   ,
G(2
(x 1)(w 1)
), each with 2
w
contiguous processors. Connect processors in each group
by the base segmentable bus S(1). Let p
i
and q
i
be the leftmost and the rightmost
processors in group G(i). Recursively connect the 2
(x 1)(w 1)
 2 = 2
(x 1)(w 1)+1
processors, p
i
and q
i
(where 1  i  2
(x 1)(w 1)
) using a

2
(x 1)(w 1)+1

-processor
segmentable bus, S(x  1).
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p
(x−1)S
base segmentable bus
G(2)G(1) (x−1)(w−1)G(2            )
.........
....
2211
qq p
    processors2  w
Figure 6.8: Structure of a segmentable bus implementation S(x)
An Example: We now illustrate this construction for w = 2 and x = 3, so N = 16.
Figure 6.9 shows the structure of S(3). We also illustrate the operation of S(3) using
109765321 11
S(1)
S(2)
S(3)
G’’(1)
x=1
x=2
x=3
G’(1) G’(2)
G(4)G(3)G(2)G(1)
161284 151413
Figure 6.9: Structure of S(3)
this example. Suppose the function of S(3) is as shown in Figure 6.10(a) where
processors 4, 6, 9, and 15 open their segment switches. Suppose the segmentable
bus uses a Collision writing rule (see also Section 2.2). Recall that under the
Collision rule, a collision symbol, \#", is written to a segment, if more than one
processor attempts a write to that segment. Let processors 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 14, and 15
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Figure 6.10: An illustration of the functioning of S(3)
write values v
3
, v
4
, v
5
, v
7
, v
8
, v
14
, and v
15
, respectively. In Figure 6.10, we follow the
convention that only writers have arrows to the segmentable bus. The symbol on a
bus segment is the bus-value and a symbol on a write arrow is the value written. The
symbol above a processor is the value read.
Figure 6.10(b) shows the rst step. Four groups G(1) = f1; 2; 3; 4g, G(2) =
f5; 6; 7; 8g, G(3) = f9; 10; 11; 12g, and G(4) = f13; 14; 15; 16g are formed. Each
processor opens or closes its switch based on local data and writers write their data
to the bus. The values on each segment (see Figure 6.10(b)) represent the value read
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by all processors incident on that segment. Note that only the leftmost processor and
the rightmost processor of each group (i.e., processors 1, 4, 5, 8, 9, 12, 13, and 16) are
included in the next step. These processors determine the settings of their segment
switches for the next step as follows. All leftmost processors (i.e., processors 1, 5, 9,
and 13) retain their original segment switches' settings. Each rightmost processor of
each group (i.e., processors 4, 8, 12, and 16) determines if it is on the same segment
as the leftmost processor of that group. If it is, then the rightmost processor closes
its switch in the next step. If not, then the rightmost processor opens its switch
in the next step. Figure 6.10(c) shows the second step of the algorithm (processor
groups are G
0
(1) = f1; 4; 5; 8g and G
0
(2) = f9; 12; 13; 16g). Note that the rightmost
processor of group G(2) (processor 8 in the rst step) opens its switch in the second
step even though its switch was closed in the rst step. This is because (in the rst
step) processor 8 is not on the same segment as processor 5. Again, all processors
write their values, and the leftmost and the rightmost processors determine their new
switch settings for the third step as explained before. This process is repeated till the
number of leftmost and rightmost processors reduces to 2
w
, at which time a single
base segmentable bus suÆces. Now, a reverse process is applied, and the collected
data is broadcast to the appropriate processors. Figure 6.10(d) shows the nal value
read by each processor.
Operation of S(x): We now generalize the idea of the above example. Initially
each processor has its local information; that is, each processor knows whether it is
segmenting the bus and is aware of the value (if any) it is to write to the bus. As
we saw in the example, the aim is to determine the bus-value for each processor on
the segmentable bus. Let P = f1; 2;    ; Ng be the set of processors on S(x). For
any R  P and any i 2 P , let v(R; i) be the bus-value at processor i, assuming that
only the writers in subset R write to the segmentable bus. For example, if N = 10,
and suppose that processors 1; 5; 7 and 10 write values v
1
; v
5
; v
7
and v
10
, then for
R = fz
1
; z
2
; z
3
; z
4
; z
5
g, the quantity v(R; z
2
) would be the value read by processor
z
2
assuming only processors 1 and 5 write values v
1
and v
5
; the segment switches'
settings are not altered by a choice of the set R. The procedure for S(x) is as follows.
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Phase 1: Processors of G(j) (where 1  j  2
(x 1)(w 1)
) determine the following:
 bus-value v(G(j); z) for each z 2 G(j).
 processor q
j
determines if it is in the same segment as processor p
j
.
Phase 2: Let 
j
= v(G(j); p
j
) and 
j
= v(G(j); q
j
) be the \local values" read by
the end processors of the group. Processor p
j
cuts the bus to its left if and only if it
was supposed to do so initially (at the start of Phase 1). Processor p
j
cuts the bus
to its left if and only if in Phase 1 it determined that it was not in the same segment
as p
j
. Processors p
j
, q
j
write 
j
, 
j
, respectively.
With the above \local information," as write values and segment switches states
of the processors p
j
, q
j
(for all 1  j  2
(x 1)(w 1)
) recursively determine bus-values
and segment switches states on S(x   1). Let 
j
and 
j
be the new bus values of p
j
and q
j
, respectively.
Phase 3: Processors p
j
and q
j
write 
j
and 
j
on the local base segmentable bus of
G(j). If processor z 2 G(j) receives a value , then  is its nal bus-value. Otherwise,
it retains its bus-value from Phase 1.
In Phase 1, getting the bus-value, v(G(j); z), is simply a matter of segmenting
the local S(1) as specied and writing to and reading from the segmentable bus.
Processor q
j
determines if it is on the same bus as p
j
by waiting for a step to receive
a signal issued by p
j
. So Phase 1 runs in two steps. Phase 3 again is a matter of
using the local base segmentable bus and runs in one step.
The correctness of the procedure stems from the following facts.
 Phase 1 correctly determines the \local" bus-values within groups.
 Adjacent groups G(j) and G(j+1) can interact only through processors q
j
and
p
j+1
.
 Phase 2 recursively captures the nal bus-value for processors p
j
and q
j
.
 Phase 3 conveys the nal values locally.
Let S(x) require T (x) steps. Clearly, T (1) = 1 and from the explanation above
T (x) = T (x 1)+3. Solving this recurrence gives T (x) = 3x 2 = (x) = 

logN
w

.
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Figure 6.11: A balanced ternary (k = 3) tree of height 3
Given that a one-step 2
w
-processor segmentable bus (with each processor of word-
size w) can be constructed (Section 2.2) we have the following result.
Theorem 6.5 For any w where log logN  w  logN , the proposed implementation
of an N-processor segmentable bus (using (w)-bit processors) runs in 

logN
w

steps.
Remark: The reason we require w = 
(log logN) is that two processors of the seg-
mentable bus are part of all x levels of the recursion. These processors are connected
to x dierent base segmentable buses. Consequently, their word-sizes must be at
least log x = log

logN
w

. That is, if w = 
(log logN), then the segmentable bus can
operate as stated. If w = o(log logN), the ideas presented by Vaidyanathan et al.
[49] could be used.
Using k-ary Trees: For any k  2, a balanced k-ary tree of height h has N = k
h
leaves, each at a distance of h from the root, and each internal node has k children
(Figure 6.11 shows a balanced ternary tree (k = 3) of height 3).
A k-ary tree algorithm on N = k
h
inputs proceeds level-by-level from the leaves
to the root of a k-ary tree. Each node u of the tree has a value (u) associated
with it. The value of a leaf is an input. The value (u) of an internal node u
with children u
1
; u
2
;    ; u
k
is a function f((u
1
); (u
2
);    ; (u
n
)). The value (u
r
)
of the root r is the output of the algorithm. Reversing the direction of a k-ary
tree algorithm generates outputs at the leaves. There is a clear parallel between
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a k-ary tree algorithm and the segmentable bus implementation described above
(see Figure 6.10 for which k = 4). Thus any platform suitable for a k-ary tree
algorithm works for a segmentable bus as well. Dharmasena [15] proposed a multiple
bus network (MBN) to run a k-ary tree algorithm on N = k
h
node in h steps. This
MBN can also serve to implement a 

logN
w

-step segmentable bus connecting N
processors.
6.4 Concluding Remarks
We have presented two approaches for segmentable bus implementation using binary
trees. The rst is suitable for large word-size processors and has variations that
accommodate dierent writing abilities. The second approach achieves the imple-
mentation as a k-ary tree.
A Horizontal-Vertical Recongurable Mesh (HV-R-Mesh) [4] is an R-Mesh with a
segmentable bus in each row and column. The bit model HV-R-Mesh [21] is a ne-
grained version of the (word model) HV-R-Mesh with processors of constant size (like
the PEs of the SRGA architecture). Theorem 3.19 extends to the following result.
Theorem 6.6 If the SRGA architecture can support an N-leaf CST per row and
column, then it can emulate any step of a bit-model N N HV-R-Mesh in two steps.
Chapter 7
Implementing the Linear
Recongurable Mesh
As described in Chapter 1, most work on dynamically recongurable models such as
the (R-Mesh) assumes \unit-cost" buses and entirely skirts the issue of bus delay.
This makes the R-Mesh very diÆcult to implement. A more conservative \log-cost"
measure [32] assigns a logN delay to a bus spanningN processors. While this measure
is reasonable for a xed bus, it does not capture the complexities arising from the
ability of the LR-Mesh to congure its buses in an exponential number of ways. In this
chapter we introduce a new measure of bus delay called \bends-cost" that considers
the delay of a bus to be proportional to the number of times it bends between rows and
columns of the LR-Mesh. We show that there exists an LR-Mesh implementation for
which bends-cost is a faithful measure of the actual bus delay. This implementation
uses a segmentable bus implementation. Consequently, our results are expressed in
terms of , the delay introduced by a segmentable bus spanning N processors. It
should be noted that the specic implementation of the segmentable bus presented in
Chapter 6 bounds  to be O(logN). The method proposed in this chapter is general
enough to accommodate future improvements in the value of , however.
We now describe our results in this chapter in a little more detail. Our results
are primarily for LR-Meshes with \semimonotonic" buses. In any given step of such
an LR-Mesh, all buses are laid out in some general orientation with respect to the
underlying processor array (such as top to bottom, or left to right); Section 7.1 denes
semimonotonic buses formally. Many fundamental algorithms (such as those for prex
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sums, multiple addition and sorting) run on LR-Meshes with semimonotonic buses
[22, 32, 36]. We prove that each step of an N N (unit-cost) LR-Mesh can be run in
O


logN
logD log

2

time on a (N)  (N) bends-cost LR-Mesh whose buses have a
delay of at most D. For some special cases this time overhead can be reduced further
to O

logN
logD log

. In particular, ifD = N

for an arbitrarily small constant  > 0, then
the running times of the the bends-cost LR-Mesh algorithms are to within a constant
of their ideal (unit-cost) LR-Mesh counterparts. One implication of this result is that
with N

delay, a (N)  (N) bends-cost LR-Mesh can perform prex sums of N
bits, add N b-bit numbers and sort N inputs in constant time. To our knowledge,
this is the rst general result to produce constant time algorithms on recongurable
models without using the unit-cost assumption for bus delay.
We also present results for simulating the LR-Mesh (whose buses are not neces-
sarily semimonotonic) and the more general R-Mesh on recongurable models with
limited delay buses.
In the next section we introduce some denitions and properties of the LR-Mesh.
In Section 7.2 we describe the bends-cost measure and an LR-Mesh implementation
for which the bends-cost measure models bus delay accurately. Section 7.5 is devoted
to the simulation of a unit-cost LR-Mesh with semimonotonic buses on a bends-
cost LR-Mesh. Section 7.6 presents results for more general bus congurations. In
Section 7.7 we summarize our results and make some concluding remarks.
7.1 Preliminaries
In this section we describe some properties of the LR-Mesh and dene some terms.
Recall that an R  C LR-Mesh consists of an R-row, C-column array of processors
connected by an underlying mesh (see Figure 7.1). Each processor in an LR-Mesh
has four ports (called North, South, East, and West ports in the obvious manner, and
abbreviated N, S, E, and W).
Linear Bus Types: A linear bus can be cyclic (see dotted bus in Figure 7.1)
or acyclic. The row sequence (resp., column sequence) of an acyclic linear bus is the
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Figure 7.1: Examples of buses in a 3 5 LR-Mesh
sequence of row numbers (resp., column numbers) traversed when one traces the path
of the bus from one of its end points to the other. For example, the row sequence of the
bus shown solid in Figure 7.1 is h0; 1; 0; 1i, as the (left end of the) bus starts at a port
of a processor in row 0, moves to a processor at row 1, comes back to row 0 and nally
ends in a port of a processor in row 1. (Note that reversing the sequence also produces
a valid row sequence of the bus.) The column sequence of the above bus is h1; 2; 3; 4i.
The row and column sequences of the bus shown dashed in Figure 7.1 are h0; 1; 2i
and h1; 0; 1; 0i, respectively. A bus is row monotonic (resp., column monotonic) if its
row sequence (resp., column sequence) is monotonic (either non-increasing or non-
decreasing). The solid bus of Figure 7.1 is column monotonic but not row monotonic,
whereas the dashed bus is row monotonic but not column monotonic. A bus that is
row monotonic or column monotonic is said to be semimonotonic. An incremental
bus is a row (resp., column) monotonic bus for which any two consecutive elements
of its column (resp., row) sequence dier by 1. An incremental column monotonic
bus moves up or down by at most one row at a time. The above ideas also apply to
pieces of a linear bus. For example, in Figure 7.1 the piece of the solid bus between
columns 1 and 2 is column monotonic but not row monotonic.
An LR-Mesh conguration is said to be row monotonic if every bus in the cong-
uration is row monotonic. A column monotonic conguration is dened similarly.
Denition 7.1 A conguration that is row monotonic or column monotonic is said
to be semimonotonic. An LR-Mesh conguration is incremental, if every bus in the
conguration is incremental.
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Figure 7.2: Replacing a linear, acyclic bus by two \directional buses"
7.1.1 Exploiting Features of the LR-Mesh
Here we rst note some previous results on LR-Meshes. Then we use these to derive
some properties of LR-Mesh algorithms that will simplify subsequent discussion.
Oriented bus: A linear acyclic bus is oriented i each processor on the bus can
determine which of its ports is closer to (say) the left end of the bus.
Lemma 7.1 Every linear acyclic bus of an X  Y LR-Mesh can be oriented on an
2X  2Y LR-Mesh.
Proof: Every linear acyclic bus has two end points. Call any one of these ends the
left end and the other the right end. The LR-Mesh replaces each bus by two \oriented
buses" as shown in Figure 7.2 [17] and assigns dierent orientations to each bus.
An important operation on an oriented linear bus is \neighbor localization." Given
an oriented linear bus with each processor p
i
on it agged by a Boolean variable f
i
,
neighbor localization constructs a linked list of processors p
i
with f
i
= 1 in the order
in which agged processors are placed on the bus. If the linear bus is oriented, then
neighbor localization can be solved in constant time on the bus [17].
Write rules: If a constant blowup in size is permissible, then all concurrent writes
(except with Priority) on an LR-Mesh can be replaced by exclusive writes.
Lemma 7.2 Every step of an R  C LR-Mesh with only acyclic buses and which
does not use the Priority rule can be emulated on a 2R  2C CREW LR-Mesh in
constant time.
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Proof: The LR-Mesh replaces each bus by two \directional buses" as shown in Fig-
ure 7.2. Each bus is now oriented. Then ag each writer on the bus and apply the
neighbor localization algorithm to determine the \leftmost" writer on the bus. For
the Arbitrary and Common rules, this leftmost processor performs the exclusive
write. For Collision rule, if there is only one writer (with no left and right neigh-
bors), then it writes its value to the bus. If not, then the leftmost writer writes the
collision symbol to the bus. For the Collision
+
rule, if there is only one writer, then
it writes its value to the bus. If there is more than one writer, then each writer sends
data to the next writer to its left (say). Each writer that detects a value dierent
from its own ags itself with a 1. An OR operation is done on all writers (this again
amounts to neighbor localization). If the result of the OR is 0, then all writers have
the same value and the leftmost writer is chosen to write its value to the whole bus.
If the OR is 1, then there are multiple writers with dierent data and the leftmost
writer writes the collision symbol to the entire bus.
Lemma 7.3 An LR-Mesh using exclusive writes or concurrent writes under the Com-
mon, Collision, or Collision
+
rules can assume, without loss of generality, that
all buses are acyclic.
Proof: Cut the bus at each writer. This transforms every bus (cyclic or not) into
pieces each of which is linear. If the writes are exclusive, then the writer simply writes
to the two segments of the bus (in two separate steps). Otherwise, each piece has
exactly two writers, one at each end of that piece. (If a bus is cyclic, but with no
writer on the bus at a certain step, then that bus can be ignored at that step.)
If the bus has writer(s), then for the Common rule, each writer cuts the bus and
writes to both pieces on which it is incident. Clearly, all processors get the same
value. For the Collision rule, each writer cuts the bus and writes to both pieces of
bus it is incident. If there is only one writer, then all processors on the bus gets the
value written. If there is more than one writer, then each writer receives a collision
symbol (except the piece of the bus of the leftmost processor and the piece of the bus
of the rightmost processor). In another step the collision symbol is written to both
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of these pieces. For the Collision
+
rule, each writer cuts the bus and both ends
of each piece exchange data. Then, each writer that detects dierent data than its
own cuts the bus and writes a collision symbol. If there are no such writers, then all
writers conclude that all the data written are the same and all original writers write
this data to all other processors.
Semimonotonic Congurations: A semimonotonic bus could be row or column
monotonic. So a conguration composed of a set of semimonotonic buses could have
both row and column monotonic buses. A semimonotonic conguration is only per-
mitted to have either row monotonic or column monotonic buses. In the following
lemma, we prove that a set of semimonotonic buses can be treated as a semimonotonic
conguration.
Remarks: The CREW LR-Mesh buses have the same properties (such as semimono-
tonicity etc.) as the CRCW counterparts.
Before we proceed, we establish a preliminary result that may be of independent
interest.
Dene the gossiping problem on set S as follows. Let each port i of each processor
hold a value v
i
2 S [ null; the null indicates that a port may not hold a value. The
problem is for each port incident on a bus b to determine the set fv
i
: i is incident on
bg.
Lemma 7.4 A Common or Collision CRCW LR-Mesh can solve the gossiping
problem on set S in jSj steps.
Proof: Without loss of generality, let S = f1; 2;    ; g. Iterate  times as follows.
In iteration j (where 1  j  ), each port i holding value v
i
= j writes a signal to
its bus and all ports incident on the bus read. A port receiving the signal in iteration
j concludes that some port on its bus holds value j. For the Common rule, each port
writes j in iteration j. For Collision, a signal of any value will be read by all ports
incident on the bus.
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Lemma 7.5 Let L be a Common or Collision CRCW LR-Mesh. If every bus of a
conguration of L is given to be semimonotonic, then L can partition the conguration
into two semimonotonic congurations in O(1) time.
Proof: Let C be the given conguration. The aim is to create two congurations C
r
and C
c
so that every bus of C
r
(resp., C
c
) is row (resp., column) monotonic, and every
bus of C in either C
r
or C
c
. We explain the algorithm for one bus b. All buses follow
on the same line.
Each processor p in which a bus b bends cuts the bus within that processor. Let
x and y be the two ports of a processor through which bus b traversed before it was
cut. Assign values v
x
to x and v
y
to y as follows.
v
x
=
8
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
<
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
:
1; if y 2 North
2; if y 2 South
3; if y 2 East
4; if y 2 West
v
y
=
8
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
<
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
:
1; if x 2 North
2; if x 2 South
3; if x 2 East
4; if x 2 West
Also assign value 5 to each processor holding an end of bus b; since b is semi-
monotonic, it must be acyclic. All remaining ports hold value null. Now solve the
gossiping problem on set f1; 2; 3; 4; 5g for each segment of bus b. This require three
iterations; i.e., constant time. At this point, ports of each processor in which a bus
bends know the value held by ports at neighboring bends.
A processor in which bus b bends could determine the status (row monotonic or
column monotonic) of bus b as follows. Let x and w be two ports at the ends of a
segment of bus b. Let Q be the set of value(s) obtained by port x after solving the
gossiping problem on set f1; 2; 3; 4; 5g. Clearly, 1  jQj  2.
Case 1 jQj = 1. Here Q = fv
x
g. Therefore the other end of the bus segment starting
at x must also have value v
x
. If v
x
= 1 or v
x
= 2, then we have the situation
in Figure 7.3 Port x determines that bus b is column monotonic. If v
w
= 3 or
v
w
= 4, then the situation in Figure 7.4 ensures that bus b is row monotonic.
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Figure 7.4: Detection of a row monotonic bus
Case 2 jQj = 2. Here Q = fv
x
; v
w
g. If v
w
6= 5, then we have the situation in
Figure 7.5, and port x cannot tell whether bus b is column monotonic or row
monotonic.
If v
w
= 5 (see Figure 7.6), then again x cannot determine denitely whether
bus b is column monotonic or row monotonic.
At this point, each port has either determined its bus to be row monotonic (R),
column monotonic (C) or undecided (null). Processors of L reconnect their ports
to reconstruct bus b. Solve the gossiping problem again on set fR;Cg for the entire
bus b. Since every bus is either row or column monotonic, the result of the gossiping
is a set with at most one element. If S = fRg, then the bus is row monotonic. If
S = fCg, then the bus is column monotonic. If S = ;, then the the bus qualies to
be both row monotonic and column monotonic. Assign it to be either row or column
monotonic.
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Scalability: In general an LR-Mesh has an optimal scaling simulation [3]. That is,
for any R
0
< R and C
0
< C, an RC LR-Mesh can be simulated in O

RC
R
0
C
0

steps on
an R
0
C
0
LR-Mesh. This allows many LR-Mesh algorithms that use (P ) processors
to state results for P processors. However, the scaling simulation algorithm used for
this result, destroys the structural characteristics of the simulated LR-Mesh buses
(semimonotonicity etc.). Therefore we cannot use the LR-Mesh scalability freely
in our results, which rely on buses having these structural properties. Figure 7.7
illustrates the situation and shows why constants c
1
and c
2
cannot be removed in
general.
If the given LR-Mesh algorithm uses monotonic buses (both row and column
monotonic) then a dierent scaling simulation due to Murshed [33] can be used. This
simulation preserves the buses' monotonicity. As shown in Figure 7.8, constants can
now be removed.
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Figure 7.7: General scaling simulation do not work for semimonotonic buses
7.2 The Bends-Cost Measure
As mentioned in Section 2.5, a recongurable bus is a combinational circuit that
establishes a data path from each potential writer to all processors connected to the
bus. Because there are relatively few taps between two successive gates (switches
used to congure the bus), capacitive loading [44] is not a predominant factor. The
primary concern is the gate delay of the longest path of this circuit. Thus, the bus
delay could be considered to be the gate delay in the longest path traversed by data
in a bus. In Section 2.5 we described several measures for the bus delay. In this
section we introduce a new measure for linear buses called bends-cost.
Bends-Cost: Under bends-cost, the delay of a bus is assumed to be roughly pro-
portional to the number of \bends" in the bus. (Each transition of the bus from a
row of the LR-Mesh to a column, or vice versa, is called a bend.) Specically, if a
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Figure 7.8: Using a restricted scaling simulation for semimonotonic buses
linear bus snakes through r rows and c columns of the LR-Mesh, then its bends-cost
delay is r+ c. Consider the N N LR-Mesh (for N = 7) of Figure 7.9. Buses labeled
A and B have the same end points and both span O(N) processors. However, bus A
has one bend and O(1) bends-cost delay, while bus B has (N) bends and therefore
(N) delay. Bus C also has (N) delay, even though it alternates between the same
two rows of the LR-Mesh.
Lemma 7.6 For any x  N , each bus of any column monotonic conguration of an
N  x LR-Mesh has at most 2x  2 bends.
Proof: A bus originating at the leftmost column can have at most 2x   2 bends
before it reaches the rightmost column. Since it is column monotonic, it cannot turn
back to a previously traversed column.
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Figure 7.9: Buses with dierent numbers of bends for an N N LR-Mesh (N = 7)
7.3 A Bends-Cost LR-Mesh Implementation
In this section, we outline an LR-Mesh implementation for which the bends-cost
measure is an accurate indicator of the actual bus delay. A segmentable bus is an
important building block of this implementation. Recall that a segmentable bus (see
Figure 2.4) consists of processors connected to a bus with each processor p capable
of controlling a switch that can segment the bus between p and the previous pro-
cessor. The segmentable bus is similar in function to a 1-dimensional R-Mesh (see
Section 2.2). Let S(N) denote an N -processor segmentable bus whose (gate) delay is
at most . By Theorem 6.4 (page 115) and the fact that each step on a CST with
N leaves has O(logN) gate delay,  = O(logN). We note, however, that the results
of this chapter are not premised on any particular segmentable bus implementation
and are general enough to accommodate future improvements in .
Construct an N  N bends-cost LR-Mesh as follows. Arrange processors as an
N N array and connect each row and each column of processors by a segmentable
bus S(N) (see Figure 7.10(a)). At this point, this structure is an implementation of
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Figure 7.10: Structure of a bends-cost LR-Mesh implementation
a special case of the LR-Mesh called the HVR-Mesh [3] (or Basic R-Mesh [6]) that
restricts all its buses to be without bends. Within each processor, additional switches
allow a bus segment to bend from a row to a column or vice versa (see Figure 7.10(b)).
The connections between N; S or E;W ports is through the segmentable bus; Fig-
ure 7.10(b) shows these connections dashed. The switching fabric in each processor
has the form shown in Figure 7.11 requiring only four 2-input multiplexers one for
S
W
N
E
o
o
o
o
S
W
N i
iE
i
i
Figure 7.11: Switching fabric of a bends-cost LR-Mesh processor
each port. Thus, this additional switching fabric along with the CST implementation
of a segmentable bus could realize the entire bus as a combinational circuit.
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Thus a bus with  bends consists of +1 row and column bus segments connected
in tandem, each with at most  delay. Consequently, the actual delay of the bus is
( + 1) which is proportional to the quantity  + 1 predicted by the bends-cost
measure.
Thus, we can now state results for the bends-cost LR-Mesh using buses with 
bends or an LR-Mesh result using buses of D =  delay.
7.4 Designing Implementable LR-Mesh Algorithms
In the last section we showed that the bends-cost measure of bus delay can be an
accurate model of the actual delay. Therefore one way to design an implementable
LR-Mesh algorithm is to ensure that the algorithm uses buses with limited numbers
of bends. One way to approach this task is to redesign the LR-Mesh algorithms.
The other approach is to design an automatic method to convert large classes of
the LR-Mesh algorithms (congurations) to run with bounded delay. We adopt the
latter approach as it oers the possibility of harnessing the large body of results for
the LR-Mesh.
In the next section we begin our discussion with semimonotonic congurations.
Many fundamental LR-Mesh algorithms (including counting, prex sums, multiple
addition, and sorting) use semimonotonic congurations. We show that every semi-
monotonic conguration can be emulated quickly and eÆciently on buses of bounded
delay (number of bends). Subsequently in Section 7.6, we consider more general
congurations.
In these sections we will consider LR-Meshes that use either the unit-cost or
the bends-cost measure of bus delay. In addition to the number of steps used, we
will characterize a bends-cost LR-Mesh algorithm by the maximum delay D (or the
maximum number of bends) that any bus in any conguration of the algorithm may
have.
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7.5 Simulating Semimonotonic Congurations
Without loss of generality, let the conguration be columnmonotonic (see Lemma 7.5).
Let U be a column monotonic conguration of an N N unit-cost LR-Mesh. We use
the symbol U to denote the above conguration and the unit-cost LR-Mesh as well.
Let B be a c
0
Nc
00
N bends-cost LR-Mesh, where c
0
and c
00
are constants whose values
will become apparent later. One could view each processor of U as corresponding to
a unique c
0
 c
00
\cluster" of processors of B. Clearly, each sub-LR-Mesh of U also
corresponds to a sub-LR-Mesh of B. Let D   denote the maximum delay that a
bus of B can incur. The main result of this section is the following theorem.
Theorem 7.7 Let  be the delay of an N-processor segmentable bus. For any D 
, any semimonotonic conguration of an NN unit-cost LR-Mesh can be simulated
in O


logN
logD log

2

time on a (N)  (N) bends-cost LR-Mesh using buses with
at most D delay.
The following corollary reects an interesting special case of this result.
Corollary 7.8 For any  > 0, any semimonotonic conguration of an N  N unit-
cost LR-Mesh can be simulated in O(1) time on a (N)(N) bends-cost LR-Mesh
using buses with at most N

delay.
Remark: This is the rst general method to achieve constant time on a recongurable
model without resorting to the unit-cost measure of bus delay.
Most of the remainder of this section is devoted to establishing Theorem 7.7.
We organize this section into three subsections. In Section 7.5.1, we reduce the
simulation to a \channel assignment" problem in an LR-Mesh. Section 7.5.3 rst
solves a restricted version of this channel assignment problem and develops results
that nd use later. Section 7.5.4 uses the results of Section 7.5.3 to solve the (general)
channel assignment problem and completes the simulation.
7.5.1 Simulation Algorithm
The purpose of the simulation is as follows. Suppose that writes during a step with
conguration U result in value v
p
on some port p of the slice. Then on the corre-
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sponding port p
0
of B, the same value v
p
must appear at the end of the simulation.
Moreover, B can only employ buses with O(D) delay.
Let x =
cD

, where c < 1 is a constant,  is the delay of an N -element segmentable
bus, and D   is the maximum allowed delay of buses in B. Without loss of
generality, let N = x

, for integer   1. At this point we note that the delay of
buses of B will be proportional to the quantity x. Since we can select the constant c
in the denition of x without constraint, we may assume that B permits O(D) delay,
rather than \at most D delay," as required.
For 1  k   = log
x
N , we use the following recursive algorithm to simulate an
N  x
k
sub-LR-Mesh U
k
of U on the corresponding sub-LR-Mesh B
k
of B. Note that
since U has a column monotonic conguration, so does U
k
.
1. If k = 1, then we have an N  x LR-Mesh U
1
. By Lemma 7.6, every bus
of U
1
has at most O

D


bends and, therefore, O(D) delay. Consequently, B
1
can simulate U
1
by using the exact same bus conguration (without incurring
excessive bus delay).
2. If k > 1, then divide U
k
into x slices, each consisting of x
k 1
contiguous columns;
that is, each slice is an Nx
k 1
sub-LR-Mesh of U
k
(see Figure 7.12). Moreover,
each slice has a column monotonic conguration. Similarly, divide B
k
into
corresponding slices.
We will refer to the W ports of processors on the leftmost column of a slice
collectively as the left border of the slice. Similarly dene the right, top, and
bottom borders of the slice (see Figure 7.13(a)). Adjacent slices touch only at
their left and right borders.
3. Recursively simulate (in parallel) the slices of U
k
on the corresponding slices of
B
k
. Now, for each bus b of each slice S of U
k
the following statements hold.
 All processors of b hold the value, if any, written to b from within the slice.
 All processor of b hold the end points of the bus.
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Figure 7.12: Dividing a slice into x slices
The remaining phases serve to propagate bus values among slices. Once a slice
has received values (if any) that come from outside it, it is easy to reverse the
steps of the recursion to propagate these new values within the slice. So we
focus only on propagating values among slices.
4. Consider the following classication of buses of slice S of U
k
or the corresponding
slice S
0
of B
k
.
 Category 0: Neither end point of bus b touches the left or right border of
S (see buses marked C{F in Figure 7.13).
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Figure 7.13: Bus types
 Category 1: One end point of b touches the left or right border of S (see
buses G{K of Figure 7.13).
 Category 2: The end points of b are on the left and right borders of S (see
buses of Type A and B in Figure 7.13).
Note that for a column monotonic bus, both end points cannot be on the left
border (or both on the right border) of B
k
. In this phase, B
k
identies the
category of each bus b as follows. Let the end points of b be r and s. Clearly,
both cannot be on the left border or on the right border. If r or s is on the left
border, then B
k
writes the index of the port on the bus. Next, if r or s is on
the right border, then B
k
writes the port index on the bus.
It is easy to verify that bus b is in Category i (0  i  2) i it receives i values
in the above steps. In addition, a Category 2 bus can identify its Type (A or B)
as well by ascertaining whether its left end is higher than the right (for Type A)
or not (for Type B).
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5. In this phase, B
k
performs actions for a bus b depending on its category.
 Category 0: Here b has no eect on other slices, nor is it aected by other
slices. Therefore b does not participate further in the simulation.
 Category 1: Let bus b touch another bus b
0
of an adjacent slice that
traverses a port on the left or right border of this adjacent slice. Let
this port of the adjacent slice be in processor p
0
. If the recursive step
computes the value of bus b to be v (that is, there is a write from within
slice S), then the end of bus b touching bus b
0
sends v to processor p
0
and
bus b does not participate further in the simulation. If slice S does not
generate a value for bus b, then it waits to hear from processor p
0
about
its nal bus value.
 Category 2: Let p and q be the ports at the left and right end points of
bus b. Construct a column monotonic bus b
0
in the corresponding slice S
0
of B
k
so that (i) the end points (clusters) p
0
and q
0
of b
0
correspond to the
end points p and q of b, and (ii) bus b
0
has a constant number of bends
(see Figure 7.14).
The action for Category 2 buses is undertaken after Category 1 buses have been
handled. Thus, the entire slice B
k
is available for Category 2.
6. Note that each bus in each of the x slices of U
k
is either removed or replaced by
a column monotonic bus with a constant number of bends. Thus, the cong-
uration of the bends-cost LR-Mesh B
k
is column monotonic, and each bus has
O(x) bends, or O(D) delay. Therefore, B
k
can use its buses without incurring
excessive delay and convey values between slices.
Let T (k) denote the time to perform the above simulation on an N  x
k
LR-Mesh.
Let t
k 1
be the time to handle Category 2 buses for an N  x
k 1
slice. Then, T (1)
is constant and for all k > 1, T (k) = T (k   1) + t
k 1
+ constant. Solving this
recurrence, we have,
T (k) = O
0
@
k 1
X
q=1
t
q
1
A
: (7.1)
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Figure 7.14: Handling Category 2 buses
Handling Category 2 Buses: The only step of this algorithm requiring further
elaboration is the handling of Category 2 buses. Figure 7.15(a) shows representative
buses of Types A and B of Category 2. Both these types of buses have one end point
on the left border and one end on the right border. The only dierence is that for a
Type A bus the left end point is higher than the right, and for a Type B bus, the left
end point is lower.
Our solution for handling Category 2 buses of Type A will use a c
1
N  c
2
x
k 1
sub-LR-Mesh of B
k
to handle a slice of U
k
. Clearly, Type B buses can also be handled
similarly; that is, all Type B buses can also be laid out on a c
1
Nc
2
x
k 1
sub-LR-Mesh
of B
k
. We now describe how both types can be handled simultaneously on B
k
. Call
the sub-LR-Mesh handling Type A (resp., Type B) buses as Tier A (resp., Tier B).
The two tiers are interleaved into a 2c
1
N  (2c
2
x
k 1
+ 2) sub-LR-Mesh so that their
buses can be laid out without interfering with each other. Figure 7.15(a) shows a set
of Type A and B buses. Figures 7.15(b) and (c) show these routed in separate tiers.
Figure 7.16 shows the tiers combined.
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Figure 7.15: Routing Type A and B buses in dierent tiers
The basic idea is as follows. Divide the 2c
1
N(2c
2
x
k 1
+2) sub LR-Mesh L (say)
into three vertical strips. The rst and third consist of the rst and last columns of the
sub-LR-Mesh (shown shaded in Figure 7.16). The middle strip is a 2c
1
N  (2c
2
x
k 1
)
LR-Mesh L
0
(say). The layout of Types A and B buses in L use the following rules.
For Type A buses, all vertical (resp., horizontal) segments occupy only even columns
(resp., rows) of L
0
(number rows and columns 0,1,  ). For Type B buses, on the other
hand, all vertical (resp., horizontal) segments, occupy only odd columns (resp., rows).
Thus the only way a Type A and a Type B buses traverse the same processor is in
dierent directions (one horizontal and the other vertical). Consequently, a Type A
bus will never get in the way of a Type B bus, and vice versa.
We now explain the function of the rst and the last strips (columns in Figure 7.16)
of L. In the method explained above, Type A (resp., Type B) buses exit the left and
right borders of L
0
at even (resp., odd rows). However, a Type A bus on one slice
may be a Type B bus of the next. That is, Type A and Type B buses are not known
a priori. The additional realignment columns (shown dashed in Figure 7.16) serve to
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Tiers A & B
Realignment ColumnRealignment Column
Figure 7.16: Combining two tiers
position buses on the same rows of adjacent slices (regardless of the bus type). Note
that since a processor on the left or right border of U
k
can have a Type A or a Type B
bus (but not both), and that this type is known a priori, the realignment columns
can be congured appropriately.
Thus with c
0
= 2c
1
and c
00
< 3c
2
, the size of the simulating bends-cost LR-Mesh
B is c
0
N  c
00
N .
This idea of using two tiers to accommodate two classes of buses can be extended
to multiple tiers; m tiers of an R  C LR-Mesh can be accommodated on an mR 
(mC + 2) LR-Mesh.
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Since subsequent discussion is for Type A buses (Type B being handled anal-
ogously), we will refer to rows, columns, and processors of B
k
rather than pairs of
rows, columns, and clusters, to mean rows, columns, and processors of B
k
that handle
Type A buses.
7.5.2 The Channel Assignment Problem
All that remains now is the handling of Type A buses on a c
1
N  c
2
x
k 1
LR-Mesh.
Specically, let the end points of bus b be at row p of the left border and at row q
of the right border of a slice of U
k
, where p  q. The aim is to construct a column
monotonic bus b
0
in B
k
starting from the left border at row p
0
and ending at the right
border at row q
0
. The constructed bus b
0
will have three segments (two bends or a
delay of 3): the rst segment is horizontal and runs in row p
0
from the left border
to some column m; the third segment runs in row q
0
from column m to the right
border of the slice. The middle segment is a vertical bus on column m between rows
p
0
and q
0
. For example, for the Type A bus in bold in Figure 7.15(a), the algorithm
constructs the three segment bus shown in bold in Figure 7.15(b). Since no other
bus of the given slice of U
k
can have p and q as end points, it is straightforward to
construct the rst and third segments of bus b
0
. The challenge lies in selecting an
appropriate column m for each bus so that no two buses overlap, yet all buses are
accommodated within x
k 1
columns.
The task now reduces to the following channel assignment problem. Denote by
fb
0
; b
1
;    ; b
y 1
g, a set of Type A buses of an N  X LR-Mesh (slice of U
k
), where
X = x
k 1
. Each of these buses has a delay of at most D. For each bus b
i
, let s
i
and e
i
denote the row numbers where the bus touches the left and right borders of
the slice; we will call these rows the starting and ending rows, respectively, of bus b
i
.
Since b
i
is a Type A bus, s
i
 e
i
; recall that rows are numbered in increasing order
from the top to the bottom of the R-Mesh. The task is to use a c
1
Nc
2
X bends-cost
LR-Mesh to assign a column number m
i
, where 0  m
i
< X, to each bus b
i
such that
if m
i
= m
j
(for i 6= j), then either s
i
 e
j
or e
i
 s
j
. For example, if the input buses
are shown in Figure 7.17(a), then the buses could be assigned columns as shown in
Figure 7.17(b).
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Figure 7.17: Assignments of columns to buses
In the next section we solve a restricted case of the channel assignment problem
and develop some tools used subsequently to solve the general (unrestricted) channel
assignment problem. In these sections we will often treat the simulating bends-cost
LR-Mesh, V (say), as an N  X LR-Mesh so that its rows and columns are in one-
to-one correspondence with the simulated N  X unit-cost LR-Mesh, S (say). The
details necessary to tailor the discussion to the actual size of the simulating LR-Mesh
are tedious and will provide no additional insight. To distinguish the input buses
b
0
; b
1
,    b
y 1
of S from buses of V used to solve the channel assignment problem,
we will refer to the y input buses as \BUSES." That is, \buses" are physical buses
congured by V during the simulation of S, whereas \BUSES" are simply inputs to
this simulation.
7.5.3 Restricted Channel Assignment
In this section we solve a simple case of the channel assignment problem where e
i
 s
i

X, for each BUS b
i
(that is, each BUS has at most X rows between its starting and
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ending rows). The solution is quite straightforward. Simply assign m
i
= s
i
(mod X)
to bus b
i
. BUS b
i
occupies column m
i
from the S port of the processor in row s
i
to
the N port of the processor in row e
i
. The next BUS b
j
that can use column m
i
has
s
j
= s
i
+X  e
i
. Thus the restricted channel assignment problem can be solved in
constant time.
Lemma 7.9 An instance of the channel assignment problem where e
i
  s
i
 X for
each 0  i < y, can be solved in (1) time.
Remarks: For only Type A buses anNX simulating LR-Mesh suÆces for the above
result (i.e., c
1
= c
2
= 1). If both Types A and B are possible in the conguration,
then c
1
= c
2
= 2.
Recall the denition of an incremental conguration in Section 2.4. By Lemma 7.5,
there is no loss of generality in assuming that a given incremental conguration is
columnmonotonic. In such a conguration a bus cannot cover more thanX rows while
traversing through X columns. Clearly, the simulation of such a conguration will
require only the solution to the restricted channel assignment problem (Lemma 7.9).
From this observation and Equation (7.1), we have the following result (here, too,
c
1
= c
2
= 2).
Theorem 7.10 Let  denote the delay of an N-element segmentable bus. For any
D  , any incremental conguration of an N N unit-cost LR-Mesh can be simu-
lated in O

logN
logD log

time on a (N)(N) bends-cost LR-Mesh whose buses have
at most D delay.
Proof: By Lemma 7.9, t
q
= O(1) for 1  q < k. Therefore, by Equation 7.1,
T (k) = O(k). Since x

= N , our simulation simulates an N  x

LR-Mesh. So the
total time is T () =O() = O

logN
log x

= O

logN
log
D


= O

logN
logD log

.
Remark: Note that even if a conguration is not incremental, it may be possible to
simulate it using the restricted channel assignment problem.
In the next few subsections, we show that counting N bits and sorting N numbers
can be performed on a (N)(N) bends-cost LR-Mesh whose buses have at mostD
delay in O

logN
logD log

time. For adding N b-bit numbers, the time is the same, but
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a (N)(Nb) bends-cost LR-Mesh is used. These results will be useful in the more
general technique for simulating any semimonotonic congurations (not necessarily
incremental).
7.5.3.1 Applications
In this section we apply Theorem 7.10 to some fundamental algorithms (counting N
bits, adding N b-bit numbers, and sorting N numbers).
Counting N bits: An (N +1)N unit-cost R-Mesh can count the number of 1's
among N input bits b
0
; b
1
;    ; b
N 1
in constant time. Index the rows (resp. columns)
of the R-Mesh 0; 1;    ; N (resp. 0; 1;    ; N   1). Initially, processor (0; j) in row 0
and column j holds input bit b
j
. The algorithm involves an initial step to broadcast
b
j
along column j. This step uses buses with no bends and does not pose any problem
on a bends-cost R-Mesh implementation. Subsequent steps involve buses with (N)
bends and we focus our attention only on those.
The algorithm constructs incremental monotonic buses starting at the processors
of the left border of the R-Mesh and moving down one row each time a 1 is encountered
(see Figure 7.18).
The bus starting at processor (0; 0) reaches processor (z;N   1) i the input
bits include z 1's. If processor (0; 0) sends a signal from its W port, it will reach
processor (z;N   1) where z is the number of 1's. Obviously all buses are of type
A. All other bus types could be ignored as they do not carry the signal. Clearly,
a bus could bend (N) times (as there could be (N) 1's in the input). A direct
implementation of this algorithm on the bends-cost LR-Mesh could have buses with a
delay of (N), which is more than that of a naive LR-Mesh implementation using
linear-cost buses.
With Theorem 7.10, we have the following result.
Theorem 7.11 Let  denote the delay of an N-element segmentable bus. For any
D  , a (N)(N) bends-cost LR-Mesh can count N bits in O

logN
logD log

time
using buses of at most D delay.
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Figure 7.18: Counting bits on the LR-Mesh
Multiple Addition: The multiple addition problem involves adding N b-bit in-
tegers (where b = O(logN)). Jang and Prasanna [22] established that a 2N  2Nb
LR-Mesh can solve this problem in constant time. For brevity, we do not go into the
details of this algorithm. The following observations distill structural aspects of their
algorithm relevant to a bends-cost LR-Mesh implementation.
The algorithm has steps that involve broadcasting within a row or a column
and using a segmentable bus within a row or column. These steps use buses with
no bends. The only step that does not fall in this category involves constructing
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column-monotonic incremental buses and transmitting signals from the West and
North edges.
From Theorem 7.10, we have the following result.
Theorem 7.12 For any D   and b = O(logN), a (N)  (Nb) bends-cost
LR-Mesh can add N b-bit integers in O

logN
logD log

time using buses of at most D
delay.
Sorting: The problem of sorting an array of elements A = (a
0
; a
1
;    ; a
N 1
) is to
arrange the elements of A in increasing (or decreasing) order. The only assumption
about the elements of A is that they are pairwise comparable. The constant time
sorting algorithm of Jang and Prasanna [22] runs on an N  N unit-cost LR-Mesh.
We now show that each step of this algorithm can be performed by an incremental
conguration.
The algorithm is based on the Leighton's seven-step column sort [25] that requires
an NN
3
4
LR-Mesh to sort N
3
4
elements in four of the seven steps and an N -element
permutation routing in the remaining three steps. The following result is standard.
Fact 1: An N N LR-Mesh can perform a permutation routing on N elements in
a row in O(1) time using buses with at most two bends.
Therefore we only need consider the algorithm to sort N
3
4
numbers on an N N
3
4
LR-Mesh. Jang and Prasanna [22] applied the algorithm of Theorem 7.12 a constant
number of times to design an N
1
4
 N
3
4
LR-Mesh algorithm to add N
3
4
bits. This
counting algorithm is used to design the N
3
4
-element sorter as follows. Let a
0
i
(0 
i < N
3
4
) be the elements to be sorted.
Divide the N N
3
4
LR-Mesh into N
3
4
blocks each of size N
1
4
N
3
4
. The i
th
block
determines (by all possible comparisons and counting (Theorem 7.11)) the number
of inputs h
i
smaller or equal to a
0
i
; the comparisons use buses with no bends. The
LR-Mesh routes (Fact 1) a
0
i
to position h
i
. Thus, we have the following fact.
Fact 2: An N
1
4
N
3
4
bends-cost LR-Mesh can sort N
3
4
elements in O

logN
logD log

steps using buses of at most D delay.
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Theorem 7.13 Let  denote the delay of an N-element segmentable bus. For any
D  , a (N)  (N) bends-cost LR-Mesh can sort N elements in O

logN
logD log

time using buses of at most D delay.
We now have the tools to tackle the general channel assignment problem.
7.5.4 General Channel Assignment
In the last section we solved the restricted channel assignment problem on a (N)
(X) bends-cost LR-Mesh with the restriction that the end points of each BUS be
no more than X rows apart. Here we remove this restriction. For completeness, we
dene the channel assignment problem once again.
Let S be an NX LR-Mesh with Type A BUSES b
0
; b
1
,    ; b
y
. For 1  l < y, let
BUS b
l
touch the left border of S at row s
l
(starting row) and the right border at row
e
l
(ending row). We will call the processors at the left border of row s
l
and the right
border of row e
l
as the left and right ends, respectively, of BUS b
l
(see Figure 7.19
for an example). Without loss of generality, assume that for each bus b
l
, e
l
  s
l
> X;
if not, b
l
can be processed separately as in Section 7.5.3. Let V be a c
1
N  c
2
X
LR-Mesh. The solution to the channel assignment problem is for V to assign to each
BUS b
l
a column index m
l
(where 0  m
l
< X) satisfying the following condition:
for all 0  l < l
0
< y, if m
l
= m
l
0
, then e
l
< s
l
0
; i.e., buses with the same column
index do not overlap.
Assume that no left end of a bus is in the same row as the right end of another
bus. This assumption is without loss of generality. For some l < l
0
, if e
l
= s
l
0
, then
stretch S into a 2N X LR-Mesh so that all end points are on even rows. If e
l
= s
l
0
,
then move e
l
to the previous odd row. The eect of stretching S can be incorporated
into the constant c
1
in the size of V.
Even though S and V are dierent in size, there is clearly a correspondence be-
tween their rows and columns. For bus b
l
, we will reuse symbols s
l
and e
l
to also
denote corresponding rows of V.
The algorithm for the general channel assignment problem has three main stages.
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Stage 1{Leader Determination: Identify the BUSES with the X smallest left ends.
Call these BUSES the leaders. Without loss of generality, let the leaders be
b
0
; b
1
;    ; b
X 1
; that is, for all 0  j < X and X  k < y, row numbers s
j
< s
k
.
Assign indexm
j
= j to leader b
j
, for each 0  j < X. If the number y of BUSES
is at most X, then the problem is solved at this point. Therefore, assume that
y > X.
Stage 2{List Creation: For each 0  j < X, construct a list L
j
of BUSES such
that L
j
contains BUS b
j
and for any two BUSES b
l
; b
l
0
, if b
l
precedes b
l
0
in the
list, then e
l
< s
l
0
; that is, BUS b
l
0
does not start before b
l
ends. Consequently,
all BUSES in L
j
can be assigned the same column index as BUS b
j
, namely j.
Figure 7.21(b) illustrates the list for the example in Figure 7.19.
Stage 3{Broadcasting in List: For each list L
j
, create a bus (in the simulating slice
V) that traverses the left end of row s
l
for each bus b
l
in L
j
(the traversal is
in the order of list L
j
). Then broadcast the column index j to these left end
processors.
Each of these stages runs in O

logN
logD log

time on a c
1
N  c
2
X bends-cost LR-
Mesh V using buses with at most D delay.
Recall that S is the simulated N X unit-cost LR-Mesh and V is the simulating
c
1
N  c
2
X bends-cost LR-Mesh. Recall also that the buses of S each have at most
D delay, so V can simulate them directly. As before, we will treat the simulating
LR-Mesh V as an N X LR-Mesh for ease of explanation. We now detail the stages
of the algorithm.
Figures 7.19{7.23 show a running example.
For this example, X = 3 and the slice contains nine BUSES, b
0
; b
1
;    ; b
8
(see
Figure 7.19).
7.5.4.1 Stage 1|Leader Determination
For each row i of V, set a ag start(i) to 1 i there is a BUS b
l
with s
l
= i. For
each row i with start(i) = 1, congure each processor of that row with the partition
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N
X
Figure 7.19: An example of the channel assignment problem
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e5
Figure 7.20: Conguration for Stage 1
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s0
s1
e0
s2
s3
e3
e2
s4
s5
e1
s6
e5
s7
e6
s8
e4
e7
e8
(a)
nil nil
b8 b7
b5
b5
b3
b6
b4
b4b3
b6
b6
s0
s1
s2
s3
s4
s5
s6
s7
s8
nil
(b)
Figure 7.21: Conguration and result of Stage 2; part (b) shows the list connecting
starting rows of buses. We use these starting rows as identiers for the buses. The
pointers themselves are labeled with buses only for clarity.
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s1
s2
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s4
s5
s6
s7
s8
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b3 b6b4
b4 b6b5
(b)
Figure 7.22: Illustration of Stage 3; part (a) shows buses separated by class, part (b)
shows buses separated by list.
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Figure 7.23: The result of channel assignment
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fN;E ; S;Wg; i.e., connect the N and E ports together and the S and W ports
together in the processor. Congure each processor in the remaining rows with the
partition fN; S ; E;Wg (see Figure 7.20). Observe that all buses in the conguration
described above are row monotonic (column monotonic in the transposed X  N
slice) and incremental. Suppose that the processor at row 0 and column 0 (top left
processor) sends a signal through its N port. It is easy to see that for each row i
with start(i) = 1, the processor at row i and column j receives the signal at its N
port i the BUS starting at row i has the j
th
smallest starting row index. Thus, this
broadcast will not only identify leader BUSES b
0
; b
1
;    ; b
X 1
, but also associate the
column index j with each BUS b
j
(for 0  j < X). By Theorem 7.10, LR-Mesh V
can broadcast the signal described above in O

logN
logD log

time.
For the running example, BUSES b
0
; b
1
; b
2
(starting at rows s
0
; s
1
; s
2
) are selected
as leaders (Figure 7.20).
7.5.4.2 Stage 2|List Creation
First congure the simulating LR-Mesh V exactly as the simulated LR-Mesh S; thus
each BUS of S is now a bus of V. Let the processors at the left and right ends of each
BUS exchange information about each other. (Since the BUSES of S have at most
D delay, V can perform this data exchange without excessive delay.) At this point,
we may assume that each row of V is aware of all information about the BUS (if any)
that starts or ends at that row.
The algorithm for Stage 2 has three broad steps. The purpose of Step 1 is as
follows. Suppose BUS b
l
was to precede b
l
0
in list L
i
. Then this stage establishes a
bus from the left end of row e
l
to the left end of row s
l
0
. Figure 7.21(a) shows (in
bold) the buses established for the list L
0
= hs
0
; s
3
; s
5
; s
7
i.
Step 1: Congure each row i as described below.
 If i = s
l
for some leader BUS b
l
(a leader starts at row i), then congure each
processor of row i of V as fN; S ; E;Wg.
 If i = s
l
for some non-leader BUS b
l
(a non-leader starts at row i), then congure
each processor of row i of V as fN;W ; S;Eg.
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 If i = e
l
for some BUS b
l
(a bus ends at row i), then congure each processor
of row i of V as fN;E ; S;Wg.
 If there is no BUS b
l
such that i = s
l
or i = e
l
(no bus starts or ends at row i),
then congure each processor of row i of V as fN; S ; E;Wg.
Step 2: The leftmost processor in each non-leader starting row s
l
0
writes s
l
0
(the
identier for bus b
l
0
) to its W port and the leftmost processor in ending row e
l
reads
from its W port.
Step 3: If e
l
reads s
l
0
in Step 2, then BUS b
l
points to BUS b
l
0
in its list. If e
l
does
not receive anything on its W port, then BUS b
l
is the last element of its list. For
our example, the end result of this stage is shown in Figure 7.21(b).
To see why this algorithm works, consider the sequence 
0
of rows s
l
and e
l
for all
0  l < y in ascending order. For our example 
0
= hs
0
; s
1
; e
0
; s
2
;s
3
; e
3
;e
2
; s
4
;s
5
; e
1
;s
6
; e
5
;
s
7
; e
6
;s
8
; e
4
;e
7
; e
8
i (see Figure 7.21(a)). From this sequence remove the rst X starting
rows (of leaders) and the last X ending rows. Let the resulting sequence be . For
the example,  = he
0
; s
3
; e
3
; e
2
; s
4
; s
5
; e
1
; s
6
; e
5
; s
7
; e
6
; s
8
i.
In general, let  = h
1
; 
2
;    ; 
2z
i where 
i
is some e
l
0
or s
l
00
. The sequence 
has to have an even number of elements. This is because 
0
has matching s
l
, e
l
pairs
and  is derived from 
0
by removing X starting rows and X ending rows.
Lemma 7.14 For any 1  k  2z, let 
k
= h
1
; 
2
;    ; 
k
i. Let 
k
have n
e
ending
rows and n
s
starting rows. Then, n
e
 n
s
.
Proof: Let

0
k
= hs
0
; s
1
;    ; s
X 1
| {z }
X starts
; 
1
; 
2
;    ; 
k
| {z }
n
s
starts; n
e
ends
i
Clearly, 
0
k
has X + n
s
starting rows and n
e
ending rows. If we examine the given
slice S just after row 
k
, then X + n
s
Type A BUSES would have started, of which
n
e
would have ended. Therefore X + n
s
  n
e
BUSES cross row 
k+1
. Since S has X
columns, X + n
s
  n
e
 X; i.e. n
s
 n
e
.
Lemma 7.14 together with the fact that sequence  has the same number of
starting and ending rows, allows  to be viewed as a well-nested parentheses sequence
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(see Section 3.4) by simply replacing each ending row with an opening parentheses
and a starting row by a closing parentheses. Thus each ending row e
l
has a matching
starting row s
l
0
in sequence . Since s
l
0
> e
l
, l
0
6= l.
Lemma 7.15 For each matching pair (e
l
; s
l
0
) of sequence , Step 1 of Stage 2 estab-
lishes a bus between the W port of the left end processor of rows e
l
and s
l
0
.
Proof outline: Let p
l
and p
l
0
be the left end processors of rows e
l
and s
l
0
. The bus
from the W port of p
l
0
moves right by one column for each starting row (including
itself) it traverses and left by one column for each ending row. Thus this bus can
reach a W port on the left border only at processor p
l
in the matching row e
l
.
Thus in Step 2 of Stage 2, the left end of e
l
reads a row number s
l
0
i (e
l
; s
l
0
) is
a matching pair. That is, in Step 3, bus b
l
points to bus b
l
0
i (e
l
; s
l
0
) is a matching
pair.
Lemma 7.16 The three step procedure of Stage 2 is correct.
Proof: By the same argument, each BUS b
l
0
is pointed to from (at most) one BUS
b
l
. Thus the pointers of all BUSES constitute a set of lists. Since e
l
< s
l
0
, it is clear
that if b
l
points to b
l
0
, then both BUSES can occupy the same column (as required).
We now show that there is one list per leader. Since b
l
points to b
l
0
in a list i
(e
l
; s
l
0
) is a matching pair, and since s
0
; s
2
;    ; s
X 1
are absent from , no BUS can
point to a leader. That is, each leader heads a list. We now show that no non-leader
heads a list; i.e., each non-leader is an element of a list headed by a leader. For each
non-leader BUS b
l
0
, its starting row s
l
0
is in the sequence . Therefore, there is an e
l
in  such that (e
l
; s
l
0
) is a matching pair and so b
l
points to b
l
0
.
As is also evident from Figure 7.21(a), the buses created in Stage 2 are row
monotonic and incremental. By Theorem 7.10, Stage 2 runs in O

logN
logD log

time.
7.5.4.3 Stage 3|Broadcasting in List
This stage rst constructs a bus corresponding to each list L
i
, where 0  i < X;
specically, if list L
i
= hb
i
; b
i(1)
; b
i(2)
;    ; b
i(u)
i, then this stage constructs a bus that
traverses the left end of rows s
i
; s
i(1)
; s
i(2)
;    ; s
i(u)
in that order. In other words,
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each pointer in a list corresponds to a segment of the bus representing that list. This
stage uses Theorem 7.10 on slice S to simulate the above buses in O

logN
logD log

time
and broadcasts the column index of the leader of the list to all other BUSES within
the list. The only point requiring further elaboration is the construction of buses
corresponding to lists L
i
.
We start by dividing the simulating LR-Mesh V into
N
X
\windows," each an XX
sub-LR-Mesh consisting ofX contiguous rows of V. Call the topmost and bottommost
rows of a window as its borders. Recall that for each bus b
l
, e
l
  s
l
> X. Therefore
the lists are such that a BUS within a window points to a BUS outside the window.
Let BUS b
l
points to BUS b
l
0
in some list. All we need to do is construct a bus from
left end processor p
l
of row s
l
to the left end processor p
l
0
of row s
l
0
for all such BUS
pairs (b
l
; b
l
0
). The algorithm has two phases. In Phase 1, windows collect and record
information about buses (pointers of lists) crossing them. In Phase 2, the windows
use this information to independently route buses passing through them.
Phase 1: Phase 1 has three broad steps.
 First congure V exactly as S to establish the input Type A BUSES.
 Broadcast on each bus b
l
of V the identier s
l
and its pointer s
l
0
(assuming
b
l
points to b
l
0
). Each processor in a window border through which b
l
passes
collects this information and records it. Bus b
l
may cross a window border
several times. This could cause pointer s
l
0
to be recorded multiple times in a
border, whereas the algorithm requires the border to record each pointer only
once. This can be done by sorting the (at most) X pointers crossing a window
border and then selecting only the rst occurrence of each pointer value. By
Theorem 7.13, this part runs in O

logX
logD log

= O

logN
logD log

time.
Also BUS b
l
may go below row e
l
and then come up again to end at the right
border of row e
l
. Since we will establish a direct path between rows s
l
and s
l
0
,
each border at row i > s
l
0
(or row i < s
l
) ignores the pointer (does not record
it).
 Construct (exactly as in Step 1 of Stage 2) a bus from the left end processor of
row e
l
to the left end processor of row s
l
0
. Broadcast on each bus the value of
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Figure 7.24: Illustration of Stage 2
s
l
0
. As before, record the value of s
l
0
once at each border crossing for a direct
path.
At the end of Phase 1, each border has recorded information about each pointer
that must cross it in a direct path between BUS b
l
and its successor b
l
0
in the list.
Each window also has information about all starting rows within that window.
Phase 2: Here we use the information recorded in Phase 1 to construct buses
according to the list obtained in Stage 2.
Consider any window W that has a set In of incoming pointers (buses in V)
recorded at its top border. Let Out be a set of outgoing pointers recorded at its
bottom border. Let End be the set of ending rows within the window W. Let Start
be the set of starting rows within the window W (see Figure 7.24).
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Figure 7.25: Examples of pointers in a window
To illustrate the action of phase 2 consider a window with In = fs
0
; s
1
; s
2
g, Out =
fs
0
; s
2
; s
3
g, End = fs
1
g, and Start = fs
3
g (see Figure 7.25(a)). That is, the pointers
to buses b
0
; b
1
; b
2
enter the window from the top border. Of these, the pointer s
1
is to
a row within the window, so this pointer exits at row s
1
. Another row in the window
starts a pointer s
3
(possibly continuing where s
1
ended) and this pointer exits the
window along with s
0
and s
2
through the bottom border.
The task of phase 2 is to create \corresponding buses" in accordance with these
pointers. For our example, the window may create row monotonic buses that may be
as shown in Figure 7.25(b). This task is accomplished by the information gathered
in Phase 1. Divide the pointers into three classes:
 Class I consists of pointers in set End = In   Out . Their corresponding buses
run between the top and left borders of the window.
 Class II consists of pointers in set Out   Start . Their corresponding buses run
between the top and bottom borders of the window.
 Class III consists of pointers in set Start. Their corresponding buses run between
the left and bottom borders of the window.
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It should be clear that each pointer entering or exiting the window falls in exactly
one class. Each window independently constructs the corresponding (row monotonic)
buses for its pointers.
Each class of buses is routed on a dierent tier of processors so that all corre-
sponding buses can be accommodated on three tiers (see discussion on page 144).
For the running example, consider the window shown in bold in Figure 7.22(a). Set
In = fs
3
; s
4
; s
6
g, set Out = fs
4
; s
5
; s
6
g, set End = fs
3
g and set Start = fs
5
g. The
gure shows the corresponding buses, dashed, dotted and solid for Classes I, II, III.
Since each window constructs row monotonic buses corresponding to its point-
ers, the buses representing the lists in Stage 2 are row monotonic as well (see Fig-
ure 7.22(a)).
By Theorem 7.10, V completes Stage 3 in O

logN
logD log

time.
Lemma 7.17 Let  be the delay of an N-processor segmentable bus. For any D  ,
the channel assignment problem on an NX slice can be solved in O

logN
logD log

time
on a (N)(X) bends-cost LR-Mesh using buses with at most D delay.
With Equation 7.1 and the above lemma, we have Theorem 7.7 and Corollary 7.8
stated at the start of this section.
In the next two subsections we show how the general channel assignment problem
can be applied to eÆciently computing the prex sums of N bits.
7.5.4.4 Prex Sums of Bits
Here we apply Theorem 7.7 to compute the prex sums of N input bits. That is,
for bits a
0
; a
1
;    ; a
N 1
, we compute b
0
; b
1
;    ; b
N 1
where b
i
=
P
i
j=0
a
j
for each
0  i < N . The algorithm starts with an ineÆcient approach and progressively
renes it.
IneÆcient Prex Sums: The R-Mesh counting algorithm also gives the prex
sums of the input bits. If the j
th
prex sum (0  j < N) is b
j
, then the signal reaches
the E port of processor (b
j
; j). Since our transformation maintains only the end points
of buses, the bends-cost R-Mesh algorithm will not directly yield the prex sums. By
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reversing the recursion, the bends-cost R-Mesh can easily compute the prex sums,
however. Each processor within a slice holds the identity of the left and right ends
of its bus. If the bus through processor (b
j
; j) has processor  as its left end, then
the j
th
prex sum is b
j
i processor  receives the signal. Reversing the steps of the
counting algorithm (that goes from thin slices to wider slices) returns information
from wider slices back to thin slices and ultimately to individual columns.
Lemma 7.18 For any D  , a (N)  (N) bends-cost LR-Mesh can nd the
prex sums of N bits in O

logN
logD log

time using buses of at most D delay.
Modulo Prex Sums: For any m  1 the jth modulo m prex sum of input bits
a
0
; a
1
;    ; a
N 1
is (a
0
+ a
1
+    + a
j
)(mod m). The modulo m prex sums can be
computed on an (m+1)2N unit-cost R-Mesh in constant time [36]. This algorithm
uses buses of Types A and B. While a Type A bus is incremental, Type B buses could
extend between the rst and last rows; that is, their left and right ends in an mX
slice could be more than X rows apart. From Theorem 7.7, we have the following
result.
Lemma 7.19 Let  denote the delay of an N-element segmentable bus. For any
1  m  N and D  , a (m)  (N) bends-cost LR-Mesh can compute the
modulo m prex sums of N bits in O


logN
logD log

2

time using buses of at most D
delay.
Olariu et al. [36] proved that using modulo m prex summing, an m N (unit-
cost) LR-Mesh can compute the prex sums of N bits in O

logN
logm

time. With the
result of Lemmas 7.18 and 7.19, we have the following result.
Theorem 7.20 Let  be the delay of an N-processor segmentable bus. For any
1  m  N and D  , a (m)(N) bends-cost LR-Mesh can compute the prex
sums of N bits in O


logN
logm



logN
logD log

2

steps using buses with delay of at most
D.
Remark: Once again if D = N

1
for constant 
1
> 0, then the time is O

logN
logm

. In
addition, if m = N

2
for constant 
2
> 0, then the time is constant.
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It is possible to modify the simulation of Lemma 7.19 to reduce the overhead to
O

logN
logD log

[16]. Hence, the time overhead of Theorem 7.20 can be reduced to
O

logN
logm

logN
logD log

. However, it should be stressed that this reduction in time
comes from exploiting properties of the modulo prex sums algorithm and does not
translate to any improvement in the result of Theorem 7.7.
7.5.5 Special Cases
In this section we show that the time overhead of Theorem 7.7 can be reduced for
some special cases of a semimonotonic conguration. Let the simulated slice be an
N  X unit-cost LR-Mesh. Recall that x =
D

which is the maximum number of
bends that a bus of the simulating bends-cost LR-Mesh can have. We consider two
spesial cases.
Oscillating Congurations: These conguration are semimonotonic congura-
tions in which each Category 2 (Type A or Type B) bus has left and right ends s
and e from two xed x-elements subsets S
1
; S
2
of f0; 1;    ; N   1g (see Figure 7.26).
Thus every bus must either stay in the same subset S
1
or S
2
, or oscillate between
them. Although Figure 7.26 shows only buses starting from the leftmost corner of
the LR-Mesh, the denition of an oscillating conguration admits the \mirror range"
band of buses starting at the bottom left of the gure. In general, an oscillating
conguration restricts end points of buses within slices to oscillate between two xed
ranges of x rows. These ranges need not be the topmost and bottommost x rows as
shown in Figure 7.26. Since the number of buses is at most x  X, the number of
columns within the slice, then the static channel assignment used in Section 7.5.3 can
be used to assign each bus to a channel. This can be done in constant time and the
entire simulation algorithm runs in O

logN
logD log

time.
Theorem 7.21 Let  denote the delay of an N-element segmentable bus. For any
D  , any oscillating conguration of an NN unit-cost LR-Mesh can be simulated
in O

logN
logD log

time on a (N)  (N) bends-cost LR-Mesh whose buses have at
most D delay.
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Figure 7.26: Example of an oscillating conguration
Parallel Congurations: parallel conguration of size y is a monotonic congu-
ration in which each Category 2 (Type A or Type B) bus has left and right ends s
and e that satisfy js  ej = y, where y 2 f0; 1;    ; N   1g (see Figure 7.27).
Consider an NN unit-cost LR-Mesh with a parallel conguration. Without loss
of generality let
y
x
and
N
x
be integers. Divide this into N  x slices as before. Divide
each slice into x  x windows. Number the windows of a slice from 0; 1;    ;
N
x
  1.
Let the modulo index of a window of (actual) index i be i(mod(
y
x
)). For 0  j < y,
let S
j
be the set of all buses that cross a left border of a window with modulo index
j. Figure 7.27 shows the buses with modulo index 0.
Notice that all buses of any xed set S
j
can be assigned a channel (within slices)
statically as in Section 7.5.3. Thus S
j
buses can be simulated with bounded delay
D in O

logN
logD log

time. To simulate all
y
x
sets S
j
, we need at most
y
x
iterations. If
y
x
>

logN
logD log

, we can use the algorithm of Theorem 7.7.
Theorem 7.22 Let  denote the delay of an N-element segmentable bus. For any
D  , any parallel conguration of size y of an N  N unit-cost LR-Mesh can be
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Figure 7.27: Example of a parallel conguration
simulated in O

min
n
logN
logD log

;
y
x
o 
logN
logD log

time on a (N)(N) bends-
cost LR-Mesh whose buses have at most D delay.
7.6 Simulating General Congurations
Here we present results for simulating the LR-Mesh (with not necessarily semimono-
tonic buses) and the general R-Mesh on bends-cost LR-Meshes. Recall the denitions
of row and monotonic subsequence of a linear bus (see page 124).
Denition 7.2 Let b be an acyclic piece of a linear bus. The piece b is a row (or
column) U-turn of the bus if and only if b has a row (or column) subsequence of the
form hi; j; ii.
In Figure 7.1 the portions of the dashed bus between rows 0 and 1, and between rows
1 and 2 are two column U-turns. Clearly a bus has no row (or column) U-turn i it
is row (or column) monotonic.
One way to quantify the amount by which a bus is \not semimonotonic" is by
the number of U-turns (which cause it to lose its monotonicity). Let B be the set of
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buses in an LR-Mesh conguration. For any bus b 2 B, let #
r
(b) (resp., #
c
(b)) be the
number of row (resp., column) U-turns in b. Let 
r
(B) = maxf#
r
(b) : b 2 Bg and let

c
(B) = maxf#
c
(b) : b 2 Bg. The number of U-turns in an LR-Mesh conguration
with bus set B is (B) = min
n

r
(B); 
c
(B)
o
:
Theorem 7.23 Let  be the delay of an N-element segmentable bus. For integers
D; # such that D  #, a conguration of an N  N unit-cost LR-Mesh with #
U-turns can be simulated in O

log
2
N
(logD log)(logD log# log)

time on a (N)  (N)
bends-cost LR-Mesh using buses with at most D delay.
Proof outline: This result follows on the same lines as the result of Theorem 7.7.
The main dierence is that x =
cD
#
to guarantee that each slice uses buses with delay
at most D. The number of levels of recursion is therefore O

logN
logD log # log

. Each
level involves the solution to the channel assignment problem. This solution runs in
unaltered in O

logN
logD log

time as it is based on end points of buses rather than their
shapes.
The only other issue is that a slice could now have Type L and M buses (see Fig-
ure 7.28) in addition to Type A and B buses. The double bus scheme of Section 7.1.1
can be used to identify Type L and M buses and distinguish their end points. After
that they can be handled exactly as Type A and B buses.
Remark: If
D
#
= N

for an arbitrarily small constant  > 0, then the simulation
overhead is a constant.
Matsumae and Tokura [31] proved that an N  N HVR-Mesh can simulate any
step of an R-Mesh in O(log
2
N) time. Since an HVR-Mesh uses only horizontal and
vertical buses with no bends, we have the following result.
Theorem 7.24 Let  be the delay of an N-element segmentable bus. Any congura-
tion of an N N unit-cost R-Mesh can be simulated in O(log
2
N) time on an N N
bends-cost HVR-Mesh using buses with at most  delay.
7.7 Concluding Remarks
We introduced the bends-cost measure of bus delay in linear recongurable meshes
and showed this measure to be a faithful reection of bus delay on an implementable
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Figure 7.28: Bus types with U-turns
platform. We also presented simulations for several classes of LR-Mesh congurations
on the bends-cost model that uses limited delay buses. We showed that an impor-
tant class of LR-Mesh algorithms can be implemented using limited delay buses.
In particular, we showed that it is possible to design constant time algorithms on
recongurable models without resorting to the unit-cost assumption.
Chapter 8
Computational Power of the
Bends-Cost LR-Mesh
Two models of computation M
1
and M
2
are said to have the same power if an
arbitrary step of one can be simulated on the other in O(1) steps, allowing polynomial
blowup in size for the simulating model. For R-Mesh type models, a model's size is
the number of processors in it. In this chapter we prove that if the allowed delay for
buses is polynomial in the number of processors, then the unit-cost LR-Mesh and the
bends-cost LR-Mesh are equal in power. Specically, we show that any step of an
N  N unit-cost LR-Mesh can be simulated in constant time on an N
(1)
 N
(1)
bends-cost LR-Mesh whose buses have at most N

delay, for any constant  > 0.
Key to this result is a simulation of a step of an N  N unit-cost LR-Mesh on a


DN
2




DN
2


bends-cost LR-Mesh in O

logN
logD log

time, using buses of at most
D delay;  is the delay of an N -processor segmentable bus. Our approach is based
on a well-known R-Mesh list ranking technique called distance embedding [19].
Generally speaking, the idea is as follows. Suppose that the buses of the simulating
bends-cost LR-Mesh can have at most  bends (to limit the delay). If a bus has B > 
bends, then cut the bus after every  bends into d
B

e segments. Then, proceeding
along the lines of Chapter 7, replace each bus segment (that has at most  bends)
by another segment connecting the same end points but with a constant number c
of bends. The new bus has at most cd
B

e < B bends. Proceed recursively until the
entire bus has at most  bends, at which point it can be simulated directly. By
reversing the recursion, bus value can be propagated back to each port.
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We use an R-Mesh technique for list ranking [47] to cut the bus correctly after a
sequence of  bends.
8.1 The Simulation Algorithm
By Lemma 7.3 (page 127), there is no loss of generality in assuming that the simulated
LR-Mesh has no cyclic buses. By Lemma 7.1 (page 126), each bus is oriented. So,
we may describe a bus as going from port u to port v.
Let  =
D
2c
. The simulation of an LR-Mesh S on a 4N
2
 4N
2
bends-cost
LR-Mesh V has the following steps.
1. Divide V into a 4N
2
 4N
2
grid of submeshes, each of size   . Denote the
submesh in row i and column j (where 0  i; j  4N
2
) of this grid as V
i;j
.
2. Number the 4N
2
ports of the unit-cost LR-Mesh 0; 1;    ; 4N
2
  1. Each port
i (where 0  i  4N
2
) is represented by diagonal submesh V
i;i
.
3. Let the diagonal processors of V
k;k
(where 0  k  4N
2
) be p
k
u
, where 0  u < .
If an oriented bus goes from port i to port j in S, then connect processor p
i
u
to p
j
(u+1)(mod )
, for each 0  u < . If i < j, then use submeshes V
i;i
, V
i+1;i
,
  , V
j;i
, V
j;i+1
,   , V
j;j
. to establish the connection. Otherwise, use submeshes
V
i;i
, V
i;i+1
, V
i;j
,   , V
i+1;j
, V
i+2;j
,   , V
j;j
. Figure 8.1 shows an example for
connecting port u to port v (where u < v) and port v to port w (where w < v).
At this point some processor p
i
u
is connected through a bus to another processor
p
i
0
v
i there are (v   u)(mod ) ports on the bus between ports i and i
0
of S.
This is the standard technique for contacting a list on the R-Mesh.
4. Cut the bus traversing processor p
i
0
, for each 0  i < 4N
2
.
5. Each processor p
i
0
writes its index in the direction of the bus oriented towards
the next port of i in S. This write by p
i
0
traverses a bus of V with 2 bends
(or D delay). This index reaches port p
i
0
0
i on the bus of S, ports i and i
0
are
separated by exactly  ports. Similarly, p
i
0
0
sends its index i
0
to p
i
0
.
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Figure 8.1: Some CST switch congurations
6. Now V assumes port i to be connected directly to port i
0
. Accordingly, connect
V
i;i
to V
i
0
;i
0
as in Step 3.
7. Repeatedly reduce the bus by a factor of  in each iteration till the bus is of
size  or less.
Clearly, log

4N
2
= O

logN
logD log

iterations suÆce.
Theorem 8.1 Let  be the delay of an N-element segmentable bus. Any congu-
ration of an N  N unit-cost R-Mesh can be simulated in O

logN
logD log

time on an
O

DN
2


O

DN
2


bends-cost R-Mesh using buses with at most D delay.
Corollary 8.2 For any  > 0, any step of an N  N unit-cost LR-Mesh can be
simulated in O(1) time on an O

DN
2


 O

DN
2


bends-cost LR-Mesh using buses
with at most N

delay.
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Theorem 8.3 The unit-cost and bends-cost LR-Meshes are equal in power if a poly-
nomial delay is permitted.
8.2 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter we proved that LR-Meshes with sublinear (but polynomial) bus delay
are as powerful as the unrestricted LR-Mesh with linear bus delay. This result places
the role of bus delay in the context of the power hierarchy of recongurable models
[5, 46, 48].
Chapter 9
The Enhanced-SRGA
In this chapter we introduce a recongurable architecture, the Enhanced Self Recon-
gurable Gate Array (E-SRGA) Architecture, that is based on the SRGA architecture
proposed by Sidhu et al. [40] (see also Section 1.2.1). The SRGA is an FPGA-type
architecture with the additional ability to generate conguration information from
within the chip (self reconguration), for instance, to connect two PEs. This elimi-
nates the need to load the chip with conguration information through the limited
number of input pins of the chip. Like the SRGA, the E-SRGA consists of an array
of PEs. Each row and column connect by CSTs. It also has the self reconguration
feature of the SRGA. However the the E-SRGA possesses additional reconguration
features known to be useful in the R-Mesh.
One addition in the E-SRGA architecture is the ability to operate the CSTs as
segmentable buses; we use the implementation of Chapter 6. The E-SRGA also
assigns each switch of a CST to a processing element (PE) in the row or column
and enables the PE to control its switches directly. Specically, each PE \owns"
the row switch that succeeds it in the in-order traversal of the CST (see Figure 9.1).
Consequently, each PE owns (at most) two switches, one each from its row and column
CSTs. The architecture has been implemented in VHDL and we have conducted
cost-benet tradeo for various dynamic reconguration features in the setting of an
FPGA-like device. This study has shown our approach to be feasible. With algorithm
design in mind, we have developed a programming model of the E-SRGA. This model
abstracts away architectural details. This part of the research is work in progress.
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Figure 9.1: Associating CST switches with PEs. The CST nodes are numbered in
inorder. Each switch has a dashed line to the PE associated with it
data outdata in
PE ArrayController
Low Level
Commands
and addresses
Figure 9.2: Overview of the E-SRGA architecture
The next section gives an overview for the E-SRGA architecture and Section 9.2
provides details. Section 9.3 describes our VHDL implementation of the E-SRGA and
presents simulation results. Sections 9.4 and 9.5 describe the programming model of
the E-SRGA.
9.1 Architecture Overview
The Enhanced Self-Recongurable Gate Array architecture (E-SRGA) consists of an
array of processing elements (PEs) and an external controller that is responsible of
issuing low-level commands to the PE array (see Figure 9.2). Each row and column of
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PE
Switch
Figure 9.3: 4  4 PE array
the array is connected by a CST (see Section 2.1). That is, the basic interconnection
structure is a binary tree whose leaves are PEs and whose internal nodes are switches.
Figure 9.3 shows a 4  4 PE array. This array is suitable for VLSI implementation
with the PEs laid out in a 2-dimensional mesh. The architecture also scales well as
the collective areas of the CSTs grows logarithmically with the array size.
As described in Chapter 2, each switch of the CST has a full-duplex link to its
parent (if any) and two children. Each switch is owned by a PE that can congure
it to connect to its parent and children in various ways. Figure 2.2 (page 20) shows
representative congurations that are assumed in this work. Some of these cong-
urations are simple extensions of those used in the SRGA architecture to include
broadcasting.
Each PE consists of a logic cell and a memory block. The logic cell contains a 20-
bit look-up table (LUT) and 2 ip-ops, collectively capable of implementing many
2-input, 2-output Boolean functions. The memory block in a PE can hold data as well
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as conguration contexts. Each conguration context contains bits that congure the
logic cell and the two switches owned by the PE. This context can be changed by the
PE in one clock cycle (as in the SRGA). That is, the functionality of the PE and the
CST conguration can be changed in one clock cycle.
The controller is responsible for issuing commands to the PE array that specify
the operations to be performed in the next clock cycle. To solve a problem on the
E-SRGA a high level algorithm is rst designed, which is then translated to a low
level sequence of instructions understandable by the PE array. The controller is
responsible of issuing these low level commands to the PE array. We describe the
high level commands, and low level commands, and the correspondence between them
in Section 9.5.4. In a typical implementation of an algorithm on the E-SRGA, the
controller receives a high level command program, then PE array is loaded with an
initial context set and data, if any. Next the controller issues low level commands
causing the PE array to take the appropriate action. The important part to note is
that the only run-time interaction between the PE array and the controller is through
short commands requiring a few input pins (if the array is in a separate chip).
9.2 Architectural Details
In this section we describe the detailed architecture of each component of the PE
array.
9.2.1 Interconnection Network
The interconnection network of the E-SRGA is the CST. That is, a binary tree whose
leaves are PEs, and whose internal nodes are switches and edges are full duplex links
(in which information can ow in both directions simultaneously). This interconnec-
tion network connects PEs in a row (or column). The actual connections between
a PE could be either specied in a conguration context or it could result from a
conguration operation (described in Chapter 5.) In Chapters 3{6, we showed this
interconnection fabric to be capable of implementing a variety of communication sets,
including those of a segmentable bus in at most 2 steps (clock cycles).
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Figure 9.4: Structure of a CST switch
9.2.2 Switches
Each (three-sided) switch is an internal (non-leaf) node of the CST. It is connected
to its parent (if any) and two children through a full duplex link (see Figure 9.4(a)).
Each switch is owned by a PE that can congure it to connect to its parent and
children in various ways (see Figure 2.2, page 20.) Observe that a switch cannot
connect an incoming link to an outgoing link in the same \side" of the switch. This
ensures that for a tree with N leaves (PEs), every communication will traverse no
more than 2 logN switches, where N is the number of PEs in a row. Each switch has 3
inputs and 3 outputs (an input/output pair per side). Each output can be connected
to any of the 2 inputs on a dierent side of the switch via multiplexers (MUXes). To
congure the switch, 3 bits are needed for the three MUXes (see Figure 9.4(b)).
The E-SRGA has the ability to internally generate conguration information for
basic routing operations such as connecting two PEs. To generate this conguration
information, however, the granularity of the E-SRGA PEs is somewhat larger than
logic blocks of typical FPGAs. The conguration is performed so that the entire tree
is congured in a single clock cycle. Chapter 5 discusses issues of conguring the
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Figure 9.5: Structure of a PE
CST and the communication classes that can be accommodated on it. Each switch
(or the associated PE) has a logic module that enables the conguration of the CST
in accordance with certain communication classes. Each E-SRGA switch contains
logic modules to handle edge-exclusive communication sets (see Section 5.2) and the
communications of a segmentable bus (see Section 6). A switch also contain logic to
enable the associated PE to directly congure the switch (without resorting to the
techniques of Chapters 5 and 6).
9.2.3 Processing Elements
A block diagram of a PE is shown in Figure 9.5. Its main components are a logic
cell and a memory block. (The two switches owned by the PE are also shown in
the gure.) The memory block contains space for storing data and conguration
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contexts. The logic cell can compute Boolean functions based on inputs from the row
tree/column tree/memory bits. Depending on the low level command issued by the
controller, the PE performs an operation on the local data or changes its conguration
using a certain conguration word stored in the memory block. A PE receives control,
data and address inputs. The control inputs are the low level commands from the
controller. They determine which operation will be performed by the PE in the next
clock cycle. The data inputs include data from row and column trees and external data
(typically used only to load the initial data) that will be processed in the current cycle.
The PE in row i and column j of the array also receives address inputs (SCR
j
, SRR
i
and CMAR) whose function is to enable/disable the PE or to address the memory.
More details appear in Section 9.2.6. The memory block stores conguration words
as well as acts as scratch pad memory. It is essentially like a regular RAM with the
ability to access individual bits of each memory word.
9.2.4 Logic Cells
The structure of a logic cell is shown in Figure 9.6. One of the most important
components of the logic cell is a 20-bits look-up table (LUT) that can implement a
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Boolean function with 2 inputs, each 2 bits long. The LUT is actually two LUTs,
one 16  1 bits and the other 4  1 bits. Because many useful functions have least
signicant outputs, depending only on least signicant inputs, this arrangement works
well. An accumulator (ACC) holds the logic cell output. The two data inputs to the
logic cell can be chosen from the row tree, the column tree or from the previous output
of the logic cell (ACC). The output of the logic cell could be directed to the row tree,
the column tree or the accumulator.
9.2.5 Memory Block
The memory block has 8 words, each of width 46 bits as shown in Figure 9.7 (in general
it could have n w-bit words). Each word contains a conguration for the PE and
its two switches. The memory block could also be used as scratch pad memory. Thus
an access to a single bit in a word is also allowed. The memory is addressed by a 9-bit
address register, CMAR, the rst three bits of which select a word of the memory,
and the remaining 6 bits select a bit within the word. The data for the selected bit
can come from the row switch, column switch, logic cell (ACC) or from outside the
chip (external data).
Figure 9.8 shows the detailed format of the conguration word. The selection lines
of the input and output MUXes and MUXes of the logic cell are set using the part of
the bit labeled M
0
;M
1
;    ;M
7
in Figure 9.8. Bits 20-22 and 23-25 dene the states
of the row and column switches of the PE. Bits 26-41 and 42-45 specify the contents
of 16 1 and 4 1 LUTs.
9.2.6 Registers
The E-SRGA contains several global and local registers. They are used to hold the
low level instructions (or the decoded instruction) issued by the controller. The local
registers are one per PE, whereas global register are shared by all PEs (see Figure 9.9).
1. Operation register (O-Register) and Assistant register (A-Register): These reg-
isters are 4 and 3 bits long (respectively). Together they act as the op-code for
a low level command. The dierence between them is that the O-Register is
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Figure 9.7: Memory Architecture
decoded outside the processor array chip, while the A-Register is decoded in-
side. Thus 2
4
+3 = 19 bits of op-code enter the processor array chip. Table 9.1
show the various low level commands and their corresponding op-code.
2. Qualify register (Q-Register), and Don't care Register (-Register): Assume the
PE array to be of size X  Y . The O-Register and the -Register (collectively
called the Select or S-Registers) are in two sets, one for rows and the other for
columns. The row S-Registers are each logX bits long. Together they dene a
subset of the X rows to select. One way to use these is as follows. The 2 logX
bits can be used to specify X
2
of the 2
X
subsets of rows. These subsets can
be programmed into the decoder for the row S-Registers. In the same way the
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CMAR             3 bits              6 bits
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A−Register        3 bits 
context field       offset field
Figure 9.9: Global registers
column S-Registers is 2 logY bits long. After decoding the contents of these
registers, SRR
i
; SCR
j
are used to store the decoded values (see Figure 9.10).
A PE is enabled, i its row and column are enabled. The N ags to select rows
and columns are called the select row register (SRR) and select column register
(SCR) (see Figure 9.10).
3. The Context and Memory Address Register (CMAR) has been considered in
Section 9.2.3.
9.3 Implementation
The E-SRGA has been implemented in VHDL and synthesized using a 0.5 micron
library of standard cells from AMI. The Leonardo Spectrum synthesis tool was used
for the synthesis and optimization of the architecture. A C program was written
to automate the implementation of E-SRGAs of dierent sizes. Within the memory
restrictions on our server, we implemented and synthesized arrays of sizes 22, 44,
and 8 8. Based on our measurements, an array size of 1N appears to be a good
predictor of an NN array in terms of speed. In one dimension, we could implement
arrays as large as 1 64. In our implementation we did not add the ability of a bus
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Table 9.1: Low level commands of the E-SRGA; X denotes a dontcare, a * denote
that these commands use addresses also provided by the control unit; y, these are
explained in Section 9.5
O-Register A-Register Command Class Function
0000 XXX Continue No change from current settings
0001 XX0 * write back conguration of row switch
XX1 * Memory access write back conguration of column switch
0010 XX0 * write contents of ACC to memory
XX1 * read memory to ACC
0011 X00 Communication sets congure as edge exclusive sets
X01 congure as segmentable bus
0100 000 set switch to left to right
001 set switch to parent to left
010 Direct switch control set switch to right to parent
011 set switch to right to left
100 set switch to left to parent
101 set switch to parent to right
0101 X00 set to Zero
0101 X01 Set local FF set to One
0101 X10 set to Zero ag
0101 X11 complement local FF
0110 XXX * Switch context Switch to another specied context
1000 X00 * Set enable ag type1 y
X01 * Set enable ag Set enable ag type2 y
X10 Set enable ag on local FF
0111 X00 Set PEs as sources
X01 Set PE class Set PEs as segmenters
X10 Set PEs as readers
1111 XXX * Initial load Load initial data
to bend between columns and rows and vice versa (as in the bends-cost LR-Mesh of
Section 7.2), so that we could measure the clocking rate for a single row or column.
We implemented dierent versions of the architecture, each with dierent sets of
features and compared the results of the simulation in terms of speed. We varied the
size of the memory block of a PE to see its eect on the area. Our key ndings based
on the simulation results are as follows.
1. The clock rate is logarithmic in the array size (see Table 9.2 and Figure 9.11).
In the gure, the horizontal axis is logarithmic in the array size. Clearly, this is
due to the logarithmic diameter of the tree. The curve labeled \all features" rep-
resents the architecture with all the conguration features (segmentable buses,
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edge-exclusive sets, and direct control of the switches). The curve labeled \re-
moving segmentable bus" represents the architecture with only the ability to
implement edge-exclusive sets and direct switch control of PEs. The curve la-
beled \removing connect pairs" represents the architecture with only the ability
to implement segmentable buses and direct switch control. The curve labeled
\Architecture without conguration circuit" represents the architecture without
support for any of these features. The logic required to implement the feature
that enables PEs to set its switches directly has almost negligible cost.
2. The conguration hardware (needed to implement all conguration features)
at a switch reduces the system clock considerably. For example, for 1  64
E-SRGA, the full-blown conguration hardware reduces the clock by almost
41%. The ability of implementing a segmentable bus only reduces the clock by
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about 30% (see Figure 9.11). The ability of implementing edge-exclusive sets
only reduces the clock by about 10% (see Figure 9.11). Direct switch control
by the PEs reduces the clock by about 1%.
3. The conguration hardware increases the switch area by a factor of about 3.
This seems very costly in terms of the architecture area, however the area of
the interconnection fabric including the switches (that have the conguration
hardware) is still a very small factor (6%) of that of the the entire architecture.
4. The context memory size is the dominant factor for the area of the PE (see
Figure 9.12 and Table 9.3). The gure shows that the area of the PE increases
almost linearly with the number of words in the memory block. This means
that if the number of words in the memory block is doubled, the area of the PE
will almost double.
5. The interconnect area is about 6% only of the whole architecture (we removed
all switches to establish this quantity.) In an FPGA-like device, the intercon-
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Table 9.2: Eect of array size and aerent features on clock; the area is in number of
gates, and the clock is in MHz
without with with with
Cong. Hardware Connect Pair Seg. Bus Both
Area Clock Area Clock Area Clock Area Clock
9829 92.5 10159 92.5 10287 92.5 10387 92.5
19658 92.5 20318 92.5 20574 92.5 20701 92.5
39316 92.5 40637 92.5 41647 79.9 41548 78.5
78631 85 81274 83.9 82259 72.1 82805 66.3
157262 77.8 162548 72.8 164590 58.9 166192 49.9
314525 71.7 325095 64.2 329181 49.7 332383 42.3
nection fabric (the routing channels) occupies almost 80-90 % of the chip area.
This contrast points to the E-SRGA having a better functional density than
traditional FPGA. Actually this may be due to the way the E-SRGA architec-
ture and FPGAs solve problems. FPGA-like devices actually build a circuit
to solve the problem (hardware solution). On the other hand, the E-SRGA is
programmed to solve the problem; a sequence of instructions is issued by an
outside controller.
9.4 Modeling
Solving a problem on the E-SRGA would typically start with a high level algorithm
design to the controller. Then the algorithm is translated to a sequence of low level
instructions understandable by the E-SRGA architecture. Finally, the controller is-
sues the low level commands sequence to the PE array. In this section, we abstract
the architectural details of the E-SRGA and develop a programming model based on
the architecture. This model could facilitate the design of algorithms without the
need to know all architecture details. We specify the model of the E-SRGA in terms
of some model parameters, connectivity, PE structure and capabilities and the inter-
connection fabric as described below. Other modeling approaches have been proposed
before [7, 8, 9, 10, 11].
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Model Parameters: The computational model has the following parameters:
 X, Y : Dimensions of the PE array (X is the number of rows, Y is the number
of columns).
 P : Processing element word-size.
 PE
area
: Area of the PE.
 IF
area
(N) : Area of the interconnection fabric needed to connect N PEs in a
row or column.
 C : Number of initially stored communication patterns (contexts).
Connectivity: Each PE is connected to the row/column interconnect through one
full duplex link (or two half duplex links) which can be used to connect pairs of
PEs (one-to-one communication) or broadcast data from one PE to several PEs in a
row/column. PEs communicate with each other through P -bit wide communication
links. The interconnect could be any network topology that is capable of implement-
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Table 9.3: Eect of memory size on PE area
Number All Preserved All Flattened Memory Flattened
of Words Area Clock Area Clock Area Clock
0 365 181.4 500 370
2 2076 89.4 2457 88.5 2524 92.5
3 3163 84.4 3089 81.6 3008 92.5
4 3715 83.6 3794 83.8 3458 92.5
6 4743 77.4 4691 81 4394 92.5
8 5827 73.7 5850 71 5273 92.5
12 7973 66.1 7942 67.7 7388 89.4
16 10498 77.3 9842 52 9328 89
ing a segmentable bus. However in this work we adopt the CST implementation of
segmentable buses presented in Chapter 6.
PE Structure and Capabilities: The general structure of a PE is as follows.
 Each PE is connected to row/column CST.
 Each PE has a constant size memory to hold the stored communication patterns
(contexts). These contexts could be changed during execution and restored
again.
 Each PE has one P -bit accumulator (ACC) to hold the current result of com-
putations or an initialization value. The PE can write the ACC contents into
the memory.
 In one unit of time, a PE can perform any binary operation on two P -bit
operands to produce a P -bit result. The operands could come from one of the
following : ACC, Row CST, or Column CST.
 Each PE has an Enable ip op. If set, the PE will participate in the current
step.
 Each PE has a number of ags (such as a Zero ag) that reect the status of
the ACC.
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Types of Communication: There are two types of communications.
1. PEs in a Row/Column can be connected in pairs (unicast or one-to-one com-
munication).
2. One PE can broadcast data to several other PEs in the same row/column.
Both one-to-one communications and broadcasting take 1 unit of time. One unit
of time is proportional to logN , where N is the number of leaves of the tree.
The CST connects pair(s) of PEs in a row (or a column) such that all connected
pairs in row/column satisfy topological limitations. Such limitations on communica-
tion on the CST is presented in Chapter 3.
9.5 Programming Model
The model is synchronous at the step level. At any time all PEs performing the same
type of step (explained later) or idle. A step can be of three dierent types.
9.5.1 Com Step
A Com(municate/pute) step is a basic unit of computation or communication. This
step always takes 1 unit of time. A PE receives two operands (from ACC, row CST,
or column CST), performs a binary operation and stores the result in the ACC.
9.5.2 Sel Step
The Sel(ect) step selects (enables) a set of PEs for participation in the current step.
Each row (or column) of PEs has a specic address of length logX (or logY ) bits.
The programmer can dene the PEs to be enabled by providing the row and column
addresses. Also, the programmer can enable a subset of rows or columns as explained
in Section 9.2.6. There are three types of Sel steps. All of them run in 1 unit of time.
Type 1: Select PEs based on Row/Column The programmer denes a subset
of rows and a subset of columns to be active. PEs at rows and columns are enabled.
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Type 2: Select from already enabled PEs based on Row/Column This
diers from a Type 1 Sel step only in that the enabled PEs are drawn from those
that were enabled in the previous step. This allows a stepwise renement of a subset
of PEs enabled.
Type 3: Select PEs based on local ip op The programmer selects the PEs
to be enabled based on the contents of the local ip ops. The local ip ops can be
set, reset, complemented or set to local data (based on the Zero latch for example)
in a previous step.
9.5.3 Con step
The objective of the Con(gure) step is to make changes in the current CST settings
so that dierent connections between PEs are established. This step takes at most 4
units of time. There are three types of Con steps.
Type 1: Connect Pairs (one-to-one) At each selected row/column, this step
connects the same corresponding pairs of PEs. The programmer selects a source and
a destination to be connected. This step allows an incremental change in the commu-
nication pattern. At the end of this step, the enabled pair of PEs at a Row/Column
will be connected by a path from the source PE to the destination PE. By applying
this step k times, k source-destination pairs could be connected in each tree.
Type 2: Connect PEs as Segmentable Bus The objective is to connect each
row/column as a segmentable bus. PEs that are writers, segmenters, and readers
have to be dened then the conguration is done as described in Chapter 6.
Type 3: Congure Switch Directly Each enabled PE sets its switches inde-
pendently. Any of the above three types of steps can store the changes in the switch
settings back into the conguration memory or it makes the changes only in the
interconnect.
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Table 9.4: Translation between high and low level commands
High Level Command Equivalent Low Level Command(s)
Compute/Communicate -Continue or
-Switch Context
-Continue
Select PEs based on Row/Column -Set Enable ags type1
Select Already enabled PEs -Set Enable ags type2
Select PEs based on local data -Set local FF
-Set Enable ags
Connect pair -Select PEs as sources
(c is the original context) -Select PEs as readers
-connect edge-exclusive sets
-Write row/column conguration bits (3 clock cycle)
-Switch context (to context c)
Connect PEs as segmentable bus -Select PEs as sources
(c is the original context) -Select PEs as segmenters
-Select PEs as readers
-Connect as segmentable bus
-Switch context (to context c)
Congure switches directly -Direct switch control (at most 3 clock cycles)
-Write ACC to Memory (3 clock cycles)
-Switch context (to context c)
9.5.4 Relation between High and Low Level Commands
The purpose of the model presented in section 9.4 is to have a high level of abstraction
for designing algorithms on the E-SRGA. However, for the algorithm to be actually
executed on the E-SRGA, the high level commands have to be translated into low
level commands that can be understood by the E-SRGA architecture. Table 9.4 shows
the translation between the commands.
Table 9.5 establishes the time needed to run the high level commands on the
E-SRGA.
9.6 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter we presented the E-SRGA architecture that has the ability to solve
problems algorithmically. The E-SRGA has self reconguration ability where the
conguration information for connecting pairs of PEs and connecting rows/columns
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Table 9.5: Estimated time for high level commands
High Level Command Estimated Time
compute/communicate (any type of 1 - 2 clock cycles
operation, sending, or
receiving data on already established
path)
Select PEs based on Row/Column 1 clock cycle
Select Already enabled PEs based on 1 clock cycle
Row/Column
Select PEs based on local data 2 clock cycles
Connect pair 7 clock cycles
Connect PEs as segmentable bus 8 clock cycles
Congure switches directly 7 clock cycles
as segmentable buses can be generated from within the chip. A cost-benet trade-
os for the dierent dynamic reconguration features were obtained. Also, a high
level abstraction (for designing algorithms) for the E-SRGA architecture has been
developed that abstracts away some of the architectural details.
Chapter 10
Conclusions
Although a very powerful computing paradigm, dynamic reconguration has proved
to be diÆcult to realize. This dissertation deals with dierent aspects of implement-
ing dynamic reconguration. Chapters 3{6 dealt with an important communication
structure called the CST. These chapters laid the foundation for developing primi-
tive communication mechanisms used in subsequent chapters. The segmentable bus
(Chapter 6) was used as a building block in an implementation of an LR-Mesh (Chap-
ter 7). The idea of edge-exclusive communications was used in the E-SRGA archi-
tecture of Chapter 9. This work collectively addresses many facets of implementing
dynamic reconguration, ranging from hardware details and low level architectures
to modeling issues and high level algorithm design.
In Chapter 3 we analyzed the communication capability of the circuit switched tree
(CST). We identied a property of a communication set, called width partitionability,
that allows the communications to be scheduled eÆciently on the CST. Then we
showed three classes of communication sets to possess this property. As a special
case of one of these results, we showed that the set of communications that can be
performed in one step on a segmentable bus [48] can be scheduled in two steps on the
CST.
In Chapter 4, we showed that any communication set that is not width parti-
tionable has to satisfy a minimum set of requirements. We presented two \simplest
sets" satisfying these minimum requirements and proved that these are the only two
possible. We then showed that a communication set of width w could require as
many as
5
4
w steps to schedule on the CST. We also proved that, in general, non-
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oriented, well-nested and non-oriented, monotonic communication sets are not width
partitionable.
Chapter 5 presented a method to congure the full duplex CST to establish the
communication paths of a one step communication set in one step. We applied our
method to edge-exclusive communication sets. We showed that any one step commu-
nication set can be decomposed into at most three edge-exclusive sets and hence can
be performed in at most three steps. Together with results of Chapters 3 and 4, this
establishes a comprehensive method to perform communications on the CST.
In Chapter 6 we presented two approaches for implementing segmentable buses.
The rst is suitable for processors with large word-size using the CST. The second
approach uses a binary tree algorithm and is better suited for small word-size proces-
sors.
Chapter 7 introduced the bends-cost measure of bus delay in linear recongurable
meshes and showed this measure to be a faithful reection of the actual bus delay in
an implementation of the LR-Mesh called the bends-cost LR-Mesh. We also proved
that an important class of LR-Mesh algorithms can be implemented using limited
delay buses. In particular, we showed that it is possible to design constant time
algorithms on recongurable models without resorting to the unit-cost assumption.
In Chapter 8 we proved that if polynomial delays are admissible, then the unit-cost
LR-Mesh and the bends-cost LR-Mesh are equal in power. That is, for every T step
algorithm on a unit-cost LR-Mesh, there is an O(T ) step algorithm on a bends-cost
LR-Mesh.
Chapter 9 presented the E-SRGA architecture. This architecture aims to ex-
ploit the power of dynamic reconguration in an FPGA-like setting. We presented
cost-benet tradeos for dierent dynamic reconguration features and developed an
algorithmic model for the architecture.
10.1 Future Directions
The work done in this dissertation has opened several other directions for future
research. Here we organize these directions along the lines of the main topics of this
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work, namely, (a) CST analysis, (b) CST conguration, (c) the bends cost measure,
and (d) the E-SRGA.
CST Analysis
In Chapter 3 we have derived a lower bound on the number of steps for scheduling
a set of one-to-one communications on the CST. We showed that this lower bound
is tight for communication sets with disjoint incompatibles, oriented well-nested sets
and oriented monotonic communication sets. The natural question is \are there other
classes of communications for which this bound is tight as well?" In other words, are
there other classes that are width partitionable? Can the methods developed be used
for other communication structures (besides the CST)?
Chapter 4 characterizes the simplest communication sets that are not width par-
titionable. How does this characterization relate to a characterization of larger sets
that are not width partitionable? Simply requiring a subset of a communication
set to not be width partitionable is not suÆcient for the entire set to not be width
partitionable.
CST Conguration
In Chapter 5 we showed that the CST can accommodate any one-to-one communi-
cation set of width 1. For some communication sets (as in edge-exclusive sets and
segmentable bus communications), the binary tree can be congured to establish the
paths of these communications in a single step. The following questions arise: Are
there other classes of one-to-one communications of width 1 for which the tree can
be congured in a single step?
Also in Chapter 5 we presented an algorithm that decomposes any width-1 com-
munication set into at most three edge-exclusive sets. This decomposition algorithm
requires compile time knowledge of the communications and so cannot be used for
run-time reconguration. Is it possible to perform this decomposition at run time?
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Bends Cost Measure
In Chapter 7, we presented simulation algorithms for the unit-cost LR-Mesh on a
bends-cost LR-Mesh with semimonotonic congurations. Are there other congura-
tions that could be simulated in the same manner?
Is it possible to extend the bends-cost measure to other recongurable models,
for example the unrestricted R-Mesh? Cyclic buses are an important issue here as
they can cause a circuit with feedback or sequential circuits. Would these denitions
change if a dierent technology, for instance, optical buses, were used?
All algorithms of Chapter 7 use a word-model, bends-cost LR-Mesh (as processors
need to handle indices). Can these algorithms run on a bit model (in which processors
cannot handle indices)? This requires the ability to transform the shapes of buses
without using the indices of the end points.
Our result on the relative powers of the unit-cost LR-Mesh and bends-cost LR-Mesh
hinges on the ability to tolerate polynomial delay. Can this condition be relaxed? Or
conversely, is it possible to show that the 

logN
logD log

time overhead cannot be
avoided?
A deterministic method was used to cut a bus to size in Chapter 7. Can random-
ization help, reduce the simulating model size? Randomization is possible only if one
could assume a mechanism to ag buses that are too long. All this may require a
change in the concept of power to include the cost of the bus delay.
E-SRGA
In Section 9.3 we have presented some of our simulation results for the E-SRGA ar-
chitecture. Based on these, one direction would be to optimize the architecture to
improve its clock rate and reduce the area. We showed that the conguration hard-
ware contributes to lowering the clock rate. Also we observed the need for dierent
hardware for each class of communication sets. Can we implement the conguration
hardware in a manner that reduces its eect on the clock rate? One possible approach
is to use congurable logic (possibly LUTs) to implement this hardware. Another ap-
proach is to use two dierent clocks in the architecture. The E-SRGA can operate
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on one clock rate to congure the switches, while operating on a higher clock rate for
other operations [37].
Since the number of contexts is a dominant factor for the area of the E-SRGA the
following questions arise. How many contexts are needed for a function/algorithm?
Can we reduce the width of each context so that the area is reduced? To load a new
context, do we really need to load the whole context or we need only one part of it
(such as LUT contents)? Answers to these questions will lead to better use of the
chip area.
Another direction for the work on the E-SRGA is to implement a suite of primitive
functions on the architecture and compare it to known hardware solutions that target
FPGAs and ASICs. We expect that the implementation of these primitive functions
(individually or collectively) on the E-SRGA (which uses dynamic reconguration)
will have an advantage over the hardware implementation using FPGA and ASICs.
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